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PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

SUBJECT: Additional Supplemental Joint Filing: 2010-2012 Statewide Workforce Education and Training (WE&T) Program Modifications based on Findings of WE&T Needs Assessment

In compliance with Decision (D.) 09-09-047, Southern California Edison Company (SCE), Pacific Gas & Electric Company (PG&E), Southern California Gas Company (SoCalGas), and San Diego Gas & Electric Company (SDG&E), (collectively referred to as the Investor Owned Utilities or IOUs) hereby submit for filing their second supplemental joint Advice Letter (AL) proposing modifications to the existing Statewide Workforce Education and Training (WE&T) program based on the recommendations of the WE&T Needs Assessment and a two requests for additional clarifying information from the Energy Division. All necessary supporting documentation is attached hereto. This joint second supplemental AL is being filed at the request of Energy Division and replaces the previously filed IOU ALs (SDG&E’s 2260-E-A/2041-G-A, SoCalGas’ 4249-A, SCE’s 2588-E-A, and PG&E’s 3212-G-A/3852-E-A) in their entirety. Included as Attachment B to this second supplemental advice filing is a clean version of the supplemental advice letter filed on September 9, 2011. Included as Attachment C to this second supplemental advice filing is a redline version comparing this second supplemental advice letter to the supplemental advice letter filed on September 9, 2011.

PURPOSE

The purpose of this second supplemental advice letter is to provide the information required by the California Public Utilities Commission (Commission or CPUC) in Ordering Paragraph (OP) 36 of D.09-09-047, and with the additional request from the Energy Division, per the supplemental notice received by the IOUs on October 7, 2011.

October 24, 2011
BACKGROUND

D.08-09-040 Adopting the California Long Term Energy Efficiency (EE) Strategic Plan (Strategic Plan) provided a framework to make energy efficiency a way of life in California by refocusing ratepayer-funded EE programs on achieving long-term savings. The Strategic Plan was developed through a collaborative process between the IOUs and industry stakeholders over the course of a year. Chapter 9 - Workforce Education and Training was adopted in the Strategic Plan and included, among other requirements, the completion of a Statewide Needs Assessment:

Goals:
1. Establish EE education and training at all levels of California’s educational systems.
2. Ensure that minority, low-income and disadvantaged communities fully participate in training and education programs at all levels of the Demand Side Management (DSM) and EE industry.

Strategies:
1. WE&T Needs Assessment. An in-depth formal statewide training and education resource inventory and needs assessment is necessary for long-range strategic planning and delivery. The needs assessment and resource inventory will be structured to produce short-, near- and long-term workforce strategies to support each sector defined in the Plan.
2. WE&T Web Portal. The web portal will include links to various DSM related training programs and will allow for a single point of communication. The portal will also serve as a repository for all DSM and EE training, educational conferences, and career opportunities.
3. Energy Efficiency WE&T Task Force. The Task Force, comprised of energy efficiency program administrators, the CPUC, and educational experts, will fulfill administrative functions including: developing a needs assessment RFP; selecting the third party to conduct the needs assessment; and managing the needs assessment evaluation. The Task Force members will continue to help implement the goals and strategies set forth in this Plan.
4. Identify And Implement Specific Programs. For Each Educational Sector. WE&T needs are best organized and approached by identifying the enabling or supporting educational sectors.

Key Actions:
1-1: Define, initiate and drive long-term WE&T development and strategic planning, including identification of funding streams and market sector specific needs.
1-2: Support the community college and adult education efforts to support students to develop their education based on visible career paths in EE and related fields.
1-3: Incorporate EE and DSM into traditional contractor and technician training, such as for plumbers and electricians, and expand training resources to produce target numbers of trained workers.
1-4: Create or expand college and university programs with EE focus and foster green campus efforts to apply this knowledge in clear view of students and faculty.
1-5: Develop K-12 curriculum to include EE fundamentals (e.g. math, science, behavior) and identify career options in energy-related fields.

2-1: Collaboratively identify appropriate goals and strategies to build California’s EE workforce through 2020, focusing on training that increases participation from within minority, low-income and disadvantaged communities in achieving California’s economic EE potential.

Following the adoption of the Strategic Plan, D.09-09-047 Approving 2010-2012 EE Portfolios and Budgets subsequently codified the statewide WE&T program as being responsible for the development, planning, and implementation of three subprograms: Centergies, Connections, and Strategic Planning and Implementation. Those programs are described in detail below:

**Centergies** is organized around market sectors and cross-cutting segments to facilitate workforce education and training. Energy Centers represent the largest component of this subprogram. Included in this program are the Energy Center and Food Service Center activities. WE&T Centergies activities allow potential green workforce candidates to explore EE, integrated DSM technologies and resource management techniques.

**Connections** is organized around downstream and upstream IOU relationships with the educational sector as well as entry- and introductory-level community-based training efforts that support workforce development in EE, energy management and new emerging green careers.

**Strategic Planning and Implementation** involves management and execution of several strategic statewide planning tasks identified in the Strategic Plan: a) form an IOU/CPUC WE&T Task Force, b) conduct a needs assessment study, c) facilitate Annual WE&T Public Meetings, and d) create a WE&T-specific web portal.

D.09-09-047 also further clarified direction on the completion of a Needs Assessment to study “critical workforce needs” and to identify “opportunities to help identify and fulfill those needs through collaboration and fund sharing.” D.09-09-047 also called for this Needs Assessment to include a “detailed inventory of...workforce education and training programs across the state and [the identification of] collaborative opportunities to make the three-year portfolio of IOU training programs responsive to Needs Assessment findings.” Through a competitive bid process, the IOUs selected University of California – Berkeley (UC Berkeley) to complete the Needs Assessment study. Collaborative efforts were made throughout the study process from initiation in 2009 to 2011, including 1) updates at the quarterly WE&T Taskforce meetings, 2) updates at the quarterly California Green Workforce Coalition meeting of Workforce Investment Boards (WIBs) and other community leaders and entities, 3) bi-weekly meetings with study manager, UC Berkeley and Commission/Energy Division staff, and 4) other community meetings where appropriate. The Assessment was completed on March 17, 2011.

As mandated by D.09-09-047, a link was posted on www.engage360.com on March 17, and an invitation and questions related to a public workshop on the Assessment was noticed to service lists in A.08-07-021 et al, R.07-01-041, R.08-03-008, and R.08-05-022. Participants were provided the opportunity to give their input on how to incorporate the findings of the Needs Assessment into the existing IOU WE&T programs, both verbally at the workshop and through an informal email comment period. Notes from the workshop were also circulated and
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participants were given the opportunity to respond with revisions to ensure that the notes accurately captured the comments from the workshop. These public comments were generally supportive of recommendations from the Needs Assessment, and are summarized in Sections 1 to 10 below. As a general trend, it should be noted that three overarching themes surfaced throughout the recommendations and workshop comments: a focus on Sector Strategies, better collaboration, and enhanced data tracking.

The IOUs have spent a significant amount of time during the course of the Needs Assessment and Advice Letter process considering the recommendations and public comments and herein propose changes to the WE&T Programs based on this and other program information. Included in this Advice Letter are the following:

1. Proposal of IOU changes to WE&T Programs
2. Attachment A, Timeline of Needs Assessment Process
3. Attachment B, Clean version of Supplemental Advice Letter
4. Attachment C, Redline version of Second Supplemental Advice Letter
5. Attachment D, 2011-2012 IOU WE&T General Timeline supplement

Furthermore, the IOUs recognize and value the significance of the WE&T Needs Assessment. It provides valuable feedback and information for shaping the future of workforce education and training programs to best meet the demands of a changing workforce. In addition to the proposed changes to existing WE&T programs proposed herein, the IOUs will continue to convene during 2011 to discuss detailed statewide implementation of the Needs Assessment recommendations in helping to shape the programs in the immediate future. These IOU meetings are intended to produce objectives, goals and plans for addressing recommendations suggested in the Needs Assessment.

Finally, the IOUs note that ensuring stakeholder participation was an important and critical part of this process. In addition to the steps outlined above and in Attachment A herein, Energy Division was involved and informed throughout the Needs Assessment process and leading up to the filing of the Advice Letter, Supplemental Advice Letter, and this Second Supplemental Advice Letter.

The WE&T Needs Assessment contains multiple sections with recommendations for a wide variety of changes to many aspects of the Workforce, Education and Training sector – many far beyond the scope mandated for this Advice Letter. For the purposes of this document, only recommendations relevant to the IOUs' existing statewide WE&T programs are addressed, and correspond with the ten general topics established at the April 6 Public Workshop. For each Needs Assessment recommendation, the IOUs have provided a corresponding summary of public comments followed by IOU rationale for any proposed program change. These proposed changes and corresponding Needs Assessment recommendations are summarized as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Needs Assessment Topic</th>
<th>IOU Proposal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Support Sector Strategies</td>
<td>Develop and initiate Sector Strategies, test some proven concepts and refine as needed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Collaborate with Construction Trades</td>
<td>Engage with workforce organizations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Support Credentials and Certifications</td>
<td>Seek best comprehension and retention</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

3 D.09-09-047, OP 36.
4 For full history of relevant recommendations, please see service list notice for questions in preparation for the April 6 WE&T Needs Assessment Workshop, as well as the related PowerPoint distribution.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Needs Assessment Topic</th>
<th>IOU Proposal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4. Restructure Classes</td>
<td>Assess feasibility of longer courses and series</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Support Curricula Development</td>
<td>IOUs have an advisory role; can advise on how best to make curricula accessible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Inclusion of Disadvantaged Workers</td>
<td>Facilitate relationships with Disadvantaged groups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Evaluation of Workforce Outcomes</td>
<td>Seek feasible metrics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Collaborate with Education</td>
<td>This is an existing aspect of the program’s strategy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Career Education</td>
<td>Incorporate career exploration into programs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Evaluation of K-12 Programs</td>
<td>Collect non-specific student data from schools</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FIRST SUPPLEMENTAL REQUEST**

In the July 6 Supplemental Notice, the Energy Division states:

> While the AL, as proposed, does not make significant changes to the WE&T program offering, it does propose changes in the activities currently being promoted by the Statewide WE&T program that will pave the way for more significant revisions to the WE&T at a later date. As such, the current AL will need to be supplemented in order to provide an adequate level of information for each of the action plan areas the IOUs have identified in response to the Needs Assessment and the associated activities being proposed for each area.\(^5\)

In the July 6 supplemental notice, additional information was requested for each of the eleven main categories of needs assessment recommendations addressed in the IOUs’ original advice letter. As discussed with Energy Division staff, because an emphasis is being placed on developing a foundation for more significant WE&T portfolio changes utilizing Sector Strategies in the next program cycle as opposed to the current program cycle, some of the requested clarifications may unintentionally preempt future Commission-adopted procedures for development of programs for the next program cycle. These requests may be addressed through the IOUs’ next EE portfolio application or General Rate Case (GRC), and other proceedings, and through existing reporting mechanisms. Areas the IOUs believe to be so are described below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Clarification Requested</th>
<th>Response</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Timeline including steps and activities for how current program cycle efforts will be used to inform development of the next program cycle and a schedule for providing status reports to ED via EEGA. (Information requested for sections 1 – 11)</td>
<td>Where possible, IOUs have provided timelines and activities to be initiated during the current program cycle for which funding has been approved. IOUs note that current program cycle efforts are reviewed through the Measurement and Evaluation (M&amp;E) process, and those results are used to inform the development of established CPUC proceedings for EE portfolio development and/or other proceedings which may impact this program. With regard to providing status reports via EEGA, the WE&amp;T statewide team meets with ED on a regular basis to discuss program progress. Further, IOUs will continue to submit to ED on an annual basis the reports as ordered by</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Clarification Requested</th>
<th>Response</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>the Commission in the Annual Reporting Requirements</td>
<td>the Commission in the Annual Reporting Requirements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manual version 4 (EE Annual Report), D.09-09-047 (WE&amp;T Progress Report) and Resolution E-4385 (Program Performance Metrics Report). IOUs propose using the annual stakeholder WE&amp;T Task Force meetings as a vehicle to update and receive input on IOU Sector Strategy planning and development for implementation in the next program cycle, in addition to the standing annual reports filed the first business day of May on EEGA.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staffing plan if relevant (Information requested for sections 1-11)</td>
<td>Staffing plans for the next program cycle will be addressed within the established CPUC proceedings for Energy Efficiency portfolio development, and the outcome of the GRC and/or other proceedings which may impact this program.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estimated budget, if relevant, for next program cycle consideration (can be revised as necessary during planning for the next program cycle). (Information requested for sections 1 - 11)</td>
<td>Estimated funding for the next program cycle will be addressed within the established CPUC proceedings for EE portfolio development and the outcome of the GRC and/or other proceedings which may impact this program.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The success metrics this activity should be evaluated on and how they plan to monitor achievement of identified metrics and use results for planning the next program cycle. (Information requested for sections 1-11)</td>
<td>The current Program Implementation Plans (PIPs) for the WE&amp;T program and associated subprograms list Quantitative Program targets (Section 5.d). Modifications and additions to these targets must link to the program theory and logic model. Further, Program Performance Metrics (PPMs) were adopted for the WE&amp;T program in Resolution E-4385. Unless otherwise noted, no changes have been made to these adopted program targets or PPMs. PPM development for the next program cycle will consider success measures for the planned Sector Strategy activities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An outreach strategy to be initiated in the next program cycle (Section 9)</td>
<td>IOU strategies for program implementation in the next program cycle will be developed during the existing procedures for development of programs in the next cycle.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on the length of the supplemental request and repetition of the items noted above that may be addressed in the next program cycle, the IOUs have responded to the supplemental request for clarification with a strong focus on Sector Strategies as an overarching theme. In this response, we will be addressing multiple recommendations within this Sector Strategies approach, as discussed with Energy Division. In addition to the requests identified above, where there was not enough information to adequately respond to questions posed in ED’s supplemental request, pending future direction from the Commission, the IOUs have indicated such.

**SECOND SUPPLEMENTAL REQUEST**

In the October 7 Supplemental Notice, the Energy Division states:

*In addition to the clarifications already made in the first supplemental filing, the IOUs should include a more specific timeline schedule and action items for each Statewide*
**WE&T Needs Assessment Recommendation category being addressed.** This clarification will help identify how they will implement Sector Strategies and steps to address each recommendation. The additional detail may require that the AL narrative be revised for coordination.6

**RESPONSE**

In addition to the information provided below, included in this Second Supplemental Advice Letter as Attachment D is the 2011-2012 Statewide WE&T Program Timeline supplement. This timeline provides additional information about the action items for each Needs Assessment recommendation category being addressed. The IOUs will meet the stated objectives by no later than is indicated, but has the flexibility to engage in activities earlier than is indicated in the timeline, as resources allow.

The Needs Assessment recommendations focus on Sector Strategies, collaboration, credentials and certifications, Energy Center courses, support for curricula development, inclusion of disadvantaged workers, and evaluation of workforce outcomes. The recommendations related to Sector Strategies are largely applicable to the Centergies subprogram, and are addressed below (Sections 1-6). For a discussion of the Connections subprogram, please see Sections 8-10 below. For a discussion of the Strategic Planning subprogram, please see Section 11 below.

**Centergies**

1. **Supporting Sector Strategies**

   *Needs Assessment.* Recommendations from the Needs Assessment surrounding this topic included: (1) initiating, helping fund, and partnering with other organizations to develop robust Sector Strategies in key EE sectors such as HVAC, building operators, benchmarking, and other emerging areas (as well as Low-Income Energy Efficiency or other programs undergoing review or redesign),7 and (2) using the CALCTP as a model, utilities should initiate, help fund, or partner with other organizations to develop robust Sector Strategies in key sectors such as HVAC, building operators, and other emerging sectors such as new energy storage, integrated DSM and commercial building8.

   *Public comments* at the April 6th workshop noted that programs such as HVAC quality installation and advanced lighting controls provide a favorable model for utility collaboration in workforce development. In addition, comments were made that the scopes of programs such as PowerPathway™ need to evolve to include four-year learning institutions. It was suggested that there be continued efforts to identify methods of collaborating with trade associations to promote sector relevant training to their memberships (i.e. mailing related classes to selected contractor lists via CSLB).

   IOU Energy Centers support sector-focused training for HVAC, Lighting, and Building Operations. These program areas demonstrate collaborative relationships with industry and trade organizations where the IOUs co-fund and help facilitate industry training.
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By fostering relationships among industry representatives, trade, employers, utility and education sectors, enhanced curricula can be implemented that will serve the needs of all parties involved in workforce training. This approach may also support high-quality installations providing higher potential energy savings, and additionally, better support career growth opportunities for skilled workers. As workers advance their skills working in the field, entry-level apprenticeship programs in strategic collaboration with other sector stakeholders could be an appropriate pathway to “back-fill” those job vacancies. IOUs are conduits for local and regional workforce training models across the state. Such an effort cannot occur solely from IOU funding, so a concerted effort must be made to identify partnership opportunities among other institutions and associations.

IOUs propose initiating steps to assess its application of strategic collaboration. IOUs believe that Sector Strategies could more efficiently create important and natural industry relationships for course structure changes that better support growth in certification and credential offerings. The Statewide IOU WE&T Program is an established framework for cross-sectional expansion of training curricula and related workforce training programs. Thus, an aptly applied Sector Strategy approach could help focus IOU attention toward a refined process for achieving successful workforce outcomes. IOUs will use the remainder of the current program cycle to evaluate the effectiveness of its current sector partnerships and employ lessons learned and Sector Strategy best practices to develop and initiate a sector strategy effort. Using this initial approach, opportunities for more significant sector strategy activities, refinement, and efforts will be identified for implementation in the next program cycle. If there is a program cycle extension, any pre-identified Sector Strategy efforts appropriate for the bridge period will be initiated.

Sector Strategy is a national movement now and could be identified as a necessary paradigm shift. The concept could help to “connect the dots” between employers and the education and training communities. Sector Strategies address the need for targeted workforce development for a particular industry segment, connecting the dots between labor demand as a result of investment in the clean energy sectors and a skilled labor supply to help support demand. It should target non-traditional labor pools and disadvantaged workforce and promote leveraging the expertise and resources of partnership organizations with similar goals and objectives.

The general goals and objectives of focusing attention on an effective Sector Strategy platform are so that workforce outcomes may be better achieved and sustained for the long-term. The IOUs recognize that specific goals and objectives from employing a Sector Strategies approach must be clear and will utilize the rest of the program cycle to identify specific goals and objectives for targeting sectors that support general Sector Strategy goals and objectives. Below are a list of some of these general Sector Strategy goals and objectives.

General Goals from a WE&T Sector Strategy approach are:

- Refined collaboration with stakeholders in support of the California Energy Efficiency Strategic Plan (CEESP).
- Broader strategic collaborations to implement WE&T plans and Needs Assessment recommendations
- Strengthened connection between training and employment sectors
General Objectives from a WE&T Sector Strategy approach are:

- easier industry adoption of training standards implemented in WE&T
- improved quality of workforce and work performed
- increased linkage with resource program goals/objectives
- clearer model for quickly responding to industry workforce training demands

The scope of applying a refined Sector Strategy approach to the existing WE&T program implementation in the next program cycle includes determining industries with critical workforce needs that fall within the auspices of existing program policy guidelines and identifying the more specific shared goals and objectives for partners within the Sector Strategy partnerships. The remainder of the current program cycle will be used to refine the Sector Strategy approach for implementation in the next program cycle. Likewise, the scale of applying a refined Sector Strategy approach to the existing WE&T program implementation is limited by available funding critical to forming strategic partnerships around emerging industry sector demands.

The plan of action is to use 2011 and 2012 to assess lessons learned and best practices of other Sector Strategy models such as those adopted by CALTCP, Builder Operator Certification (BOC), PowerPathway™, California Workforce Investment Board (CWIB), and other mostly statewide implementers. Using the results, IOUs will A) identify ways of refining its approach to existing IOU collaboration and B) establish and evolve a proven approach for implementing successful Sector Strategy relationships in the IOU WE&T statewide program for the next filing cycle.

The IOUs have begun preliminary work of splitting trade and professional level categories of training to consider Sector Strategy application. A few industries or technologies that could benefit from a Sector Strategy review and possible refinement by the IOU’s WE&T programs:

Trade category
- Lighting Day-lighting
- HVAC
- Building management
- Building maintenance
- Small/Medium Business Audit
- Manufacturing/Automation
- Home Performance
- Low-income weatherization

Professional Category
- Codes & Standards enforcement agency
- Architecture/Engineering/Design
- Lighting design/consultants
- Sustainability consultants
- New Construction
- Food Service

The current program cycle will also be used to review the advantages and disadvantages of IOUs functioning in a typical intermediary role in formulating strategic collaborations through direct compliance with WE&T program implementation. Of
immediate consideration in 2011 is deciding upon rationale for refining or forming new Sector Strategy relationships and identifying the more specific shared goals and objectives. Criteria for such decision will be developed from review of Sector Strategy implementation models, results and effectiveness in achieving goals and objectives. Where opportunity emerges through partnership assessments to make program changes in this program cycle, such as to advance workforce outcomes, course structuring, credentialing pathways, outreach to trade and disadvantaged workers, and influence relevant curriculum, the IOUs will do so accordingly.

IOUs will continue to partner with IOU EE programs such Codes and Standards, Emerging Technologies and Energy Upgrade California. External entities that the IOUs believe could benefit from strategic collaboration within a more refined Sector Strategy approach are:

- Local government building, inspection and regulations agencies
- Community Colleges
- Trade organizations
- Contractor associations
- Certification bodies
- Workforce Development Agencies
- WE&T statewide Taskforce

The remainder of the current program cycle will be used to identify desirable criteria for identifying Sector Strategy partnerships. Below is a list of initial criteria for considering the need and form of a Sector Strategy collaborative which will be refined during the remainder of the current program cycle:

- better address a specific industry workforce need
- deliver measureable and tangible outcomes
- more quickly respond to market demands
- create needed certification and credentialing
- bring together needed partners and relationships
- address gaps and needs for training skills and pathways
- advance IDSM policy

In developing partnerships, IOUs will draw on the best practices of successful models. The IOUs will need to assess the relevancy and value of Sector Strategy adoption on a case by case basis on its merits to advance statewide initiatives such as CEESP and the recommendations of the Needs Assessment while relying on the availability of metrics from which benefits of adopting a Sector Strategy approach can be made specific, meaningful, achievable, relevant and time-based.

Action steps to be taken in order to reach a stage of refining, adopting and implementing an effective long-term Sector Strategy approach are outlined in the general timeline below which represents a common process for developing Sector Strategy outcomes around each of the WE&T Needs Assessment recommendation areas. Not all activities listed within the general timeline of the common process will be determined to be applicable by the various Sector Strategy teams for achieving specific results. Where it is determined variance from the common process is necessary, IOUs will document the modified action plan and the reasoning for the deviation in the WE&T taskforce meetings and the annual report. A deviation in no
way lessens the IOU commitment to achieving a level of collaboration associated with a Sector Strategies approach to address the WE&T Needs Assessment recommendation areas.

**Q4 2011 (November – December)**
- Initiate internal IOU Sector Strategies Launch Team for each recommendation area in the WE&T Needs Assessment and corresponding sectors.
- Develop IOU specific and general sector strategy goals & objectives using Strategic Plan, Needs Assessment, other documents such as D.09-09-047, and existing guidelines for sector strategies development
  - Develop statewide IOU goals as well as goals and objectives for relevant specific IOU / programs that are not in their nature “statewide”

**Q1-Q2 2012**
- Develop partner criteria desired to help achieve goals and objectives for each targeted Sector Strategy area.
- Identify potential Sector Strategy Partners based on desired criteria & existing collaborations as well as necessary “new” ones for each targeted Sector Strategy area.
- Outreach to identified partners for each targeted Sector Strategy area.
- Initiate IOU / Partner working group for each targeted Sector Strategy area.
  - Develop meeting schedule, framework and necessary working group documents

  - Identify shared goals & objective for each targeted Sector Strategy area.
  - Develop a shared vision & mission statement with corresponding goals & objectives for each targeted Sector Strategy IOU / Partner working group.
  - Identify and develop timelines & roadmaps / action items / roles & responsibilities for each targeted Sector Strategy IOU / Partner working group.
    - Develop roadmaps / timelines with pathways for how Sector Strategies activities will inform the next IOU program cycle.

  - Identify reporting vehicles and reporting schedule for each targeted Sector Strategy IOU / Partner working group.
    - Report via adopted Program Performance Metrics (PPMs), WE&T Taskforce meetings and/or Annual Reports for each targeted Sector Strategy area.

**Q3 2012**
- On-going Sector Strategies collaboration.

**Q4 2012**
- Within each Sector Strategy working group, initiate identification of lessons learned / best practices and executable partnership activities that help achieve goals and objectives previously identified. These lessons learned, best practices and activities will be included in program planning for the next program cycle.
IOUs will use the WE&T Task Force meetings as a vehicle to update, and receive input on, IOU Sector Strategy planning and development for implementation in the next program cycle.

2. Collaborations: Working with Construction Trades

Needs Assessment. Utility training centers and classes will collaborate with the contractor businesses to address EE as well as awareness of utility incentive programs. Recommendations from the Needs Assessment include: (1) expanding contractor and contractor association collaborations to building and construction trades associations that have demonstrated a commitment to investments in ongoing workforce training, such as contributions to apprenticeship programs and (2) expanding collaborations between the Energy Training Centers (ETC) and contractor associations and building and construction trades associations. The Needs Assessment states that emphasis should be on collaborations with high-road associations demonstrating commitment to investments in ongoing workforce training, such as participating in apprenticeship programs.

Public comments at the April 6th workshop focused on a desire for more focused efforts with WIBs for pre-employment training to specific green jobs opportunities and the continuation of the pursuit of connections with community colleges similar to the PowerPathway™ program. Comments also supported the enforcement (within local jurisdictions) of technology implementation to attain sustainable savings. Finally, parties proposed the development of a strategy to provide a more structured approach to technology training to unify understanding of the technology as a whole (such as HVAC).

The Energy Centers are familiar with reputable trade associations and through our IDSM Program relationships, collaborate in the development of curriculum leading to improved EE practices. These trade associations are known for their focus on best practices within their respective sectors.

IOUs propose initiating steps to assess its Construction Trades strategic collaboration to look for opportunities to identify more specific shared goals and objectives that align with IOU WE&T objectives, general Sector Strategy objectives and the recommendations of the Needs Assessment while leveraging the expertise and resources of partnership organizations with similar goals and objectives.

The IOU Energy Training Centers will initially be considering Sector Strategy development around industry and technology sectors (see Trade and Professional Categories in Supporting Sector Strategies) and the partnering opportunities that emerge from those efforts. Using this initial approach, opportunities for more significant sector strategy activities, refinement, and related efforts will be identified for implementation in the next program cycle. If there is a program cycle extension, any pre-identified Sector Strategy efforts appropriate for the bridge period will be initiated. Potential Construction Trade Sector Strategy partners include community colleges, trade organizations, contractor associations, certification bodies, and workforce development organizations such as the regional Workforce Investment Boards (WIBs).
that will lead to progressive improvements in IDSM program participation and workforce outcomes. Additionally, IOUs propose to advance partnerships and explore models similar to PowerPathway™, through 2012 for further evaluation and possible enhancement. The recommendation from the Needs Assessment also states that programs should emphasize “collaborations with high-road associations” and focus outreach to contractors who participate in state certified apprenticeship programs because it can help the Energy Centers reach workers in the main EE occupations. IOUs support this objective, while striving to achieve program models that are inclusive and retain equitable access to all ratepayers.

The general timeline below represents a common process for developing Sector Strategy results around Construction Trades. Not all activities listed within the general timeline of this common process will be determined to be applicable for achieving specific outcomes and results. Where it is determined variance from the common process is necessary, IOUs will document the modified action plan and reasoning for the deviation in the WE&T taskforce meetings and the annual report. A deviation in no way lessens the IOU commitment to achieving a level of collaboration associated with a Sector Strategies approach to develop Construction Trades partnerships.

**Q4 2011 (November – December)**

- Initiate internal IOU Construction Trades Team
- Develop IOU specific and general sector strategy goals & objectives using Strategic Plan, Needs Assessment, other documents such as D.09-09-047, and existing guidelines for sector strategies development
  - Develop statewide IOU goals as well as goals and objectives for relevant specific IOU / programs that are not in their nature “statewide”

**Q1-Q2 2012**

- Develop partner criteria desired to help achieve goals and objectives for a Construction Trades Sector Strategy
- Identify potential Construction Trades Sector Strategy Partners based on desired criteria & existing collaborations as well as necessary “new” ones
- Outreach to identified partners for a Construction Trades Sector Strategy
- Initiate IOU / Partner working group for a Construction Trades Sector Strategy
  - Develop meeting schedule, framework and necessary working group documents
- Identify shared goals & objective for a Construction Trades Sector Strategy
- Develop a shared vision & mission statement with corresponding goals & objectives for a Construction Trades Sector Strategy IOU / Partner working group
- Identify and develop timelines & roadmaps / action items / roles & responsibilities for a Construction Trades Sector Strategy IOU / Partner working group
  - Develop roadmaps / timelines with pathways for how Sector Strategies activities will inform the next IOU program cycle
- Identify reporting vehicles and reporting schedule
  - Reported via adopted Program Performance Metrics (PPMs), WE&T Taskforce meetings and/or Annual Reports
**Q3 2012**
- On-going Construction Trades Sector Strategies collaboration

**Q4 2012**
- Within the Construction Trades Sector Strategy working group, initiate identification of lessons learned / best practices and executable partnership activities that help achieve goals and objectives previously identified. These lessons learned, best practices and activities will be included in program planning for the next program cycle.

IOUs will use the WE&T Task Force meetings as a vehicle to update, and receive input on, Construction Trades Sector Strategy planning and development for implementation in the next program cycle.

3. **Energy Centers’ role in Credentials and Certifications**

*N needs Assessment.* The study notes that certifications play a critical role in career development and in creating new or supporting existing partnerships with other organizations with access to a particular part of the workforce. The recommendation from the Needs Assessment is to modify the structure of classes offered by the Energy Centers, thereby increasing the number of course series that are longer in length than typical classes, focusing on a specific occupation, having a workplace-based hands-on component, and offering clear learning objectives that lead to certification. The Needs Assessment further notes that course series have a greater impact on energy savings than the typical short classes. In addition, recognized certifications for contractors and workers are expected to improve workforce outcomes as well.11

*Public comments* at the April 6th workshop noted that higher levels of certification are needed for various industries. Additionally, a nationally recognized certification with the flexibility to apply regional differences such as climate and similar variances as needed would be a great asset to the workforce sector.

The Energy Centers currently partner in offering and supporting certification programs. These partnerships offer opportunities for customers and market actors to achieve industry-recognized credentials. Such course offerings vary in length dependent on the complexity of the subject matter and the time required for the average attendee to digest the pertinent subject matter. The Energy Centers also endorse adult learning principles (ALPs) for all courses funded by IOU programs, and employ ALPs for all self-funded courses. The incorporation of ALPs in seminars addresses the recommendation for a hands-on learning environment conducive to prompt workplace application.

IOUs recognize that some certifications provide members of the California green building workforce required knowledge and skills for jobs, credibility as trained and certified professionals, and can increase employability. IOUs have supported and continue to support certificate programs in various ways, including connecting utility programs to certificate programs, providing subject matter experts as instructors, serving on advisory committees to help shape certificate programs, providing curriculum to support certificate training, providing meeting and classroom space for
certificate training, and providing direct financial support. IOUs also recognize that some course materials can be structured and organized to support existing certificate programs, and in some cases support the creation of new certifications. Certificate programs need to be very well coordinated and thought out, and can take several months to years to develop.

General Goals and Objectives for Credentials and Certifications collaboration:

- Address Credential and Certifications on a statewide level
- Synchronize work on credentials and certifications using Sector Strategies
- Identify gaps in industry certification programs
- Bring together industry partners and foster educational relationships toward improving relevant certificate programs
- Advance IDSM education among Energy Centers' audience

IOUs propose to identify more specific shared goals and objectives for Credentials and Certifications. Where resources allow during the current funding cycle, IOUs will employ lessons learned and Sector Strategy best practices to develop, initiate, and implement efforts. Using this initial approach, opportunities for more significant Credentials and Certifications sector strategy activities, refinement, and related efforts will be identified for implementation in the next program cycle. If there is a program cycle extension, any pre-identified Sector Strategy efforts appropriate for the bridge period will be initiated. For example, a Credentials and Certifications Sector Strategy approach would likely explore the value of trainings with quizzes and tests that provide feedback to students about their comprehension and retention of the material.

The plan of action is for IOUs to use the current filing period to identify specific goals and objectives for targeting sectors that support general Credentials and Certifications Sector Strategy goals and objectives. Where appropriate and practical, given limited resources, IOUs have pre-identified opportunities to organize existing courses into series. IOUs will pursue development of a certification strategy on a coordinated statewide basis leveraging the expertise and resources of other partnership organizations with similar goals and objectives.

The general timeline below represents a common process for developing Sector Strategy results around Credentials and Certifications. Not all activities listed within the general timeline of this common process will be determined to be applicable for achieving specific outcomes and results. Where it is determined variance from the common process is necessary, IOUs will document the modified action plan and reasoning for the deviation in the WE&T taskforce meetings and the annual report. A deviation in no way lessens the IOU commitment to achieving a level of collaboration associated with a Sector Strategies approach to develop Credentials and Certifications partnerships.

**Q4 2011 (November – December)**

- Initiate internal IOU Credentials and Certifications Team
- Develop IOU specific and general sector strategy goals & objectives using Strategic Plan, Needs Assessment, other documents such as D.09-09-047, and existing guidelines for sector strategies development
  - Develop statewide IOU goals as well as goals and objectives for relevant specific IOU / programs that are not in their nature “statewide”
Q1-Q2 2012

- Develop partner criteria desired to help achieve goals and objectives for a Sector Strategy approach around Construction Trades
- Identify potential Credentials and Certifications Sector Strategy Partners based on desired criteria & existing collaborations as well as necessary “new” ones
- Outreach to identified partners for a Credentials and Certifications Sector Strategy
- Initiate IOU / Partner working group for a Credentials and Certifications Sector Strategy
  - Develop meeting schedule, framework and necessary working group documents
- Identify shared goals & objective for a Credentials and Certifications Sector Strategy
- Develop a shared vision & mission statement with corresponding goals & objectives for a Credentials and Certifications Sector Strategy IOU / Partner working group
- Identify and develop timelines & roadmaps / action items / roles & responsibilities for a Credentials and Certifications Sector Strategy IOU / Partner working group
  - Develop roadmaps / timelines with pathways for how Sector Strategies activities will inform the next IOU program cycle
- Identify reporting vehicles and reporting schedule
  - Reported via adopted Program Performance Metrics (PPMs), WE&T Taskforce meetings and/or Annual Reports

Q3 2012

- On-going Credentials and Certifications Sector Strategies collaboration

Q4 2012

- Within the Credentials and Certifications Sector Strategy working group, initiate identification of lessons learned / best practices and executable partnership activities that help achieve goals and objectives previously identified. These lessons learned, best practices and activities will be included in program planning for the next program cycle

The IOU WE&T Programs currently offer a number of Credentials and Certifications resulting from strategic collaboration and development.

IOUs will use the WE&T Task Force meetings as a vehicle to update, and receive input on, Credentials and Certifications Sector Strategy planning and development for implementation in the next program cycle.

4. Structure of Classes

*Needs Assessment.* The Needs Assessment notes that not all people learn in similar ways and standard one-day classes may not allow the instructor to deliver a comprehensive set of lessons with actionable items that the student can implement as part of his/her job. Recommendations from the Needs Assessment include: (1) modifying course offerings to expand targeted cohort-based series of classes that are
longer in length, focus on a specific occupation, have a workplace-based hands-on component, clear learning objectives, and lead towards a certification. The Needs Assessment further clarifies that these course series were shown to have a greater impact on energy savings than the typical short classes. In addition, the study notes, recognized certifications for contractors and workers are expected to improve workforce outcomes as well.

Public comments at the April 6th workshop included the suggestion to charge an administrative fee for participants to enroll in a Centergies course.

General Goals and Objectives for Structure of Classes collaboration:

- Address Structure of Classes on a statewide level
- Synchronize work on credentials and certifications using Sector Strategies
- Organize new and existing classes, where applicable, into coherent series for increasing knowledge and developing skills
- Bring together industry partners and foster educational relationships in developing course series
- Pilot course series that may have a potential next step of moving toward certification by partnering with another organization.

IOUs propose modifying the course series. Regarding the suggestion of an administrative fee during public comment, the implications to stakeholders and ratepayers would need to be assessed thoroughly, and regulatory policy ramifications evaluated. Engaging in a Sector Strategies approach around the Structure of Classes would provide a secondary forum for input on the subject. A high quality certification program can lend credibility to an organization and to the curriculum when well designed, delivered, and administered. IOUs may consider as part of the work with other organizations, to develop a course series with the intent of moving that series toward a certificate program with a third party organization.

The plan of action is to use the current program cycle to discuss and map out partnerships on certificate support and development. Where appropriate and practical, given limited resources, IOUs pre-identified opportunities to organize existing courses into series. An organized and cohesive series of classes can serve as a first step toward a certificate program. With some exception, these past efforts have not been coordinated and discussed at a statewide level which is why a Sector Strategy partnership around Structure of Classes would help in developing a more effective plan to communicate better on the topic of certification leveraging the expertise and resources of partnership organizations with similar goals and objectives.

The general timeline below represents a common process for developing Sector Strategy results around Structure of Classes. Not all activities listed within the general timeline of this common process will be determined to be applicable for achieving specific outcomes and results. Where it is determined variance from the common process is necessary, IOUs will document the modified action plan and reasoning for the deviation in the WE&T taskforce meetings and the annual report. A deviation in no way lessens the IOU commitment to achieving a level of collaboration associated with a Sector Strategies approach to develop Structure of Classes partnerships.
Q4 2011 (November – December)
- Initiate internal IOU Structure of Classes Team
- Develop IOU specific and general sector strategy goals & objectives using Strategic Plan, Needs Assessment, other documents such as D.09-09-047, and existing guidelines for sector strategies development
  - Develop statewide IOU goals as well as goals and objectives for relevant specific IOU / programs that are not in their nature “statewide”

Q1-Q2 2012
- Develop partner criteria desired to help achieve goals and objectives for a Sector Strategy approach around Structure of Classes
- Identify potential Structure of Classes Sector Strategy Partners based on desired criteria & existing collaborations as well as necessary “new” ones
- Outreach to identified partners for a Structure of Classes Sector Strategy
- Initiate IOU / Partner working group for a Structure of Classes Sector Strategy
  - Develop meeting schedule, framework and necessary working group documents
- Identify shared goals & objective for a Structure of Classes Sector Strategy
- Develop a shared vision & mission statement with corresponding goals & objectives for a Structure of Classes Sector Strategy IOU / Partner working group
- Identify and develop timelines & roadmaps / action items / roles & responsibilities for a Structure of Classes Sector Strategy IOU / Partner working group
  - Develop roadmaps / timelines with pathways for how Sector Strategies activities will inform the next IOU program cycle
- Identify reporting vehicles and reporting schedule
  - Reported via adopted Program Performance Metrics (PPMs), WE&T Taskforce meetings and/or Annual Reports

Q3 2012
- On-going Structure of Classes Sector Strategies collaboration

Q4 2012
- Within the Structure of Classes Sector Strategy working group, initiate identification of lessons learned / best practices and executable partnership activities that help achieve goals and objectives previously identified. These lessons learned, best practices and activities will be included in program planning for the next program cycle

The IOU WE&T Programs currently offer variability in Structure of Courses resulting from strategic collaboration and development.

IOUs will use the WE&T Task Force meetings as a vehicle to update, and receive input on, Structure of Classes Sector Strategy planning and development for implementation in the next program cycle.

5. Support for Curricula Development
**Needs Assessment.** The study notes that IOU training centers can leverage their expertise to support other organizations that are less experienced with EE or other ISDM content. Recommendations from the Needs Assessment include actively participating in (1) supporting curriculum review and updating, instructor professional development, and continuing education requirements associated with license renewal for the main “home institutions” that train building and construction professionals and trades people, including four-year colleges and graduate programs, apprenticeships and community colleges \(^\text{14}\) and (2) the content development, review, and updating of curricula, and support instructor professional development for the main “home institutions” that train building and construction professionals and trades people, such as apprenticeship programs, community colleges, and four-year institutions. ETC staff should be encouraged to share their expertise as appropriate to ensure that curricula incorporate up-to-date information on new technologies and practices. \(^\text{15}\)

*Public comments* at the April 6\(^{th}\) workshop did not address this particular Needs Assessment Recommendation.

**IOUs propose** continued efforts in supporting curricula development and updating of Energy Center training curricula. Energy Centers and IOU IDSM programs fund, and illustrate leadership in the development of curriculum that addresses the educational needs of the various technology and construction sectors including codes and standards, and energy efficient building design and construction. Many of these curriculums are often available to the public, trade and vocational organizations. IOU programs, training organizations, and educational institutions can provide a collaborative role in curriculum development through the framework of a Curricula Development Sector Strategy Team. IOUs are already engaged with institutions to serve in advisory roles and will use sector strategies to identify additional opportunities to leverage the resources and expertise of other organizations with similar goals and objectives.

The **plan of action** is for utilities to continue engagement with existing partners and identify new partnership opportunities where needed to provide support in curriculum development and review efforts. Making Energy Center expertise available in the form of personnel, teaching tools and other resources, as-needed or requested, represents several ways of outreach. If there is a program cycle extension, any pre-identified Sector Strategy efforts appropriate for the bridge period will be initiated.

The general criteria for determining strategic collaborations for many of the recommendations prescribed in the Needs Assessment are provided below. In the case of curriculum development, allocating resources is primarily prioritized by relevance to near-term or long-term demand of the market, employers or in strengthening compliance with prevailing work standards. The Curricula Development Sector Strategies timeline outlines a general process for developing more detail criteria for a Sector Strategy collaborative which can be refined during the remainder of the current program cycle to:

- Help better address a specific industry workforce need

\(^{14}\) 205
\(^{15}\) 295
• help create needed certification and credentialing
• help bring together needed partners and relationships
• help address gaps and needs for training skills and pathways
• help advance IDSM policy

The general criteria will be coordinated with efforts identified and described for refining course structure, certification and credentialing. There are numerous categories of organizations and energy efficiency supply chain participants to whom IOUs could conceivably expand outreach. Creating and managing such a list of relationship will require IOUs to strengthen coordination with collaborators. IOUs will initially rely on IOU rebate/incentive program requirements as a preliminary determinant for gathering workforce training curriculum in the absence of any other clear and apparent market demand standard until a Curricula Development Sector Strategies Team is in place.

In line with other responses to the Needs Assessment, IOUs will use other internal department resources such as those provided by Codes and Standards, Emerging Technologies and Energy Upgrade California as initial internal strategic collaborators gathering information on potential Sector Strategy partners from:

• Local government building, inspection and regulations agencies
• Community Colleges
• Trade organizations
• Contractor associations
• Certification bodies
• Workforce Development Agencies

As described in other sections, measuring success of a Sector Strategy approach relies on availability of metrics from which benefits of adopting a Sector Strategy approach are specific, meaningful, achievable, relevant and time-based.

The general timeline below represents a common process for developing Sector Strategy results around Curricula Development. Not all activities listed within the general timeline of this common process will be determined to be applicable for achieving specific outcomes and results. Where it is determined variance from the common process is necessary, IOUs will document the modified action plan and reasoning for the deviation in the WE&T taskforce meetings and the annual report. A deviation in no way lessens the IOU commitment to achieving a level of collaboration associated with a Sector Strategies approach to develop Curricula Development partnerships.

**Q4 2011 (November – December)**

• Initiate internal IOU Curricula Development Team
• Develop IOU specific and general sector strategy goals & objectives using Strategic Plan, Needs Assessment, other documents such as D.09-09-047, and existing guidelines for sector strategies development
  o Develop statewide IOU goals as well as goals and objectives for relevant specific IOU / programs that are not in their nature “statewide”

**Q1-Q2 2012**

• Develop partner criteria desired to help achieve goals and objectives for a Sector Strategy approach around Curricula Development
• Identify potential Curricula Development Sector Strategy Partners based on desired criteria & existing collaborations as well as necessary “new” ones
• Outreach to identified partners for a Curricula Development Sector Strategy
• Initiate IOU / Partner working group for a Curricula Development Sector Strategy
  o Develop meeting schedule, framework and necessary working group documents

• Identify shared goals & objective for a Curricula Development Sector Strategy
• Develop a shared vision & mission statement with corresponding goals & objectives for a Curricula Development Sector Strategy IOU / Partner working group
• Identify and develop timelines & roadmaps / action items / roles & responsibilities for a Curricula Development Sector Strategy IOU / Partner working group
  o Develop roadmaps / timelines with pathways for how Sector Strategies activities will inform the next IOU program cycle

• Identify reporting vehicles and reporting schedule
  o Reported via adopted Program Performance Metrics (PPMs), WE&T Taskforce meetings and/or Annual Reports

**Q3 2012**
• On-going Curricula Development Sector Strategies collaboration

**Q4 2012**
• Within the Curricula Development Sector Strategy working group, initiate identification of lessons learned / best practices and executable partnership activities that help achieve goals and objectives previously identified. These lessons learned, best practices and activities will be included in program planning for the next program cycle

IOUs will use the WE&T Task Force meetings as a vehicle to update, and receive input on, Curricula Development Sector Strategy planning and development for implementation in the next program cycle.

6. **Goals for Inclusion of Disadvantaged Workers at Energy Center Programs**

*Needs Assessment.* Recommendations from the Needs Assessment around this topic include: (1) allocating a percentage of their training funds to support workforce programs that meet the best practice criteria described above and (2) adopting as a goal for the ETC the inclusion of low-income, minority, and disadvantaged workers and job seekers. The Needs Assessment also recommends the development and implementation of specific programs in collaboration with organizations that have a record of accomplishment in this area, emphasizing Sector Strategies that can lead to placement in good jobs with career ladders.

---

16 281
17 295
Public comments at the April 6th workshop focused on collaboration with centers in the non-IOU sector to address disadvantaged workforce training issues. The suggestion was made to enhance collaboration within the existing framework of programs.

IOUs propose using the general timeline and common process outlined below for pursuing effective ways for inclusion of disadvantaged workers at Energy Center Programs. A preliminary approach must include consideration of existing and new potential partnerships to enhance efforts toward the inclusion of disadvantaged workers. This requires IOU coordination and evaluation work to identify appropriate organizations with proven records of accomplishment that have focused on these groups. A Sector Strategy team created around Inclusion of Disadvantaged Workers that includes existing and new partners could be helpful to IOUs in adopting a goal for the next program cycle by evaluating the effectiveness of current program cycle efforts such as those that come from the formation of a Sector Strategy team around Inclusion of Disadvantaged Workers leveraging the expertise and resources of other organizations with similar goals and objectives. If there is a program cycle extension, any pre-identified Sector Strategy efforts appropriate for the bridge period will be initiated.

The Energy Centers currently support education of the incumbent workforce in accordance with the CEESP. The workforce population includes a substantial element of blue-collar workers that may represent the demographic referenced in this recommendation. Currently, the Energy Center programs do not distinguish between the various demographics represented. The Energy Centers do however work to make Energy Center workshops and trainings equally accessible to all customer demographics by implementing an off-site strategy that brings workshops and trainings to communities throughout the IOU’s service territory. The Energy Centers actively collaborate with the Workforce Investment Board, community colleges, and community organizations that provide training services and outreach to low-income, disadvantaged, or underserved communities/workers.

Current partnership goals in this area correspond to the overarching objectives of WE&T to educate incumbent workers, contribute to a greener workforce, and create career pathways for disadvantaged workers entering or already in the California economy. A Sector Strategy approach around Inclusion of Disadvantaged Workers could contribute to such a partnership in more effectively provisioning subject matter expertise, course curricula, visual aids, hardware, and other materials that support Adult Learning Principles for a practical learning environment. Other contributions may include the need for periodic consultation with the partner, and provision of class attendance at the IOU Energy Centers, and off-site.

Based on general objectives of the Sector Strategy development work, it is anticipated that using a Sector Strategy approach to develop better outcomes for inclusion of disadvantaged workers is achievable. Furthermore, completion of these action items will serve to identify an appropriate funding allocation to meet the demand for industrial sector related training of the disadvantaged worker class, as defined.

To this end, as applicable, the IOUs will evaluate and expand partnership collaboration within the workforce development and community based organization area, as well as internal IOU departments (LIEE/CARE) that successfully serve these demographics. WE&T groups can provide education opportunities and while partnering agencies
outreach to existing member bases to offer complementary programs to remove barriers facing disadvantaged workers.

*The plan of action* is to use a Sector Strategy approach around Inclusion of Disadvantaged Workers to attain strategies that improve awareness of Energy Center training resources among disadvantaged worker populations and results that show reasonable participation.

There is no fully vetted definition of a “disadvantaged worker” at this point. For the purposes of the IOUs initial work, it is suggested that disadvantaged worker may include low to no-income, blue-collar workers currently employed or unemployed, ethnic minorities, disabled persons, or those lacking a GED. IOUs acknowledge a Sector Strategy approach around Inclusion of Disadvantaged Workers is an opportunity to define “disadvantaged worker” more precisely to help focus program outreach efforts in the next program cycle and beyond.

The general timeline below represents a common process for developing Sector Strategy results around Inclusion of Disadvantaged Workers. Not all activities listed within the general timeline of this common process will be determined to be applicable for achieving specific outcomes and results. Where it is determined variance from the common process is necessary, IOUs will document the modified action plan and reasoning for the deviation in the WE&T taskforce meetings and the annual report. A deviation in no way lessens the IOU commitment to achieving a level of collaboration associated with a Sector Strategies approach to develop Inclusion of Disadvantaged Workers partnerships.

**Q4 2011 (November – December)**
- Initiate internal IOU Inclusion of Disadvantaged Workers Team
- Develop IOU specific and general sector strategy goals & objectives using Strategic Plan, Needs Assessment, other documents such as D.09-09-047, and existing guidelines for sector strategies development
  - Develop statewide IOU goals as well as goals and objectives for relevant specific IOU / programs that are not in their nature “statewide”

**Q1-Q2 2012**
- Develop partner criteria desired to help achieve goals and objectives for a Sector Strategy approach around Inclusion of Disadvantaged Workers
- Identify potential Inclusion of Disadvantaged Workers Sector Strategy Partners based on desired criteria & existing collaborations as well as necessary “new” ones
- Outreach to identified partners for an Inclusion of Disadvantaged Workers Sector Strategy
- Initiate IOU / Partner working group for an Inclusion of Disadvantaged Workers Sector Strategy
  - Develop meeting schedule, framework and necessary working group documents
- Identify shared goals & objective for an Inclusion of Disadvantaged Workers Sector Strategy
- Develop a shared vision & mission statement with corresponding goals & objectives for an Inclusion of Disadvantaged Workers Sector Strategy IOU / Partner working group
7. Evaluation of Workforce Outcomes

*Needs Assessment*. Being able to track information about participants and effects of training sessions is necessary to evaluate the success of a particular session or series.

Participant data may also provide important information on worker backgrounds, job types, and industry segments that the Centers are reaching, which can guide ETC offerings and curriculum development.

Tracking of more robust participant information will allow the IOUs to better assess how the ETCs are serving the broader California workforce and where they fit into the broader training resources in California. It may also help implementers design ETC programming and outreach efforts to align with goals and recommendations set by the Program Performance Metrics (PPMs), California Energy Efficiency Strategy Plan (CEESP) and the Needs Assessment.

Recommendations from the Needs Assessment include: (1) strengthening tracking of participants and outcomes and (2) assessing and determining what additional information is required to evaluate workforce outcomes for the ETCs. In addition, the Opinion Dynamics evaluation makes a number of suggestions for tracking participants in the Energy Centers programs. These recommendations include the creation of a common registration form among all ETCs that will collect participant type, profession or field, years in profession, and existing knowledge of course topic; use of complete and consistent data entry for course and participant tracking, such that repeated courses and participants can be easily identified; and the creation of a shared...
registration system across all ETCs that would allow IOUs to track participants across multiple ETCs.\textsuperscript{18}

The Needs Assessment recommends that the ETCs should, at a minimum, begin to collect information from participants on occupation, prior education, and work experience.\textsuperscript{19}

Public comments at the April 6\textsuperscript{th} workshop did not address this particular Needs Assessment Recommendation.

IOUs propose assessing and evaluating requirements for redesigning the ETC registration system and participant information collection methods statewide among IOUs, such that the data fields and recommendations described above may be incorporated. IOUs in cooperation with their Measurement and Evaluation department also propose to explore a Sector Strategies approach to explore possible methodologies for estimating demand side program economic and job impact as well as savings associated with WE&T efforts. Sector Strategies would leverage the expertise and resources of other organizations with similar goals and objectives. If there is a program cycle extension, any pre-identified Sector Strategy efforts appropriate for the bridge period will be initiated. All such activities will need to be rationalized and consistent with the program theory and logic model.

The plan of action is for IOUs to thoroughly review and assess the statewide IOU information systems in order to develop and implement a means of tracking and measuring program and customer participation and outcomes in a way that is feasible, effective and respectful to customer concerns for intrusion on rights and privacy.

Once such a system is in place, tracking data will initially be used to develop a baseline representing the current levels of course participation and participant career and educational background. In the future, IOUs will be able to use the baseline data to track the effectiveness of changes made to ETC courses in response to the Needs Assessment recommendations and other program modifications.

The general timeline below represents a common process for developing Sector Strategy results around Workforce Outcomes. Not all activities listed within the general timeline of this common process will be determined to be applicable for achieving specific outcomes and results. Where it is determined variance from the common process is necessary, IOUs will document the modified action plan and reasoning for the deviation in the WE&T taskforce meetings and the annual report. A deviation in no way lessens the IOU commitment to achieving a level of collaboration associated with a Sector Strategies approach to develop Workforce Outcomes partnerships.

**Q4 2011 (November – December)**

- Initiate internal IOU Workforce Outcomes Team
- Data Tracking Team to finalize data tracking requirements for IOU Energy Center courses
- Develop statewide list of participant data categories (e.g., job type and level, educational background, etc.) to be tracked by Energy Centers

\textsuperscript{18} 206
\textsuperscript{19} 295
• Develop IOU specific and general sector strategy goals & objectives using Strategic Plan, Needs Assessment, other documents such as D.09-09-047, and existing guidelines for sector strategies development
  o Develop statewide IOU goals as well as goals and objectives for relevant specific IOU / programs that are not in their nature “statewide”

**Q1-Q2 2012**

• Develop partner criteria desired to help achieve goals and objectives for a Sector Strategy approach around Workforce Outcomes
• Identify potential Workforce Outcomes Sector Strategy Partners based on desired criteria & existing collaborations as well as necessary “new” ones
• Outreach to identified partners for a Workforce Outcomes Sector Strategy
• Initiate IOU / Partner working group for a Workforce Outcomes Sector Strategy
  o Develop meeting schedule, framework and necessary working group documents

• Identify shared goals & objective for a Workforce Outcomes Sector Strategy
• Develop a shared vision & mission statement with corresponding goals & objectives for a Workforce Outcomes Sector Strategy IOU / Partner working group
• Identify and develop timelines & roadmaps / action items / roles & responsibilities for a Workforce Outcomes Sector Strategy IOU / Partner working group
  o Develop roadmaps / timelines with pathways for how Sector Strategies activities will inform the next IOU program cycle

• Begin tracking course participant data as agreed upon by statewide team
• Update and revise WET (Connection & Centergies) program theory and logic model to fully reflect the implementation of the needs assessment findings
• Align the establish success criteria and goals with program theory and logic model (activities, output and outcome)
• Identify reporting vehicles and reporting schedule
  o Reported via adopted Program Performance Metrics (PPMs), WE&T Taskforce meetings and/or Annual Reports

**Q3 2012**

• On-going Workforce Outcomes Sector Strategies collaboration
  o Monitor performance of the success criteria and stated goals against actual program activities and outputs. Include expected program outcome in the program process evaluation for the next program cycle.

**Q4 2012**

• Develop baseline of Energy Center course participant characteristics based on new statewide list of participant tracking information
• Within the Workforce Outcomes Sector Strategy working group, initiate identification of lessons learned / best practices and executable partnership activities that help achieve goals and objectives previously identified. These lessons learned, best practices and activities will be included in program planning for the next program cycle
  o Monitor performance of the success criteria and stated goals against actual program activities and outputs
IOUs will use the WE&T Task Force meetings as a vehicle to update, and receive input on Workforce Outcomes Sector Strategy planning and development for implementation in the next program cycle.

Connections

The Needs Assessment recommendations related to the Connections sub-program focus on collaboration with the education sector, on career education, and evaluation of K-12 programs. We have addressed each one herein:

K-12 – while the Needs Assessment does not provide any clear recommendations for creating a sector strategy around Education Collaboration with K-12, the Needs Assessment does make recommendations for collaborating with career academies, regional occupational programs focusing on high school to develop a systematic, organized effort to institutionalize energy awareness and career awareness education programs, and align them with California Content Standards.

A Sector Strategy approach focused around Education Collaborations and partnerships could help IOUs determine the importance of some general goals and objectives. IOUs have pre-identified some organizations and programs that have an explicit focus on serving disadvantaged communities and lowering school dropout rates, like the Career Academies who could serve an important role on an Education Collaboration Sector Strategy Team. The following is a list of possible entities that have been pre-identified: California Department of Education, California Partnership Academies, investor-owned utilities, publicly-owned utilities, California Energy Commission, California Public Utilities Commission, California Environmental Protection Agency, organizations providing after-school educational programming, and high-performing K-12 energy education programs (representative of all funding sources).

The IOU’s currently collaborate with 1) California Department of Education on Energy and Utility Sector curriculum standards, 2) California Energy Commission to develop guidelines for clean energy partnership academies, 3) Los Angeles Unified School District to develop career partnership academies, 4) collaborating with several academies in the PG&E service territory. Partnership academies combine career technical education with academic courses to prepare students for graduation and future employment or schooling. The academies serve primarily at-risk students. The criteria used for student eligibility include irregular attendance, record of underachievement, low motivation or disinterest in the regular academic program, and economic disadvantages.

Career awareness and career exploration helps guide young students to interesting careers in the green/clean sector and highlights the importance of academic achievement at younger ages. The hope is that by engaging students on career awareness and career exploration of green and clean energy careers, students will move into HS and college with a clearer focus on careers. A Sector strategic approach on K-8 student curriculum could help determine how to best inject career awareness and career exploration focused on preparing students for careers in the green sector (Energy and Utilities, Engineering, Transportation, Agricultural and Natural Resources, etc) in K-8 curricula.
Similarly, a Sector Strategy approach could help resolve how IOUs can best support 9-12 grade career academies. Career academies combine career technical education with academic courses and prepare students for graduation and future employment in a focused career theme/sector (Energy and Utilities, Engineering, Transportation, Agricultural and Natural Resources, etc) or additional schooling. Career academies serve at-risk students with a record of irregular attendance, underachievement and disinterest in a regular academic program and students that would otherwise not have a career plan at graduation.

Colleges – The Needs Assessment does not provide any clear recommendation for creating a sector strategy around Education Collaboration with Colleges, the Needs Assessment does recommend strengthening and expanding collaborations with community college career technical education and four-year colleges to target career development results.

The IOU’s are currently collaborating with the California Community College (the largest in the nation with 112 campuses) Chancellor’s office on the design and implementation of community college programs that prepare students for sector specific careers as well as preparing students for transfer to four-year colleges. California Community Colleges working closely with Workforce Investment Boards (WIBs) are in the best position to understand community and industry needs and deliver sector strategy results to meet those needs. The IOU’s are working directly with the WIB’s and indirectly through the community colleges on our sector strategy objectives.

Community colleges have several different roles within the state’s system of workforce training and education, including preparing students for entry-level jobs, providing experienced workers with opportunities to improve their skills in their existing profession or in a new profession, and preparing students to enter four-year degree programs in engineering and other technical disciplines like architecture and construction management. IOUs in collaboration with community colleges are developing sector specific courses and programs to help meet industry/employer needs.

8. Collaborations

Needs Assessment. The Needs Assessment states that collaboration with various levels of the education sector is an intricate part of the program strategy. Recommendations from the Needs Assessment around this topic include the need for strengthening and expanding collaborations with career Academies, Regional Occupational Programs (ROPs) and community colleges.

Public comments at the April 6th workshop focused on what should be the objectives of the collaborative relationships being developed by the IOU education programs with K-12, community colleges, and four-year colleges and universities.

IOUs propose continuing current work with secondary and post-secondary institutions while taking steps to determine how and if an IOU facilitated Education Collaboration Sector Strategy approach is warranted in the wake of the many existing collaborations
The plan of action is to use a Sector Strategy approach around Education Collaboration at all educational levels to broaden that network to build new relationships and expand the program outreach to address similar goals and objectives, the recommendations of the Needs Assessment, and the Strategic Plan. An Education Collaboration Sector Strategy approach could help IOUs in developing an effective collaborative role with K-12, Career Academies, ROPs as well as Community Colleges. Expanding educational collaborations are an intricate part of the WE&T Connections program design and strategy while leveraging the expertise and resources of partnership organizations with similar goals and objectives.

General Criteria for partnering in a WE&T Sector Strategy approach:

- Be involved directly or indirectly with the K-12 and/or college level education/training sector in California
- Share the goal of energy efficiency education for K-12 and beyond.
- Share a vision (CPUC strategic plan) of serving students in underserved communities and/or low income and minority communities.
- Possible funding source for reaching WE&T goals

The general timeline below represents a common process for developing Sector Strategy results around Education Collaborations. Not all activities listed within the general timeline of this common process will be determined to be applicable for achieving specific outcomes and results. Where it is determined variance from the common process is necessary, IOUs will document the modified action plan and reasoning for the deviation in the WE&T taskforce meetings and the annual report. A deviation in no way lessens the IOU commitment to achieving a level of collaboration associated with a Sector Strategies approach to develop Education Collaborations and partnerships.

**Q4 2011 (November – December)**
- Initiate internal IOU Education Collaboration Team
- Develop IOU specific and general sector strategy goals & objectives using Strategic Plan, Needs Assessment, other documents such as D.09-09-047, and existing guidelines for sector strategies development
  - Develop statewide IOU goals as well as goals and objectives for relevant specific IOU / programs that are not in their nature “statewide”

**Q1-Q2 2012**
- Develop partner criteria desired to help achieve goals and objectives for a Sector Strategy approach around Education Collaboration
- Identify potential Education Collaboration Sector Strategy Partners based on desired criteria & existing collaborations as well as necessary “new” ones
- Outreach to identified partners for a Education Collaboration Sector Strategy
- Initiate IOU / Partner working group for a Education Collaboration Sector Strategy
  - Develop meeting schedule, framework and necessary working group documents
- Identify shared goals & objective for a Education Collaboration Sector Strategy
• Develop a shared vision & mission statement with corresponding goals & objectives for an Education Collaboration Sector Strategy IOU / Partner working group
• Identify and develop timelines & roadmaps / action items / roles & responsibilities for an Education Collaboration Sector Strategy IOU / Partner working group
  - Develop roadmaps / timelines with pathways for how Sector Strategies activities will inform the next IOU program cycle
• Identify reporting vehicles and reporting schedule
  - Reported via adopted Program Performance Metrics (PPMs), WE&T Taskforce meetings and/or Annual Reports

Q3 2012
• On-going Education Collaboration Sector Strategies collaboration

Q4 2012
• Within the Education Collaboration Sector Strategy working group, initiate identification of lessons learned / best practices and executable partnership activities that help achieve goals and objectives previously identified. These lessons learned, best practices and activities will be included in program planning for the next program cycle

IOUs will use the WE&T Task Force meetings as a vehicle to update, and receive input on, Education Collaboration Sector Strategy planning and development for implementation in the next program cycle.

9. Career Education

Needs Assessment. Incorporating career exploration into programs would be helpful to complement career awareness activities. Recommendations from the Needs Assessment include: (1) increasing the emphasis on career awareness and career exploration in ratepayer-funded education programs servicing K-8 students and supporting career preparation programs in career academies and ROPs. The Needs Assessment also recommends evaluating and working toward the integration of environmental and ratepayer-funded energy curricula. It states that there is substantial evidence that the integration of environmental and energy curricula will increase the support of teachers for these programs. Finally, the study reports that these efforts should be supported by strong collaborations with K-12 schools, particularly those programs, like the California Partnership Academies, that target disadvantaged students.

Public comments at the April 6th workshop focused on leveraging the role of the IOU WE&T programs to support education on career awareness, career exploration, and career development. A suggestion was made to collaborate with ROPs, Green Academies, and other similarly-funded programs to facilitate support for career awareness.
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IOUs propose to have a role in future curriculum development and the need for input and funding from other relevant stakeholders to identify other secondary energy and environmental curricula that meet the goals of the Strategic Plan. Programs that target disadvantaged students or students from low-income households benefit from emphasis on career awareness programs. Beginning in 2010, the statewide WE&T program is tracking program participation from low-income, minority and disadvantaged communities. If there is a program cycle extension, any pre-identified Sector Strategy efforts appropriate for the bridge period will be initiated.

As described in the IOU’s 2010-2012 WE&T Statewide Program Implementation Plan (PIP), one of the primary goals of the Connections programs is to promote career education and green careers to K-12 and college students to meet California’s need for green jobs.

Career education is currently being incorporated into the existing programs through updates to existing curriculum, inclusion in new programs being developed, in stand-alone green career guide/supplements, and assemblies.

http://www.greenschoolsnational.com/california.html
http://www.greenschoolsnational.com/california.html

Links provided in this document are the links currently available.

The Needs Assessment acknowledges that Connections initiatives aim to foster collaborations between utilities and educational institutions with the objectives of 1) promoting “Green Careers,” 2) encouraging energy efficiency and conservation behavior, 3) educating schools about the benefits of adopting energy efficiency policies.  

The plan of action is to use a Sector Strategy approach around Career Education during the current filing period to incorporate career education into all IOU programs grades K-College while leveraging the expertise and resources of partnership organizations with similar goals and objectives.

The general timeline below represents a common process for developing Sector Strategy results around Career Education. Not all activities listed within the general timeline of this common process will be determined to be applicable for achieving specific outcomes and results. Where it is determined variance from the common process is necessary, IOUs will document the modified action plan and reasoning for the deviation in the WE&T taskforce meetings and the annual report. A deviation in no way lessens the IOU commitment to achieving a level of collaboration associated with a Sector Strategies approach to develop Career Education partnerships.

**Q4 2011 (November – December)**
- Initiate internal IOU Career Education Team

---
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• Develop IOU specific and general sector strategy goals & objectives using Strategic Plan, Needs Assessment, other documents such as D.09-09-047, and existing guidelines for sector strategies development
  o Develop statewide IOU goals as well as goals and objectives for relevant specific IOU / programs that are not in their nature “statewide”

**Q1-Q2 2012**
• Develop partner criteria desired to help achieve goals and objectives for a Sector Strategy approach around Career Education
• Identify potential Career Education Sector Strategy Partners based on desired criteria & existing collaborations as well as necessary “new” ones
• Outreach to identified partners for a Career Education Sector Strategy
• Initiate IOU / Partner working group for a Career Education Sector Strategy
  o Develop meeting schedule, framework and necessary working group documents

• Identify shared goals & objective for a Career Education Sector Strategy
• Develop a shared vision & mission statement with corresponding goals & objectives for a Career Education Sector Strategy IOU / Partner working group
• Identify and develop timelines / roadmaps / action items / roles & responsibilities for a Career Education Sector Strategy IOU / Partner working group
  o Develop roadmaps / timelines with pathways for how Sector Strategies activities will inform the next IOU program cycle

• Identify reporting vehicles and reporting schedule
  o Reported via adopted Program Performance Metrics (PPMs), WE&T Taskforce meetings and/or Annual Reports

**Q3 2012**
• On-going Career Education Sector Strategies collaboration

**Q4 2012**
• Within the Career Education Sector Strategy working group, initiate identification of lessons learned / best practices and executable partnership activities that help achieve goals and objectives previously identified. These lessons learned, best practices and activities will be included in program planning for the next program cycle

IOUs will use the WE&T Task Force meetings as a vehicle to update, and receive input on, Career Education Sector Strategy planning and development for implementation in the next program cycle.

10. **Evaluation of K-12 Programs**

*Needs Assessment.* The Needs Assessment states that collecting non-specific student data from schools is the most accessible data to IOUs for evaluating program impacts. Recommendations from the Needs Assessment include: (1) continuing to support and expand career awareness and exploration in K-12 programs. Furthermore, “as indicated in our K-12 key findings report, the IOUs have recently added career awareness and career exploration modules to the K-8 programs: Living
Wise, PEAK, Green Schools, and Energenius. In this way, the K-8 programs, which, until recently, have mostly focused on how students and their families can save energy, will also contribute to the career development policy goal. These career development modules should be evaluated using appropriate performance metrics,” and (2) working with education agencies, schools, and funding partners to allow for the collection and reporting of demographic information on students participating in ratepayer-funded Connections education programs. The Needs Assessment states that the present lack of information hampers the evaluation of existing programs.

Public comments at the April 6th workshop focused on the various issues and challenges surrounding data tracking of students and teachers participating in IOU education programs. The discussion acknowledged value in monitoring and evaluating program impacts on student groups involved in IOU education programs.

IOUs propose to pursue a solution to address this recommendation. Currently, the type of demographic information collected is on the school registrants in general, not on the individual student. Furthermore, there is privacy associated with schools releasing demographic information of students to outside agencies. The tracking of students into green careers could likely only be accomplished with the involvement and permission of guardians. If there is a program cycle extension, any pre-identified Sector Strategy efforts appropriate for the bridge period will be initiated.

The plan of action is to use a Sector Strategy approach around K-12 programs to incorporate career education into all IOU education programs K-12 implemented in schools and identify ways of tracking matriculation of students who participate in the programs including near-term impact on student career awareness. The expertise and resources of partnership organizations with similar goals and objectives will be leveraged.

The general timeline below represents a common process for developing Sector Strategy results around K-12 Programs. Not all activities listed within the general timeline of this common process will be determined to be applicable for achieving specific outcomes and results. Where it is determined variance from the common process is necessary, IOUs will document the modified action plan and reasoning for the deviation in the WE&T taskforce meetings and the annual report. A deviation in no way lessens the IOU commitment to achieving a level of collaboration associated with a Sector Strategies approach to develop K-12 Program partnerships.

**Q4 2011 (November – December)**
- Initiate internal IOU K-12 Programs Team
- Develop IOU specific and general sector strategy goals & objectives using Strategic Plan, Needs Assessment, other documents such as D.09-09-047, and existing guidelines for sector strategies development
  - Develop statewide IOU goals as well as goals and objectives for relevant specific IOU / programs that are not in their nature “statewide”

**Q1-Q2 2012**
• Develop partner criteria desired to help achieve goals and objectives for a Sector Strategy approach around K-12 Programs
• Identify potential K-12 Programs Strategy Partners based on desired criteria & existing collaborations as well as necessary “new” ones
• Outreach to identified partners for a K-12 Programs Sector Strategy
• Initiate IOU / Partner working group for a K-12 Programs Sector Strategy
  o Develop meeting schedule, framework and necessary working group documents

• Identify shared goals & objective for a K-12 Programs Sector Strategy
• Develop a shared vision & mission statement with corresponding goals & objectives for a K-12 Programs Sector Strategy IOU / Partner working group
• Identify and develop timelines & roadmaps / action items / roles & responsibilities for a K-12 Programs Sector Strategy IOU / Partner working group
  o Develop roadmaps / timelines with pathways for how Sector Strategies activities will inform the next IOU program cycle

• Identify reporting vehicles and reporting schedule
  o Reported via adopted Program Performance Metrics (PPMs), WE&T Taskforce meetings and/or Annual Reports

Q3 2012
• On-going K-12 Programs Sector Strategies collaboration

Q4 2012
• Within the K-12 Programs Sector Strategy working group, initiate identification of lessons learned / best practices and executable partnership activities that help achieve goals and objectives previously identified. These lessons learned, best practices and activities will be included in program planning for the next program cycle

IOUs will use the WE&T Task Force meetings as a vehicle to update, and receive input on, K-12 Programs Sector Strategy planning and development for implementation in the next program cycle.

11. Strategic Planning and Implementation

This program involves management and execution of several strategic statewide planning tasks identified in the Strategic Plan: a) form an IOU/CPUC WE&T Task Force, b) conduct a needs assessment study, c) facilitate Annual WE&T Public Meetings, and d) create a WE&T-specific web portal.

This sub-program, though not specifically called out in Needs Assessment recommendations, can serve as the means by which action plans can be discussed and assessed in the spirit of the recommendations.

1. Role of WE&T Taskforce

The inaugural WE&T Taskforce meeting was held January 28, 2009 with primary purposes of sharing information on green training initiatives and to focus resources on
completing a Workforce, Education & Training statewide Needs Assessment study, as well as create a WE&T web portal site. The final study was posted on March 17, 2011 to the Energy Efficiency Web-portal, www.engage360.com. A first annual WE&T public workshop occurred on April 6th 2011 when results and recommendations from the WE&T Needs Assessment study were presented for public discussion and comment.

The three key overarching themes emerging from the Needs Assessment study and workshop comments are either, goals presented in the California Long-term Energy Efficiency Strategic Plan, ways to measure program performance in Resolution E-4385 or directly or indirectly expressed in D.09-09-047. A general timeline and common process for developing specific outcomes for each WE&T Needs Assessment recommendation is provided in the respective WE&T Centergies and WE&T Connections sections of this Advice Filing.

The IOUs propose to use the WE&T Task Force meetings as a vehicle to update, and receive input on, IOU Sector Strategy planning and development for implementation in the next program cycle while leveraging the expertise and resources of participating taskforce participants. The IOUs further propose to use the annual stakeholder Taskforce meetings to evaluate existing cross-cutting training implementations across industry trade, educational, public agency and community-based sectors. The taskforce can also be used to share with stakeholders, IOU progress with collaborative training relationships among the aforementioned sectors, as well as between IOU and inter-organizational departments. Finally, the current stakeholder Taskforce can be of great value in identifying ways to assess data tracking methodologies for measuring program effectiveness. If there is a program cycle extension any pre-identified Sector Strategy efforts pertinent to the WE&T taskforce and appropriate for the bridge period will be initiated.

2. Role of WE&T Web Portal

The IOUs propose to use the WE&T Task Force meetings to evaluate existing EE web portal options as a means for advancing Sector Strategies, collaborative implementations and measuring program effectiveness.

The initial planning was to develop the WE&T Web Portal within the existing EE Web Portal (www.engage360.com). However, the October 13, 2011 Assigned Commissioner’s Ruling from Commissioner Ferron required that IOUs suspend all spending on the EE web portal.25 Thus, pending the outcome of the Commissioner’s final direction in early 2012, IOUs will continue to evaluate options for the WE&T web portal. At the time that a decision has been made, IOUs will propose final plans to the WE&T taskforce and Energy Division.

Web Portal objective:
IOUs plan for the eventual web portal to include links to various DSM related training programs and will allow for a single point of communication. The portal should also serve as a repository for information about DSM and EE training, educational conferences, and career opportunities. The WE&T segment may be developed and possibly funded in collaboration with other appropriate entities. If there is a program

---
25 The ACR stated that “all work on the Engage 360 website/web portal shall cease. The site may be "frozen" as is, but no additional upgrades or maintenance shall take place pending further notice.”
cycle extension, any pre-identified web-portal efforts appropriate for implementation in the bridge period will be initiated.

The IOUs’ plan of action for the web portal can be described in two phases:

Phase 1 (2012 Q2) – Focus on Functionality to Promote Green Energy Careers
  - Include organized links to training programs and opportunities at adult educational facilities, labor and trade organizations, the IOUs, etc.
  - Include an events and activities component that highlights upcoming green energy conferences, workshops and related gatherings.
  - Feature a Career Center that will feature organized, easy-to-navigate links to open job postings listed on the site and related resources/contacts to attaining these specific jobs.
  - Include a level that centers around related authorities, associations and advisory bodies, including the WE&T statewide strategic taskforce, the Workforce Investment Board Green Collar Jobs Council and others
  - Include blog strings and a newsletter

Phase 2 (2012 Q3 - Q4) – Community Building Specific to Green Energy Careers
  - Register users and facilitate membership community features including profile page, online resumes and connection trees (i.e. friend networks, career contacts, etc). Integrate/utilize the best social web technologies/applications to build engaging and credible online interactions.
  - Incorporate connectivity tools/functionality that enables the user to attach/connect personal profiles with specific interests, job listings, training program announcements, webinars, and conferences. Explore the potential for automatic registration where appropriate.
  - Explore the ability for users to communicate via a private “inbox” with other users, hosted on the site.

No cost information is required for this advice filing. This advice filing will not increase any rate or charge, cause the withdrawal of service, or conflict with any other schedule or rule.

EFFECTIVE DATE

SDG&E believes that this filing is subject to Energy Division disposition and should be classified as Tier 1 (effective pending disposition) pursuant to GO 96-B. This filing is pursuant to D.09-09-047 and therefore, SDG&E respectfully requests that this filing become effective on October 24, 2011, the date filed. The additional information the IOUs have provided here does not change the scope or intent of the program approved in D.09-09-047. This second supplemental advice letter clarifies certain program information per Energy Division’s request.

PROTEST

The Energy Division has clarified that there will be no protest period for this second supplemental advice letter. Parties to this advice letter have had an opportunity to comment and there were no comments or protests in response to the first advice letter filing submitted on June 3, 2011. Individual utility contact information is below:

San Diego Gas & Electric:
  Attn: Megan Caulson
  Regulatory Tariff Manager
NOTICE

A copy of this filing has been served on the utilities and interested parties shown on the attached list, including interested parties to service lists A.08-07-021, A.08-07-022, A.08-07-023, and A.08-07-031 by either providing them a copy electronically or by mailing them a copy hereof, properly stamped and addressed.

Address changes should be directed to SDG&E Tariffs by facsimile at (858) 654-1788 or by e-mail at SDG&ETariffs@semprautilities.com.
CLAY FABER
Director – Regulatory Affairs

(cc list enclosed)
**Company name/CPUC Utility No.** SAN DIEGO GAS & ELECTRIC (U 902)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Utility type:</th>
<th>Contact Person: Megan Caulson</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>☑ ELC ☑ GAS</td>
<td>Phone #: (858) 654-1748</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☐ PLC ☐ HEAT ☐ WATER</td>
<td>E-mail: <a href="mailto:mcaulson@semprautilities.com">mcaulson@semprautilities.com</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXPLANATION OF UTILITY TYPE**

| ELC = Electric | GAS = Gas |
| PLG = Pipeline | HEAT = Heat |
| WATER = Water |

Advice Letter (AL) #: 2260-E-B/2041-G-B

Subject of AL: Additional Supplemental Joint Filing: 2010-2011 Statewide Workforce Education and Training (WE&T) Program Modifications based on Findings of WE&T Needs Assessment

Keywords (choose from CPUC listing): Energy Efficiency, Demand Side Management

AL filing type: ☑ Monthly ☐ Quarterly ☐ Annual ☑ One-Time ☐ Other _______________

If AL filed in compliance with a Commission order, indicate relevant Decision/Resolution #: D.09-09-047

Does AL replace a withdrawn or rejected AL? If so, identify the prior AL: N/A

Summarize differences between the AL and the prior withdrawn or rejected AL: N/A

Does AL request confidential treatment? If so, provide explanation: ____________________________

Resolution Required? ☑ Yes ☐ No Tier Designation: ☑ 1 ☐ 2 ☐ 3

Requested effective date: 10/24/2011 No. of tariff sheets: 0

Estimated system annual revenue effect (%): N/A

Estimated system average rate effect (%): N/A

When rates are affected by AL, include attachment in AL showing average rate effects on customer classes (residential, small commercial, large C/I, agricultural, lighting).

Tariff schedules affected: N/A

Service affected and changes proposed: N/A

Pending advice letters that revise the same tariff sheets: N/A

Protests and all other correspondence regarding this AL are due no later than 20 days after the date of this filing, unless otherwise authorized by the Commission, and shall be sent to:

CPUC, Energy Division San Diego Gas & Electric
Attention: Tariff Unit Attention: Megan Caulson
505 Van Ness Ave., 8330 Century Park Ct, Room 32C
San Francisco, CA 94102 San Diego, CA 92123
mas@cpuc.ca.gov and jnj@cpuc.ca.gov tcahill@semprautilities.com

1 Discuss in AL if more space is needed.
cc: (w/enclosures)
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Timeline of Needs Assessment Process

SDG&E Advice Letter 2260-E-B/2041-G-B;
SoCalGas Advice Letter 4249-B;
SCE Advice Letter 2588-E-B;
PG&E Advice Letter 3212-G-B/3852-E-B
Timeline of Needs Assessment Process

June 2009: RFP issued for Needs Assessment

September 2009: UC Berkeley Selected as Vendor

Interview process with key stakeholders including CPUC staff, NGOs, Unions, etc.

April 6: Public Stakeholder Workshop at CPUC

June 3: Advice Letter filed proposing changes to WET Programs

July-August 2009: Bidder Scoring with PRG input

October 2009: Needs Assessment Commences

December 2010: Summit at UC Berkeley on Needs Assessment

April: informal comments collected
Attachment B

“Clean” Version of Supplemental Advice Letter
Filed September 9, 2011

SDG&E Advice Letter 2260-E-B/2041-G-B;
SoCalGas Advice Letter 4249-B;
SCE Advice Letter 2588-E-B;
PG&E Advice Letter 3212-G-B/3852-E-B
September 9, 2011

ADVICE 2260-E-A/2041-G-A
(San Diego Gas & Electric Company; ID U 902-M)

ADVICE 4249-A
(Southern California Gas Company; ID U 904-G)

ADVICE 2588-E-A
(Southern California Edison Company; ID U 338-E)

ADVICE 3212-G-A/3852-E-A
(Pacific Gas & Electric Company; ID U 39-M)

PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

SUBJECT: Supplemental Joint Filing: 2010-2012 Statewide Workforce Education and Training (WE&T) Program Modifications based on Findings of WE&T Needs Assessment

In compliance with Decision (D.) 09-09-047, Southern California Edison Company (SCE), Pacific Gas & Electric Company (PG&E), Southern California Gas Company (SoCalGas), and San Diego Gas & Electric Company (SDG&E), (collectively referred to as the Investor Owned Utilities or IOUs) hereby submit for filing their supplemental joint Advice Letter (AL) proposing modifications to the existing Statewide Workforce Education and Training (WE&T) program based on the recommendations of the WE&T Needs Assessment and a request for additional information from the Energy Division. All necessary supporting documentation is attached hereto. This joint supplemental AL is being filed at the request of Energy Division and replaces the previously filed IOU ALs (SDG&E’s 2260-E/2041-G, SoCalGas’ 4249, SCE’s 2588-E, and PG&E’s 3212-G/3852-E) in their entirety. Included as Attachment B to this supplemental advice filing is a redline version comparing this supplemental AL to the original AL filed on June 3, 2011.

PURPOSE

The purpose of this supplemental advice letter is to provide the information required by the California Public Utilities Commission (Commission or CPUC) in Ordering Paragraph (OP) 36 of D.09-09-047, and with the additional request from the Energy Division, per the supplemental notice received by the IOUs on July 6, 2011.
BACKGROUND

D.08-09-040 Adopting the California Long Term Energy Efficiency (EE) Strategic Plan (Strategic Plan) provided a framework to make energy efficiency a way of life in California by refocusing ratepayer-funded EE programs on achieving long-term savings. The Strategic Plan was developed through a collaborative process between the IOUs and industry stakeholders over the course of a year. Chapter 9 - Workforce Education and Training was adopted in the Strategic Plan and included, among other requirements, the completion of a Statewide Needs Assessment:

Goals:
1. Establish EE education and training at all levels of California’s educational systems.
2. Ensure that minority, low-income and disadvantaged communities fully participate in training and education programs at all levels of the Demand Side Management (DSM) and EE industry.

Strategies:
1. WE&T Needs Assessment. An in-depth formal statewide training and education resource inventory and needs assessment is necessary for long-range strategic planning and delivery. The needs assessment and resource inventory will be structured to produce short-, near- and long-term workforce strategies to support each sector defined in the Plan.
2. WE&T Web Portal. The web portal will include links to various DSM related training programs and will allow for a single point of communication. The portal will also serve as a repository for all DSM and EE training, educational conferences, and career opportunities.
3. Energy Efficiency WE&T Task Force. The Task Force, comprised of energy efficiency program administrators, the CPUC, and educational experts, will fulfill administrative functions including: developing a needs assessment RFP; selecting the third party to conduct the needs assessment; and managing the needs assessment evaluation. The Task Force members will continue to help implement the goals and strategies set forth in this Plan.
4. Identify And Implement Specific Programs. For Each Educational Sector. WE&T needs are best organized and approached by identifying the enabling or supporting educational sectors.

Key Actions:

1-1: Define, initiate and drive long-term WE&T development and strategic planning, including identification of funding streams and market sector specific needs.
1-2: Support the community college and adult education efforts to support students to develop their education based on visible career paths in EE and related fields.
1-3: Incorporate EE and DSM into traditional contractor and technician training, such as for plumbers and electricians, and expand training resources to produce target numbers of trained workers.
1-4: Create or expand college and university programs with EE focus and foster green campus efforts to apply this knowledge in clear view of students and faculty.
1-5: Develop K-12 curriculum to include EE fundamentals (e.g. math, science, behavior) and identify career options in energy-related fields.
2-1: Collaboratively identify appropriate goals and strategies to build California’s EE workforce through 2020, focusing on training that increases participation from within minority, low-income and disadvantaged communities in achieving California’s economic EE potential.

Following the adoption of the Strategic Plan, D.09-09-047 Approving 2010-2012 EE Portfolios and Budgets subsequently codified the statewide WE&T program as being responsible for the development, planning, and implementation of three subprograms: Centergies, Connections, and Strategic Planning and Implementation. Those programs are described in detail below:

**Centergies** is organized around market sectors and cross-cutting segments to facilitate workforce education and training. Energy Centers represent the largest component of this subprogram. Included in this program are the Energy Center and Food Service Center activities. WE&T Centergies activities allow potential green workforce candidates to explore EE, integrated DSM technologies and resource management techniques.

**Connections** is organized around downstream and upstream IOU relationships with the educational sector as well as entry- and introductory-level community-based training efforts that support workforce development in EE, energy management and new emerging green careers.

**Strategic Planning and Implementation** involves management and execution of several strategic statewide planning tasks identified in the Strategic Plan: a) form an IOU/CPUC WE&T Task Force, b) conduct a needs assessment study, c) facilitate Annual WE&T Public Meetings, and d) create a WE&T-specific web portal.

D.09-09-047 also further clarified direction on the completion of a Needs Assessment to study “critical workforce needs” and to identify “opportunities to help identify and fulfill those needs through collaboration and fund sharing.”. D.09-09-047 also called for this Needs Assessment to include a “detailed inventory of…workforce education and training programs across the state and [the identification of] collaborative opportunities to make the three-year portfolio of IOU training programs responsive to Needs Assessment findings.” Through a competitive bid process, the IOUs selected University of California - Berkeley to complete the Needs Assessment study. Collaborative efforts were made throughout the study process from initiation in 2009 to 2011, including 1) updates at the quarterly WE&T Taskforce meetings, 2) updates at the quarterly California Green Workforce Coalition meeting of Workforce Investment Boards (WIBs) and other community leaders and entities, 3) bi-weekly meetings with study manager, UC Berkeley and Commission/Energy Division staff, and 4) other community meetings where appropriate. The Assessment was completed on March 17, 2011.

As mandated by D.09-09-047, a link was posted on www.engage360.com on March 17, and an invitation and questions related to a public workshop on the Assessment was noticed to service lists in A.08-07-021 et al, R.07-01-041, R.08-03-008, and R.08-05-022. Participants were provided the opportunity to give their input on how to incorporate the findings of the Needs Assessment into the existing IOU WE&T programs, both verbally at the workshop and through an informal email comment period. Notes from the workshop were also circulated and
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participants were given the opportunity to respond with revisions to ensure that the notes accurately captured the comments from the workshop. These public comments were generally supportive of recommendations from the Needs Assessment, and are summarized in Sections 1 to 10 below. As a general trend, it should be noted that three overarching themes surfaced throughout the recommendations and workshop comments: a focus on Sector Strategies, better collaboration, and enhanced data tracking.

The IOUs have spent a significant amount of time during the course of the Needs Assessment and Advice Letter process considering the recommendations and public comments and herein propose changes to the WE&T Programs based on this and other program information. Included in this Advice Letter are the following:

1. Proposal of IOU changes to WE&T Programs
2. Attachment A, Timeline of Needs Assessment Process
3. Attachment B, Redline version of Advice Letter

Furthermore, the IOUs recognize and value the significance of the WE&T Needs Assessment. It provides valuable feedback and information for shaping the future of workforce education and training programs to best meet the demands of a changing workforce. In addition to the proposed changes to existing WE&T programs proposed herein, the IOUs will continue to convene during 2011 to discuss detailed statewide implementation of the Needs Assessment recommendations in helping to shape the programs in the immediate future. These IOU meetings are intended to produce objectives, goals and plans for addressing recommendations suggested in the Needs Assessment.

Finally, the IOUs note that ensuring stakeholder participation was an important and critical part of this process. In addition to the steps outlined above and in Attachment A herein, Energy Division was involved and informed throughout the Needs Assessment process and leading up to the filing of the Advice Letter and this Supplemental Advice Letter.

DISCUSSION

The WE&T Needs Assessment contains multiple sections with recommendations for a wide variety of changes to many aspects of the Workforce, Education and Training sector – many far beyond the scope mandated for this Advice Letter. For the purposes of this document, only recommendations relevant to the IOUs’ existing statewide WE&T programs are addressed, and correspond with the ten general topics established at the April 6 Public Workshop. For each Needs Assessment recommendation, the IOUs have provided a corresponding summary of public comments followed by IOU rationale for any proposed program change. These proposed changes and corresponding Needs Assessment recommendations are summarized as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Needs Assessment Topic</th>
<th>IOU Proposal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Support Sector Strategies</td>
<td>Develop and initiate Sector Strategies, test some proven concepts and refine as needed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Collaborate with Construction Trades</td>
<td>Engage with workforce organizations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Support Credentials and Certifications</td>
<td>Seek best comprehension and retention strategy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3 D.09-09-047, OP 36.
4 For full history of relevant recommendations, please see service list notice for questions in preparation for the April 6 WE&T Needs Assessment Workshop, as well as the related PowerPoint distribution.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Needs Assessment Topic</th>
<th>IOU Proposal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4. Restructure Classes</td>
<td>Assess feasibility of longer courses and series</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Support Curricula Development</td>
<td>IOUs have an advisory role; can advise on how best to make curricula accessible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Inclusion of Disadvantaged Workers</td>
<td>Facilitate relationships with Disadvantaged groups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Evaluation of Workforce Outcomes</td>
<td>Seek feasible metrics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Collaborate with Education</td>
<td>This is an existing aspect of the program’s strategy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Career Education</td>
<td>Incorporate career exploration into programs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Evaluation of K-12 Programs</td>
<td>Collect non-specific student data from schools</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the July 6 Supplemental Notice, the Energy Division states:

While the AL, as proposed, does not make significant changes to the WE&T program offering, it does propose changes in the activities currently being promoted by the Statewide WE&T program that will pave the way for more significant revisions to the WE&T at a later date. As such, the current AL will need to be supplemented in order to provide an adequate level of information for each of the action plan areas the IOUs have identified in response to the Needs Assessment and the associated activities being proposed for each area.\(^5\)

In the supplemental notice, additional information was requested for each of the eleven main categories of needs assessment recommendations addressed in the IOUs’ original advice letter. As discussed with Energy Division staff, because an emphasis is being placed on developing a foundation for more significant WE&T portfolio changes utilizing Sector Strategies in the next program cycle as opposed to the current program cycle, some of the requested clarifications may unintentionally preempt future Commission-adopted procedures for development of programs for the next program cycle. These requests may be addressed through the IOUs’ next EE portfolio application or General Rate Case (GRC), and other proceedings, and through existing reporting mechanisms. Areas the IOUs believe to be so are described below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Clarification Requested</th>
<th>Response</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Timeline including steps and activities for how current program cycle efforts will be used to inform development of the next program cycle and a schedule for providing status reports to ED via EEGA. (Information requested for sections 1 – 11) | Where possible, IOUs have provided timelines and activities to be initiated during the current program cycle for which funding has been approved. IOUs note that current program cycle efforts are reviewed through the Measurement and Evaluation (M&E) process, and those results are used to inform the development of established CPUC proceedings for EE portfolio development and/or other proceedings which may impact this program. With regard to providing status reports via EEGA, the WE&T statewide team meets with ED on a regular basis to discuss program progress. Further, IOUs will continue to submit to ED on an annual basis the reports as ordered by the Commission in the Annual Reporting Requirements Manual version 4 (EE Annual Report), D.09-09-047 (WE&T Progress Report) and Resolution E-4385 (Program Performance Metrics Report). To the extent that EEGA

\(^5\) Supplemental Notice, p.1.
Clarification Requested

Staffing plan if relevant (Information requested for sections 1-11)

Estimated budget, if relevant, for next program cycle consideration (can be revised as necessary during planning for the next program cycle). (Information requested for sections 1-11)

The success metrics this activity should be evaluated on and how they plan to monitor achievement of identified metrics and use results for planning the next program cycle. (Information requested for sections 1-11)

An outreach strategy to be initiated in the next program cycle (Section 9)

Response

functionality allows for direct upload of such reports by the IOUs, they will be submitted via EEGA.

Staffing plans for the next program cycle will be addressed within the established CPUC proceedings for Energy Efficiency portfolio development, and the outcome of the GRC and/or other proceedings which may impact this program.

Estimated funding for the next program cycle will be addressed within the established CPUC proceedings for EE portfolio development and the outcome of the GRC and/or other proceedings which may impact this program.

The current Program Implementation Plans (PIPs) for the WE&T program and associated subprograms list Quantitative Program targets (Section 5.d). Modifications and additions to these targets must link to the program theory and logic model. Further, Program Performance Metrics (PPMs) were adopted for the WE&T program in Resolution E-4385. Unless otherwise noted, no changes have been made to these adopted program targets or PPMs. PPM development for the next program cycle will consider success measures for the planned Sector Strategy activities.

IOU strategies for program implementation in the next program cycle will be developed during the existing procedures for development of programs in the next cycle.

Based on the length of the supplemental request and repetition of the items noted above that may be addressed in the next program cycle, the IOUs have responded to the supplemental request for clarification with a strong focus on Sector Strategies as an overarching theme. In this response, we will be addressing multiple recommendations within this Sector Strategies approach, as discussed with Energy Division. In addition to the requests identified above, where there was not enough information to adequately respond to questions posed in ED’s supplemental request, pending future direction from the Commission, the IOUs have indicated such.

RESPONSE

The Needs Assessment recommendations focus on Sector Strategies, collaboration, credentials and certifications, Energy Center courses, support for curricula development, inclusion of disadvantaged workers, and evaluation of workforce outcomes. The recommendations related to Sector Strategies are largely applicable to the Centergies subprogram, and are addressed below (Sections 1-6). For a discussion of the Connections subprogram, please see Sections 8-10 below. For a discussion of the Strategic Planning subprogram, please see Section 11 below.

Centergies

1. Supporting Sector Strategies
Needs Assessment. Recommendations from the Needs Assessment surrounding this topic included: (1) initiating, helping fund, and partnering with other organizations to develop robust Sector Strategies in key EE sectors such as HVAC, building operators, benchmarking, and other emerging areas (as well as Low-Income Energy Efficiency or other programs undergoing review or redesign), and (2) using the CALCTP as a model, utilities should initiate, help fund, or partner with other organizations to develop robust Sector Strategies in key sectors such as HVAC, building operators, and other emerging sectors such as new energy storage, integrated DSM and commercial building.

Public comments at the April 6th workshop noted that programs such as HVAC quality installation and advanced lighting controls provide a favorable model for utility collaboration in workforce development. In addition, comments were made that the scopes of programs such as PowerPathway™ need to evolve to include four-year learning institutions. It was suggested that there be continued efforts to identify methods of collaborating with trade associations to promote sector relevant training to their memberships (i.e. mailing related classes to selected contractor lists via CSLB).

Currently, IOU Energy Center support strengthening sector-focused training for HVAC, Lighting, and Building Operations. These program areas demonstrate collaborative relationships with industry and trade organizations where the IOUs co-fund and help facilitate industry training.

By fostering relationships among trade, utility and education sectors, enhanced curricula can be implemented that will serve the needs of all parties involved. This approach may also support high-quality installations providing higher potential energy savings, and additionally, better support career growth opportunities for skilled workers. As workers advance their skills working in the field, entry-level apprenticeship programs in strategic collaboration with other sector stakeholders could be an appropriate pathway to “back-fill” those job vacancies. IOUs are conduits for local and regional workforce training models across the state. Such an effort cannot occur solely from IOU funding, so a concerted effort must be made to identify partnership opportunities among other institutions and associations.

IOUs propose initiating steps to assess its application of strategic collaboration. IOUs believe that Sector Strategies could more efficiently create important and natural industry relationships for course structure changes that better support growth in certification and credential offerings. The Statewide IOU WE&T Program is an established framework for cross-sectional expansion of training curricula and related workforce training programs. Thus, an aptly applied Sector Strategies approach could necessitate IOU expertise, outreach, especially to disadvantaged workforce candidates, and foster a refined process for achieving successful workforce outcomes. IOUs will use the remainder of the current program cycle to evaluate the effectiveness of its current sector partnerships and employ lessons learned and Sector Strategy best practices to develop and implement a refined sector collaboration strategy.
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Sector Strategy is a national movement now and could be identified as a necessary paradigm shift. The concept could help to “connect the dots” between employers and the education and training communities. Sector Strategies address the need for targeted workforce development for a particular industry segment, and should target non-traditional labor pools and disadvantaged workforce.

The goals and objectives of focusing attention on an effective Sector Strategy platform are so that workforce outcomes may be better achieved and sustained for the long-term. The IOUs recognize that the goals and objectives from employing a Sector Strategies must be clear.

Goals from a Sector Strategy approach are:

- Refined collaboration with stakeholders in support of the California energy efficiency strategic plan.
- Broader strategic collaborations to implement WE&T plans and Needs Assessment recommendations
- Strengthened connection between training and employment sectors

Objectives from a Sector Strategy approach are:

- easier industry adoption of training standards implemented in WE&T
- improved quality of workforce and work performed
- increased linkage with resource program goals/objectives
- clearer model for quickly responding to industry workforce training demands

The scope of applying a refined Sector Strategy to the existing WE&T program implementation includes determining industries with critical workforce needs that fall within the auspices of existing program policy guidelines. Likewise, the scale of applying a refined Sector Strategy to the existing WE&T program implementation is limited by available funding critical to forming strategic partnerships around emerging industry sector demands.

The plan of action is to use 2011 and 2012 to assess lessons learned and best practices of other Sector Strategy models such as those adopted by CALTCP, Builder Operator Certification, PowerPathway™, California Workforce Investment Board (CWIB), and other mostly statewide implementers. Using the results, IOUs will A) identify ways of refining its approach to existing IOU collaboration and B) establish and evolve a proven approach for implementing successful Sector Strategy relationships in the IOU WE&T statewide program for the next filing cycle.

The IOUs have begun preliminary work of splitting trade and professional level categories of training to consider Sector Strategy application. A few industries or technologies that could benefit from a Sector Strategy review and possible refinement by the IOU’s WE&T programs:

- Lighting Day-lighting
- HVAC
- Building management
- Building maintenance
• Small/Medium Business Audit
• Manufacturing/Automation
• Home Performance
• Low-income weatherization

**Professional Category**
• Codes & Standards enforcement agency
• Architecture/Engineering/Design
• Lighting design/consultants
• Sustainability consultants
• New Construction
• Food Service

The current program cycle will also be used to review the advantages and disadvantages of IOUs functioning in a typical intermediary role in formulating strategic collaborations through direct compliance with WE&T program implementation. Of immediate consideration in 2011 is deciding upon rationale for refining or forming new Sector Strategy relations. Criteria for such decision will be developed from review of Sector Strategy implementation models, results and effectiveness in achieving goals and objectives. Where opportunity emerges through partnership assessments to make program changes in this program cycle, such as to advance workforce outcomes, course structuring, credentialing pathways, outreach to trade and disadvantaged workers, and influence relevant curriculum, the IOUs will do so accordingly.

IOUs will continue to partner with IOU EE programs such Codes and Standards, Emerging Technologies and Energy Upgrade California. External entities that the IOUs believe could benefit from strategic collaboration within a more refined Sector Strategy are:

• Local government building, inspection and regulations agencies
• Community Colleges
• Trade organizations
• Contractor associations
• Certification bodies
• Workforce Development Agencies
• WE&T statewide Taskforce

A few criteria for considering the need and form of a Sector Strategy collaborative include whether Sector Strategy can:

• better address a specific industry workforce need
• deliver measurable and tangible outcomes
• more quickly respond to market demands
• create needed certification and credentialing
• bring together needed partners and relationships
• address gaps and needs for training skills and pathways
• advance IDSM policy
In developing partnerships, IOUs will draw on the best practices of successful models. The IOUs will need to assess the relevancy and value of Sector Strategy adoption on a case by case basis on its merits to advance statewide initiatives such as CEESP and the recommendations of the Needs Assessment while relying on the availability of metrics from which benefits of adopting a Sector Strategy can be made specific, meaningful, achievable, relevant and time-based.

*Action steps* to be taken in order to reach a stage of refining, adopting and implementing an effective long-term Sector Strategy approach:

**Q3-Q4 2011**
- IOUs establish statewide team to identify relationships that resemble Sector Strategy collaborations
- IOUs agree to a common description and application for Sector Strategy for statewide WE&T implementation
- IOUs coordinate with external adopters of Sector Strategies to assess lessons learned and best practices. This step may require the formation of working group sessions with key local Sector Strategy adopters or other technology media to work with parties who are not local

**Q1-Q2 2012**
- IOUs agree on Sector Strategy success factors based from lessons learned and best practices to establish IOU Sector Strategy criteria
- IOU team completes review of SW IOU implemented strategic collaborations and evaluate against Sector Strategy criteria. Refine relationship, as needed
- Identify SW IOU implemented strategic collaborations and evaluate against Sector Strategy criteria. Refine relationship, as needed
- Identify SW IOU implemented strategic collaborations and evaluate against Sector Strategy goals and objectives. Refine relationships as needed

**Q3-Q4 2012**
- Continue identifying SW IOU implemented strategic collaborations and refinement toward meeting IOU Sector Strategy criteria, as needed
- Continue identifying SW IOU implemented strategic collaborations and refinement toward meeting IOU Sector Strategy goals and objectives, as needed
- Have a clearly established working model for IOU formation of a Sector Strategy within the statewide IOU WE&T program implementation guidelines per established criteria, goals and objectives

IOUs will also leverage the expertise of the WE&T Task Force by providing updates on program planning and delivery, and an opportunity to provide feedback.

2. **Collaborations: Working with Construction Trades**

*Needs Assessment.* Utility training centers and classes will collaborate with the contractor businesses to address EE as well as awareness of utility incentive programs. Recommendations from the Needs Assessment include: (1) expanding contractor and contractor association collaborations to building and construction trades associations that have demonstrated a commitment to investments in ongoing
workforce training, such as contributions to apprenticeship programs and (2) expanding collaborations between the Energy Training Centers (ETC) and contractor associations and building and construction trades associations. The Needs Assessment states that emphasis should be on collaborations with high-road associations demonstrating commitment to investments in ongoing workforce training, such as participating in apprenticeship programs.

Public comments at the April 6th workshop focused on a desire for more focused efforts with WIBs for pre-employment training to specific green jobs opportunities and the continuation of the pursuit of connections with community colleges similar to the PowerPathway™ program. Comments also supported the enforcement (within local jurisdictions) of technology implementation to attain sustainable savings. Finally, parties proposed the development of a strategy to provide a more structured approach to technology training to unify understanding of the technology as a whole (such as HVAC).

The Energy Centers are familiar with reputable trade associations and through our IDSM Program relationships, collaborate in the development of curriculum leading to improved EE practices. These trade associations are known for their focus on best practices within their respective sectors.

IOUs propose to continue to evaluate existing training partnerships within the IOU DSM programs and external partners to look for opportunities to optimize alignment with strategic objectives and the recommendations of the Needs Assessment.

The Energy Training Centers, through the Sector Strategy development work as proposed in this supplemental, will target development of partnerships, new and existing, around the utility training center sectors (see Sector Strategies) and the partnering opportunities that emerge from those efforts. Examples of potential partner organizations the IOUs will pursue include community colleges, trade organizations, contractor associations, certification bodies, and workforce development organizations such as the WIBs by soliciting collaborative participation that will lead to progressive improvements in IDSM program participation and workforce outcomes. Additionally, IOUs propose to advance partnerships and explore models similar to PowerPathway™, through 2012 for further evaluation and possible enhancement. The recommendation from the Needs Assessment also states that programs should emphasize “collaborations with high-road associations” and focus outreach to contractors who participate in state certified apprenticeship programs because it can help the Energy Centers reach workers in the main EE occupations. IOUs support this objective, while striving to achieve program models that are inclusive and retain equitable access to all ratepayers.

Q3-Q4 2011
The plan of action is for the IOUs to form a working group to focus on partnership development, including, but not limited to, trade associations. The working group will be responsible for evaluation of existing partnerships and scoping opportunities for new and expanded partnerships with consideration of all the WE&T goals.
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Q1-Q4 2012
Once partners are identified, IOUs will engage in dialogue with existing and prospective partners to assess the needs and opportunities, and identify the role and contribution of the utility training center programs and resources.

The IOUs propose that partnerships will be tracked via the current adopted PPMs. Through the PPM efforts in 2011, the IOUs established an understanding of how program partnerships are defined and began tracking program partners and instances of partnership activities. This effort requires modifications to tracking data fields in registration information in some sites. The IOUs also propose working with partners to gain support in leveraging their data and tracking mechanisms. IOUs need to determine appropriate measurement definitions for partnerships given the varying nature of the types of partnerships and relative outcomes.

IOUs will also leverage the expertise of the WE&T Task Force by providing updates on program planning and delivery, and an opportunity to provide feedback.

3. Energy Centers’ role in Credentials and Certifications

Needs Assessment. The study notes that certifications play a critical role in career development and in creating new or supporting existing partnerships with other organizations with access to a particular part of the workforce. The recommendation from the Needs Assessment is to modify the structure of classes offered by the Energy Centers, thereby increasing the number of course series that are longer in length than typical classes, focusing on a specific occupation, having a workplace-based hands-on component, and offering clear learning objectives that lead to certification. The Needs Assessment further notes that course series have a greater impact on energy savings than the typical short classes. In addition, recognized certifications for contractors and workers are expected to improve workforce outcomes as well.

Public comments at the April 6th workshop noted that higher levels of certification are needed for various industries. Additionally, a nationally recognized certification with the flexibility to apply regional differences such as climate and similar variances as needed would be a great asset to the workforce sector.

The Energy Centers currently offering and supporting certification programs such as BOC, IHACI, HERS, CALCTP, and USGBC. These programs offer opportunities for customers and market actors to achieve industry-recognized credentials. Such course offerings vary in length dependent on the complexity of the subject matter and the time required for the average attendee to digest the pertinent subject matter. The Energy Centers also endorse adult learning principles (ALPs) for all courses funded by IOU programs, and employ ALPs for all self-funded courses. The incorporation of ALPs in seminars addresses the recommendation for a hands-on learning environment conducive to prompt work place application.

IOUs recognize that some certifications provide members of the California green building workforce required knowledge and skills for their jobs, credibility as trained and certified professionals, and can increase their employability when seeking promotions in an existing job or when seeking a new job. IOUs have supported and continue to
support certificate programs in various ways, including connecting utility programs to certificate programs, providing subject matter experts as instructors, serving on advisory committees to help shape certificate programs, providing curriculum to support certificate training, providing meeting and classroom space for certificate training, and providing direct financial support. IOUs also recognize that some course materials can be structured and organized to support existing certificate programs, and in some cases support the creation of new certifications. Certificate programs need to be very well coordinated and thought out, and can take several months to over one year to develop.

IOUs propose continuing and increasing efforts at their Energy Centers to offer courses which lead to certifications or support certification programs. Where resources allow during the current funding cycle, IOUs will develop additional series type classes as statewide programs. For example, IOUs will explore developing educational programs in partnership with other organizations that make up a series of trainings with quizzes and tests that provide feedback to students about their comprehension and retention of the material. These programs will be developed with the intent of supporting other institutions that have certification programs. Once offered, the program may be adopted by an organization to relieve the IOUs of the legal responsibility of certification.

The plan of action is for IOUs to use the current filing period to discuss and map out their potential to partner with other organizations on certificate support and development. Where appropriate and practical, given limited resources, IOUs have begun to organize existing courses into series. An organized and cohesive series of classes with quizzes and exams can serve as a first step toward a certificate program. IOUs plan to pursue development of a certification strategy on a coordinated statewide basis, with the targeted timeline outlined below.

**Q1 2010 – Q2 2011**

During the current filing period, IOUs have provided support to certificate and credential programs through various efforts, including hosting certificate classes at the Energy Centers, serving on advisory committees, and providing IOU subject matter experts as instructors. Some of those efforts (BOC, CALCTP, etc.) are summarized below. IOUs have also begun to map out existing course offerings and identify potential structuring of classes into series that can be offered as series in current filing period. This will serve as a way of beginning to “test” potential of creating course series that other certifying organizations might adopt as a stand-alone certificate program or that can support an existing or emerging certification program.

**Q3 – Q4 2011**

IOUs will expand the existing working group to focus on course series development and industry certifications. The working group will be responsible for identifying organizations and certifications that are currently offered through the Energy Centers or that can be supported by existing and future Energy Center efforts. The working group will begin work to identify and communicate with certifying organizations to identify the nature of collaboration as well as mapping existing IOU content with industry skills needed and identify gaps in certification and training that might be filled by IOUs collaborating with industry organizations. IOUs will also explore possibilities of taking an existing IOU series (i.e. Lighting Academy) and disseminate and implement in other IOU territories. Structuring course series, developing quizzes and exams, and issuing certificates of completion represents “added value” to typical Energy Center offerings. IOUs will discuss implementing a charging structure for these series-based trainings.
Q1- Q2 2012
Through a collective effort informed by conversations with certification organizations, working group will identify a statewide, standardized set of certifications that have value in the respective industries and can be offered through industry partners such as is done to date with USGBC, IHACI, BOC, NATE, etc. As resources allow, IOUs will also begin to expand existing series to new technologies and/or sectors. IOUs will also continue to develop their existing series to include next steps toward certification such as examination development and exploration of online learning to support fundamentals.

Q3 - Q4 2012
As needed, IOUs will draft plans to formally partner with certification organizations and begin to implement plans for partnering with certifying organizations. With information gathered from these collaborative efforts, working group will draft language that can be used in program implementation planning for the next filing period according to direction in upcoming CPUC Rulings or Scoping Memos. Where possible, IOUs will also begin to offer limited courses in a series with the intent of providing a clear path toward gaining a specific skill set. In some cases, the series may be adopted by a third party implementer to create a certificate program.

IOUs will take lessons learned, progress thus far, potential steps forward, and include in Program Implementation Plan for next filing period.

The WE&T Program currently supports this approach through various IOU efforts:

BOC
The Building Operator Certification program is a nationally recognized, competency-based training and certification program that offers facilities personnel the improved job skills and knowledge to transform workplaces to be more comfortable, energy-efficient and environmentally friendly.

CALCTP
The California Advanced Lighting Controls Training Program (CALCTP) is a statewide initiative aimed at increasing the use of lighting controls in commercial buildings.

Steam License series
The series offers clear pathways from entry-level to certification-level, concluding with the professional certification, DOE Steam Specialist class and qualifying exam.

Course Series Example:
- Boiler Basics
- Boiler Water Treatment
- Principles of Combustion
- Steam System Best Practices
- LA Steam License Training Series & Exam
- DOE Steam End- User
- DOE Steam Specialist Certification & Exam.

CSU East Bay IDSM Certificate
IOUs have partnered with internal groups such as the PG&E PowerPathway™ program and colleges and universities (California State University – East Bay in this case) to serve as advisors to certificate programs that would result in better trained utility employees and energy efficiency consultants.

**HERS, BPI, NATE**

The IOUs work with Building Performance Institute, California Home Energy Efficiency Raters and North American Technicians Excellence and other similar providers to offer training that is preparatory instruction for certification in the areas of home performance, home audits and HVAC installation, respectively.

Course Series Example:
- NATE Test Prep and Review
- Home Performance, Putting It All Together
- Green Homes That Work
- Designing High Performance Homes with HEED
- Zero Net Energy Homes
- Air Sealing and Insulation
- ACCA HVAC Performance Series

IOUs will also leverage the expertise of the WE&T Task Force by providing updates on program planning and delivery, and an opportunity to provide feedback.

4. **Structure of Classes**

**Needs Assessment.** The Needs Assessment notes that not all people learn in similar ways and standard one-day classes may not allow the instructor to deliver a comprehensive set of lessons with actionable items that the student can implement as part of his/her job. Recommendations from the Needs Assessment include: (1) modifying course offerings to expand targeted cohort-based series of classes that are longer in length, focus on a specific occupation, have a workplace-based hands-on component, clear learning objectives, and lead towards a certification. The Needs Assessment further clarifies that these course series were shown to have a greater impact on energy savings than the typical short classes. In addition, the study notes, recognized certifications for contractors and workers are expected to improve workforce outcomes as well.

Public comments at the April 6th workshop included the suggestion to charge an administrative fee for participants to enroll in a Centergies course.

IOUs propose modifying the course series. Some IOUs are experimenting with this idea to expand the concept in 2011 and 2012. A high quality certification program can lend credibility to an organization and to the curriculum when well designed, delivered, and administered. IOUs may consider working with organizations to develop a course series with the intent of moving that series toward a certificate program with a third party organization.
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The plan of action is to convene as a group in 2011 to discuss which organizations can serve as partners to inform and eventually disseminate certification curriculum developed by or advised by the IOUs. Also, IOUs will use the current program cycle to discuss and map out the potential to partner with other organizations on certificate support and development. Where appropriate and practical, given limited resources, IOUs can begin to organize existing courses into series. An organized and cohesive series of classes can serve as a first step toward a certificate program. With some exception, these past efforts have not been coordinated and discussed at a statewide level. IOUs plan to communicate better on the topic of certification.

To benefit from the complementary nature and objectives sought through course structure changes and certification/credentialing, the action steps and timeline generally follow those outlined for Credential and Certifications in Section 3 above.

The WE&T Program currently supports this approach through several efforts:

**IHACI**  
The Institute of Heating and Air Conditioning Industries (IHACI) offers HVAC training with curriculum focused on design, service, installation, sales and maintenance practices to promote optimum energy efficiency.

**Small-Medium Commercial Building Audits**  
This series is currently under development. Courses exist individually and PG&E is in the process of formalizing it as a series. This 5-day series is intended for students with no or some knowledge of energy audits for small to medium sized commercial buildings.

**Existing Building Commissioning Workshop Series**  
During this 12-month class which meets once per month, participants are directly involved with the commissioning process in their buildings. Attendees get exposure to the planning, decision-making, and diagnostic aspects of commissioning by retro-commissioning a facility. Students experience the whole process and immediately apply what they have learned through structured, hands-on activities under the supervision of qualified commissioning experts.

**ServSafe**  
A food safety training and certificate program administered by the National Restaurant Association

The program covers five key areas:
- Basic Food Safety
- Personal Hygiene
- Cross-contamination & Allergens
- Time & Temperature
- Cleaning & Sanitation

**Sustainability Series**  
Consist of workshops that encompass various levels of student interest. Classes offered include “Core Concepts” which covers an introductory in sustainable design, construction and operations of buildings and communities. In an effort to assist customers with their “LEED Green Associate Training” certification that prepares
attendees for the LEED-GA exam is now offered and LEED Existing Building Operations and Maintenance Technical Review which provides a framework for developing efficiency and sustainability plans for existing buildings. As customers continue to put more emphasis on sustainability additional classes will be offered and the calendar expanded.

**Lighting, HVAC, Day-lighting Academy**

Academy classes are designed to be taken in sequential order, starting with the very basics of the particular technology (lighting, HVAC, day-lighting, etc.) and building on concepts learned in prior classes.

The classes will provide graduates the following skills:

- Determine lighting requirements
- Make knowledgeable lamp selections
- Apply economical retrofit strategies
- Calculate lighting quantities
- Select appropriate controls
- Make the best use of SCE incentives

IOUs will also leverage the expertise of the WE&T Task Force by providing updates on program planning and delivery, and an opportunity to provide feedback.

5. **Support for Curricula Development**

*Needs Assessment.* The study notes that IOU training centers can leverage their expertise to support other organizations that are less experienced with EE or other ISDM content. Recommendations from the Needs Assessment include actively participating in (1) supporting curriculum review and updating, instructor professional development, and continuing education requirements associated with license renewal for the main “home institutions” that train building and construction professionals and trades people, including four-year colleges and graduate programs, apprenticeships and community colleges and (2) the content development, review, and updating of curricula, and support instructor professional development for the main “home institutions” that train building and construction professionals and trades people, such as apprenticeship programs, community colleges, and four-year institutions. ETC staff should be encouraged to share their expertise as appropriate to ensure that curricula incorporate up-to-date information on new technologies and practices.

Public comments at the April 6th workshop did not address this particular Needs Assessment Recommendation.

IOUs propose continued efforts in the development and updating of training curricula. Energy Centers and IOU IDSM programs fund and lead the development of curriculum that addresses the educational needs of the various technology and construction sectors including codes and standards, and energy efficient building design and construction. These curriculums are available to the public through the many seminars
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offered through the Energy Centers and in some instances, these and similar resources made available to trade and vocational organizations. IOUs can provide a supportive role in curriculum development. IOUs are already engaged with institutions to serve in advisory roles.

*The plan of action* is for utilities to continue engagement with IDSM Programs, training organizations and educational institutions to provide support in curriculum development and review efforts. Making Energy Center expertise available in the form of personnel, teaching tools and other resources, as-needed or requested, represents several ways of outreach.

The criteria for determining strategic collaborations for many of the recommendations prescribed in the Needs Assessment as been generally laid out in the Section discussing Sector Strategies. In the case of curriculum development, allocating resources will be primarily prioritized by relevance to near-term or long-term demand of the market, employers or in strengthening compliance with prevailing work standards. The Sector Strategies section outlines a few preliminary criteria for a Sector Strategy engagement of which a few seem particular applicable in curricula development, such as when IOU expertise can:

- Help better address a specific industry workforce need
- Help create needed certification and credentialing
- Help bring together needed partners and relationships
- Help address gaps and needs for training skills and pathways
- Help advance IDSM policy

Criteria for engagement will be greatly coordinated with efforts identified and described for refining course structure, certification and credentialing. There are numerous categories of organizations and energy efficiency supply chain participants to whom IOUs could conceivably expand outreach. Creating and managing such a list of relationship will require IOUs to strengthen coordination with collaborators. IOUs will rely on IOU rebate/incentive program requirements as a complimentary determinant for guiding and advising on workforce training curriculum in the absence of any other clear and apparent market demand standard.

In line with other responses to the Needs Assessment, IOUs will use other internal department resources such as those provided by Codes and Standards, Emerging Technologies, Workforce training and Energy Upgrade California to strategically collaborate on a more refined use of IOU expertise with:

- Local government building, inspection and regulations agencies
- Community Colleges
- Trade organizations
- Contractor associations
- Certification bodies
- Workforce Development Agencies

As described in other sections, measuring success for any of these activities, dependent or independent of a Sector Strategy approach relies on availability of metrics from which benefits of adopting a Sector Strategy can be made specific, meaningful, achievable, relevant and time-based.
To benefit from the complementary nature and objectives sought through course structure changes, certification/credentialing and support for curriculum development, the action steps and **timeline** generally follow those outlined for Credential and Certifications in Section 3 above.

**Q3 – Q4 2011**
The IOUs will form a working group to identify institutions, associations and agencies expressing greater IOU role in curriculum development. Working group will begin communication with parties to explore ways of sustainable strategic collaboration as well as to evaluate existing relationships to identify gaps and opportunities for improving the relationship

- statewide or regional workshops with stakeholders in coordination with other recommendations addressed in this Advice Letter
- determine curriculum needs and sources for collaborative meetings on refining or initiating new curriculum

IOUs will continue to leverage internal resources and explore new external resources that might help expedite and more effectively integrate IOU expertise into outside curricula development. IOUs will certainly look to existing models (i.e. Lighting Academy) as starting points for building a sustainable process and methodology for coordinated curriculum exchange and development.

- inventory internal curriculum sources
- assess lessons learned and best practices from existing working models

**Q1- Q2 2012**
Through collective, informed and collaborative conversations with institutions, associations and agencies, working group will identify a methodology that stakeholders find beneficial and IOU programs can reasonably support.

- statewide or regional workshops with stakeholders in coordination with other recommendations addressed in this Advice Letter

**Q3 - Q4 2012**
IOUs will formalize a working model with institutions, associations and agencies from which all will work together in advancing curriculum per industry or technology sector demands. The progress will be monitored and help to refine program implementation planning for the next filing period.

- statewide or regional workshops with stakeholders in coordination with other recommendations addressed in this Advice Letter

IOUs will also leverage the expertise of the WE&T Task Force by providing updates on program planning and delivery, and an opportunity to provide feedback.

6. **Goals for Inclusion of Disadvantaged Workers at Energy Center Programs**

**Needs Assessment.** Recommendations from the Needs Assessment around this topic include: (1) allocating a percentage of their training funds to support workforce
programs that meet the best practice criteria described above and (2) adopting as a goal for the ETC the inclusion of low-income, minority, and disadvantaged workers and job seekers. The Needs Assessment also recommends the development and implementation of specific programs in collaboration with organizations that have a record of accomplishment in this arena, emphasizing Sector Strategies that can lead to placement in good jobs with career ladders.

Public comments at the April 6th workshop focused on collaboration with centers in the non-IOU sector to address disadvantaged workforce training issues. The suggestion was made to enhance collaboration within the existing framework of programs.

IOUs propose inclusion of disadvantaged workers within the scope of Sector Strategy development. A preliminary approach must include consideration of existing and new potential partnerships to enhance efforts toward the inclusion of disadvantaged workers. This requires coordination and evaluation work to identify appropriate organizations with proven records of accomplishment that focus on these groups. The IOU’s will consider adopting a goal in the next program cycle after an evaluation of effectiveness of current program cycle efforts is complete.

The Energy Centers do currently support education of the incumbent workforce in accordance with the CLTEESP. The workforce population includes a substantial element of blue-collar workers that may represent the demographic referenced in this recommendation. Currently, the Energy Center programs do not distinguish between the various demographics represented. The Energy Centers do however work to make Energy Center workshops and trainings equally accessible to all customer demographics by implementing an off-site strategy that brings workshops and trainings to communities throughout the IOU’s service territory. The Energy Centers actively collaborate with the Workforce Investment Board, community colleges, and community organizations that provide training services and outreach to low-income, disadvantaged, or underserved communities/workers.

The partnerships goals in this area correspond to the overarching objectives of WE&T to educate incumbent workers, contribute to a greener workforce, and create career pathways for disadvantaged workers entering or already in the California economy. IOU contributions to those partnerships will include provision of subject matter expertise, course curricula, visual aids, hardware, and other materials that support Adult Learning Principles for a practical learning environment. Other support may include periodic consultation with the partner, and provision of class attendance at the IOU Energy Centers, and off-site.

The plan of action is to improve awareness of Energy Center training resources among disadvantaged worker populations through targeted marketing and partnering efforts.

There is no fully vetted definition of a “disadvantaged worker” at this point. For the purposes of the IOUs work, it is suggested that disadvantaged worker may include low to no-income, blue-collar workers currently employed or unemployed, ethnic minorities, disabled persons, or those lacking a GED. IOUs acknowledge there is an opportunity
to define a “disadvantaged worker” more precisely to help focus program outreach efforts in the next program cycle and beyond.

2011-2012
The IOUs propose to continue the pursuit of educational collaborations with organizations that serve the various categories of disadvantaged workers. The IOUs propose that the definition of “Educational Collaboration” be consistent with the WE&T Centergies PPM – providing funding or some in-kind benefit to partner organizations engaged in providing education programs to low income or disadvantaged workers that through IOU developed curricula, or resources, expanded education opportunities might occur.

Q4 2011 - Q1 2012
IOUs propose to take inventory of current network of partnerships with organizations serving low-income and disadvantaged workers engaging with Energy Center training centers or other utility initiatives. The IOUs will assess these partnerships to identify their respective influence within each of the various sectors, potential expansion opportunities, and resource requirements.

Q1-Q4 2012
The IOUs will develop criteria and parameters to prioritize partnerships that provide the greatest impact to workforce outcomes. The intent is to foster the most effective partnerships. The established benchmark for relationship conditions shall guide partnership parameters for the next program cycle.

Based on these objectives and the results of the Sector Strategy development work, it is anticipated that the inclusion of disadvantaged workers within the sector strategies can be achieved. Furthermore, completion of these action items will serve to identify an appropriate funding allocation to meet the demand for industrial sector related training of the disadvantaged worker class, as defined.

To this end, as applicable, the IOUs will strengthen partnerships with workforce development and community based organizations as well as internal IOU departments (LIEE/CARE) that successfully serve these demographics. WE&T groups can provide education opportunities, certification courses, “train the trainer” opportunities, curriculum, etc, while the partnering agencies can outreach to their existing membership base, offer complementary programs which address additional barriers facing disadvantaged workers, and leverage existing tracking metrics and reporting protocols.

The goal for partnerships in this area corresponds to the overarching goal of WE&T to educate incumbent workers, contribute to a greener workforce, and creating career pathways for disadvantaged workers entering or already in the California economy. IOU contributions to those partnerships will include provision of subject matter expertise, course curricula, visual aids, hardware, and other materials that support Adult Learning Principles for a practical learning environment. Other support may include periodic consultation with the partner, and provision of class attendance at the IOU energy centers, and off-site.

Some examples of current and potential partner organizations include:
- LA Trade Tech – Provide students and community with high-quality technical and professional educational options that flexibly meet their life-long career
development and academic goals; foster a climate of life-long learning; prepare students to participate effectively in our democratic society; and generate economic development with educational, governmental, community and business partners.

- Community Based Organizations that deliver LIEE and CARE programs – These organizations employ local workforce in the low-income communities they serve. Identify ways to partner with these organizations to make energy center training resources available as part of their training/workforce development programs.

- Workforce Investment Boards/Employment Development Department – WIBs and EDD as part of their mission deliver workforce development programs that serve clients that could be associated as low-income, displaced workers, disadvantaged, among other distinctions.

- Community Colleges – Provide education and vocational training to students across many socio-economic groups.

- San Francisco Office of Economic and Workforce Development – Provide skills based training for weatherization workers in the Energy Savings Assistance Program

- San Diego Workforce Partnership – Provides job training and operates a network of career centers throughout San Diego County. Career development programs are offered to disadvantaged workers and include job fairs, online learning, and other education and training opportunities.

- Troops 2 Energy – Trains and prepares transitioning military service members for jobs in the renewable energy industry.

- Urban Corps – Provides young adults with a high school education combined with job training and community service in the fields of conservation and recycling.

IOUs propose to track data indicating growth of partnerships in concurrence with ED PPMs, and to use 2011 partnerships as a baseline metric for tracking growth. The IOUs will coordinate statewide to add tracking data fields in our registration information to identify partnerships activities hosted at Energy Center facilities or off-site. The IOUs will seek support of partners in providing data to support tracking mechanisms. In 2012, IOUs propose to determine success criteria to include growth of attendance in specific targeted offerings both at Energy Centers and within partner programs that carry influence of IOU involvement; growth in the number of targeted offerings (% of educational collaborations).

IOUs will also leverage the expertise of the WE&T Task Force by providing updates on program planning and delivery, and an opportunity to provide feedback.

7. Evaluation of Workforce Outcomes – UPDATE TO COME

Needs Assessment. Being able to track information about participants and effects of training sessions is necessary to evaluate the success of a particular session or series.

Participant data may also provide important information on worker backgrounds, job types, and industry segments that the Centers are reaching, which can guide ETC offerings and curriculum development.

Tracking of more robust participant information will allow the IOUs to better assess how the ETC are serving the broader California workforce and where they fit into the broader training resources in California. It may also help implementers design ETC programming and outreach efforts to align with goals and recommendations set by the

Recommendations from the Needs Assessment include: (1) strengthening tracking of participants and outcomes and (2) assessing and determining what additional information is required to evaluate workforce outcomes for the ETCs. In addition, the Opinion Dynamics evaluation makes a number of suggestions for tracking participants in the Energy Centers programs. These recommendations include the creation of a common registration form among all ETCs that will collect participant type, profession or field, years in profession, and existing knowledge of course topic; use of complete and consistent data entry for course and participant tracking, such that repeated courses and participants can be easily identified; and the creation of a shared registration system across all ETCs that would allow IOUs to track participants across multiple ETCs.\(^\text{17}\)

The Needs Assessment recommends that the ETCs should, at a minimum, begin to collect information from participants on occupation, prior education, and work experience.\(^\text{18}\)

Public comments at the April 6\(^{\text{th}}\) workshop did not address this particular Needs Assessment Recommendation.

IOUs propose assessing and evaluating requirements for redesigning the ETC registration system and participant information collection methods statewide among IOUs, such that the data fields and recommendations described above may be incorporated.

The plan of action is for IOUs to thoroughly review and assess the statewide IOU information systems in order to develop and implement a means of tracking and measuring program and customer participation and outcomes in a way that is feasible, effective and respectful to customer concerns for intrusion on rights and privacy.

Once such a system is in place, tracking data will initially be used to develop a baseline representing the current levels of course participation and participant career and educational background. In the future, IOUs will be able to use the baseline data to track the effectiveness of changes made to ETC courses in response to the Needs Assessment recommendations and other program modifications.

Connections

The Needs Assessment recommendations related to the Connections sub-program focus on collaboration with the education sector, career education, and evaluation of K-12 programs. We have addressed each one herein:

K-12 – while the Needs Assessment does not provide any clear recommendations with respect to sector strategies, the Needs Assessment does make recommendations for collaborating with career academies, regional occupational programs focusing on high school to develop a systematic, organized effort to institutionalize energy awareness
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and career awareness education programs, and align them with California Content Standards.

Partnerships should include organizations and programs that have an explicit focus on serving disadvantaged communities and lowering school dropout rates, like the Career Academies. The following is a list of possible entities to be included in the collaboration: California Department of Education, California Partnership Academies, investor-owned utilities, publicly-owned utilities, California Energy Commission, California Public Utilities Commission, California Environmental Protection Agency, organizations providing after-school educational programming, and high-performing K-12 energy education programs (representative of all funding sources).

The IOU’s are currently collaborating with 1) California Department of Education on Energy and Utility Sector curriculum standards (more details in # 8 below), 2) California Energy Commission to develop guidelines for clean energy partnership academies (more details in # 8 below), 3) Los Angeles Unified School District to develop career partnership academies, 4) collaborating with several academies in the PG&E service territory. Partnership academies combine career technical education with academic courses to prepare students for graduation and future employment or schooling. The academies serve primarily at-risk students. The criteria used for student eligibility include irregular attendance, record of underachievement, low motivation or disinterest in the regular academic program, and economic disadvantages.

Neither Career academies nor sector strategies seem to apply to K-8 students so, we are focusing on career awareness and career exploration for these grade levels. The hope is that by engaging students on career awareness and career exploration of green and clean energy careers, students will move into HS and college with a clearer focus on careers.

Colleges – While the Needs Assessment does not provide any clear recommendation with respect to sector strategies, the Needs Assessment does recommend strengthening and expanding collaborations with community college career technical education and four-year colleges to target career development results.

The IOU’s are currently collaborating with the California Community College (the largest in the nation with 112 campuses) Chancellor’s office on the design and implementation of community college programs that prepare students for sector specific careers as well as preparing students for transfer to four-year colleges. California Community Colleges working closely with Workforce Investment Boards (WIBs) are in the best position to understand community and industry needs and deliver sector strategy training to meet those needs. The IOU’s are working directly with the WIB’s and indirectly through the community colleges on our sector strategy objectives.

Community colleges have several different roles within the state’s system of workforce training and education, including preparing students for entry-level jobs, providing experienced workers with opportunities to improve their skills in their existing profession or in a new profession, and preparing students to enter four-year degree programs in engineering and other technical disciplines like architecture and construction management.

8. Collaborations
Needs Assessment. The Needs Assessment states that collaboration with various levels of the education sector is an intricate part of the program strategy. Recommendations from the Needs Assessment around this topic include the need for strengthening and expanding collaborations with career Academies, Regional Occupational Programs (ROPs) and community colleges.\(^\text{19}\)

Public comments at the April 6\(^{th}\) workshop focused on what should be the objectives of the collaborative relationships being developed by the IOU education programs with K-12, community colleges, and four-year colleges and universities.

IOUs propose continuing current work with secondary and post-secondary institutions.

The plan of action is to utilize existing educational relationships and broaden that network to build new relationships and expand the program outreach. IOUs are currently collaborating with Career Academies as well as Community Colleges. ROPs have been proposed as a collaborative target and the IOUs are evaluating ways to integrate that relationship into their program. Expanding educational collaborations are an intricate part of the WE&T Connections program design and strategy.

Criteria for new partnerships:
1) Be involved directly or indirectly with the K-12 and/or college level education/training sector in California
2) Offer their services (training and education and /or support) or products regardless of income, minority status or English proficiency of participants.
3) Share the goal of energy efficiency education for K-12 and beyond.
4) Share a vision (CPUC strategic plan) of serving students in underserved communities and/or low income and minority communities. In determining low income and minority communities, The IOUs use Title # 1 school list as well as the Free Reduced Price Meal (school lunch) list
5) Recognize (on some level) the mutual benefits of a WE&T public/private partnership
6) Possible funding source for reaching WE&T goals

Outreach strategies:

The WE&T Statewide program outreach strategies are described in the WE&T Statewide Program Implementation Plan, Marketing and Outreach Plans.

IOU program support for school/teacher activities:

The WE&T Connection subprogram fully supports the activities of teachers and schools, as is evidenced by their participation in the Connections programs. Even with current successes, the IOUs plan to look into identifying and working with schools that have chosen not to participate in order to adjust curriculum and activities as deemed appropriate for future outreach efforts and offerings.

Current ongoing IOU programs support efforts to: 2010 - 2012:
• Align programs with the California Content Standards that teachers are expected to teach.
• Keep informed of new California Core Content Standards and or National Standards (pending approval) and align programs with new standards. (Please refer to work with CDE below)
• Conduct professional development workshops for teachers

**Q4 2011:**
• Provide a rationale for including career awareness, exploration and preparation in the K-12 schools

**Q1 - Q2 2012:**
• Provide materials that support events (i.e. Earth Day, Arbor Day)
• Identify higher education schools that have career fairs and provide staff and/or information

**2012:**
• Complete review of state testing for K-8 to determine how IOUs might support teachers by incorporating concepts into IOU program materials.
• Provide high school students access to career assessment instruments and access to green workers/professionals through a variety of online resources.

**Other strategies (Q3 2011 through 2012):**
• Post resources on the Web Portal
• Partner with the California Department of Education (CDE) to ensure the inclusion of EE, Green Career and Green Awareness information in schools required California Content Standards
• Partner with the California Energy Commission to develop new guidelines for clean energy partnership academies

**Expanding collaborations with additional educational institutions and academies**

**California Department of Education: Ongoing**

IOUs are working with the California Department of Education (CDE) in an advisory capacity to affect change in near future curriculum standards. We are currently working with CDE on Energy and Utility Sector standards. Affecting the standards will ensure that our utility green awareness and green career awareness initiatives are included with California Curriculum Standards and that our programs are in line with school and teacher activities.

**California Energy Commission: Ongoing**

IOUs are working closely with California Energy Commission (CEC) to develop guidelines for clean energy partnership academies (Note: Partnership academies were first established by the California Department of Education in the 1980s. An academy is a multi-year program for high school students structured as a school within a school. Partnership academies combine career technical education with academic courses to prepare students for graduation and future employment or schooling. The academies serve primarily at-risk students. The criteria used for
student eligibility include irregular attendance, record of underachievement, low motivation or disinterest in the regular academic program, and economic disadvantages. Each curriculum focuses on a career theme, such as health, energy, or information technology, and is coordinated with related academic courses. The career technical focus for an academy is determined by an analysis of the local labor market and fields that have companies willing to support the program. Expanding our collaboration with academies is one goal within the Needs Assessment findings 12.7.2.)

**WE&T Task Force and other stakeholders Involvement**

- The IOU WE&T Task Force members are actively involved in the program planning and implementation process to ensure that we are responsive to the overall Strategic Plan goals.
- The IOU WE&T Task Force members are working with California Department of Education – Energy and Utilities Industry Sector group on curriculum content standards.
- The IOU WE&T Task Force members are working with California Energy Commission on Clean Energy Partnership Academies (SB X11) in line with CLTEESP goal to include minority and low income students in programs.
- The IOU WE&T Task Force members are working with the California Community Colleges Chancellor’s office on the design and implementation of community college programs.

IOUs will also leverage the expertise of the WE&T Task Force by providing updates on program planning and delivery, and an opportunity to provide feedback.

9. **Career Education**

*Needs Assessment.* Incorporating career exploration into programs would be helpful to complement career awareness activities. Recommendations from the Needs Assessment include: (1) increasing the emphasis on career awareness and career exploration in ratepayer-funded education programs servicing K-8 students and supporting career preparation programs in career academies and ROPs. The Needs Assessment also recommends evaluating and working toward the integration of environmental and ratepayer-funded energy curricula. It states that there is substantial evidence that the integration of environmental and energy curricula will increase the support of teachers for these programs. Finally, the study reports that these efforts should be supported by strong collaborations with K-12 schools, particularly those programs, like the California Partnership Academies, that target disadvantaged students.

*Public comments* at the April 6th workshop focused on leveraging the role of the IOU WE&T programs to support education on career awareness, career exploration, and career development. A suggestion was made to collaborate with ROPs, Green Academies, and other similarly-funded programs to facilitate support for career awareness.
IOUs propose that future curriculum development needs to include input and funding from other relevant stakeholders to identify other secondary energy and environmental curricula that meet the goals of the Strategic Plan. Programs that target disadvantaged students or students from low-income households benefit from emphasis on career awareness programs. Beginning in 2010, the statewide WE&T program is tracking program participation from low-income, minority and disadvantaged communities.

The plan of action for career education during the current filing period is to incorporate career education into all IOU programs grades K-College.

Actions Include:

- **Q3 2011 – Q2 2012 (Ongoing)**
  - Incorporating into existing IOU K-8 curriculum materials career awareness and exploration as age appropriate
  - Green Pathway pilot online community is a resource that enhances and supports the green academy and AP environmental science high school courses
  - Green Pathway is building partnerships with community based organizations having green/ career programs serving young adults
  - Green Campus (UC/CSU system) builds pathways to green careers through the variety of activities
  - Develop collaborations with educational institutions to leverage career education resources that can be shared with K-12 schools and Community Colleges

- **Q4 2011**
  - Providing to high schools a green resource guide on green careers

- **Q1, Q2 2012**
  - Provide within IOU teacher workshops information about green careers

**Incorporating Career Education into WE&T offerings**

As described in the IOU’s 2010-2012 WE&T Statewide Program Implementation Plan (PIP), one of the primary goals of the Connections programs is to promote career education and green careers to K-12 and college students to meet California’s need for green jobs.

Career education is currently being incorporated into the existing programs through updates to existing curriculum, inclusion in new programs being developed, in stand-alone green career guide/supplements, and assemblies.

- [http://www.greenschoolsnational.com/california.html](http://www.greenschoolsnational.com/california.html)
- [http://www.greenschoolsnational.com/california.html](http://www.greenschoolsnational.com/california.html)

Links provided in this document are the links currently available.

The Needs Assessment acknowledges that Connections initiatives aim to foster collaborations between utilities and educational institutions with the objectives of 1)
promoting “Green Careers,” 2) encouraging energy efficiency and conservation behavior, 3) educating schools about the benefits of adopting energy efficiency policies.21

Outreach:

The WE&T Statewide program outreach strategies are described in the WE&T Statewide Program Implementation Plan at Section 10b, Marketing and Outreach Plans.

Strategies in 2011 Q3 - Q4 and 2012 Q1 - Q4 to facilitate best practices in next program cycle:

- Identify business partners who could provide classroom speakers to discuss their clean energy (Green Energy) work
- Identify community based organizations (CBOs) that could help promote materials and programs
- Identify agencies who already work within the schools on environmental/energy efficiency and cross market (Air Resource Board, Recycling, etc.)
- Outreach to County Office of Educations (COEs) to collaborate in promoting programs and materials to their schools (visit first those who serve schools in the Counties with the lowest median income)
- Identify partners in the high schools that have New Energy/Green Academies, and AP Environmental Science classes (e.g. Programs that are already focused on Green Careers preparation and energy efficiency)
- Partner with educational organizations that serve career tech teachers
- Partner with teachers for high school Green Pathway program, to help develop relevant program curriculum
- Continue active participation in the CDE Work Force Development group
- Develop a plan for linking of Community College and four-year University programs to energy efficiency occupations
- Post on the www.engage360.com Web Portal a listing of certificate and degree programs at the Community Colleges and UC/CSUs that are in the clean energy field
- Facilitate communication between Green Campus interns and professors with CC college students and teachers to share projects they have done and currently working on with the intent to get them interested in generating interest in green careers.

IOU program support for current school/teacher activities:

Please see section 8 above.

Further, IOUs plan to identify a core group of teachers in targeted areas to come together for a two-day workshop to solicit suggestions on how IOUs can support
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career awareness and exploration and how to integrate it into what they already teach. Identify if there are additional materials to be developed to support that.

10. Evaluation of K-12 Programs

*Needs Assessment.* The Needs Assessment states that collecting non-specific student data from schools is the most accessible data to IOUs for evaluating program impacts. Recommendations from the Needs Assessment include: (1) continuing to support and expand career awareness and exploration in K-12 programs. Furthermore, “as indicated in our K-12 key findings report, the IOUs have recently added career awareness and career exploration modules to the K-8 programs: Living Wise, PEAK, Green Schools, and Energenius. In this way, the K-8 programs, which, until recently, have mostly focused on how students and their families can save energy, will also contribute to the career development policy goal. These career development modules should be evaluated using appropriate performance metrics,” and (2) working with education agencies, schools, and funding partners to allow for the collection and reporting of demographic information on students participating in ratepayer-funded Connections education programs. The Needs Assessment states that the present lack of information hampers the evaluation of existing programs.

*Public comments* at the April 6th workshop focused on the various issues and challenges surrounding data tracking of students and teachers participating in IOU education programs. The discussion acknowledged value in monitoring and evaluating program impacts on student groups involved in IOU education programs.

*IOUs propose* to pursue solution to address the recommendation. Currently, the only type of demographic information collected is on the school registrants in general, not the individual student. Furthermore, there is privacy associated with schools releasing demographic information of students to outside agencies. The tracking of students into green careers could likely only be accomplished with the involvement and permission of guardians.

*The plan of action* is to incorporate career education into all IOU education programs K-12).

**How the IOUs will evaluate programs:**

**Ongoing:**
- Energenius, PEAK and Living Wise programs currently track teacher satisfaction.
- Review existing teacher surveys used in current IOU programs to determine if program is meeting teachers’ needs.
- Continue to engage the Task Force in regular meetings to share progress and ideas. IOUs can collect general demographic information on students registered at schools in our program (with respect to the collection and reporting of student demographic information, collecting specific information on students is currently prohibitive for IOUs).

**Q2, Q3 2012:**
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• As part of the 2010-12 WE&T Process Evaluation, the IOUs are providing Opinion Dynamics Corporation with copies of the surveys used to measured teacher satisfaction, as well as the data gathered through those surveys. After IOUs receive results from the Opinion Dynamics Corp process evaluation IOUs will incorporate suggestions on how to track metrics and incorporate enhancements to the existing teacher surveys
• Determine if students are taking EE action at home or school as a result of the education

11. Strategic Planning and Implementation

This program involves management and execution of several strategic statewide planning tasks identified in the Strategic Plan: a) form an IOU/CPUC WE&T Task Force, b) conduct a needs assessment study, c) facilitate Annual WE&T Public Meetings, and d) create a WE&T-specific web portal.

This sub-program, though not specifically called out in Needs Assessment recommendations, can serve as the means by which action plans can be discussed and assessed in the spirit of the recommendations.

1. Role of WE&T Taskforce

The inaugural WE&T Taskforce meeting was held January 28, 2009 with primary purposes of sharing information on green training initiatives and to focus resources on completing a Workforce, Education & Training statewide Needs Assessment study, as well as create a WE&T web portal site. The final study was posted on March 17, 2011 to the Energy Efficiency Web-portal, www.engage360.com. A first annual WE&T public workshop occurred on April 6th 2011 when results and recommendations from the WE&T Needs Assessment study were presented for public discussion and comment.

The three key overarching themes emerging from the Needs Assessment study and workshop comments are either, goals presented in the California Long-term Energy Efficiency Strategic Plan, ways to measure program performance in Resolution E-4385 or directly or indirectly expressed in D.09-09-047. Specific comment and proposals on recommendations have provided in the respective WE&T Centergies and WE&T Connections sections of this Advice Filing.

The IOUs further propose to use the annual stakeholder Taskforce meetings to evaluate existing cross-cutting training implementations across industry trade, educational, public agency and community-based sectors. The taskforce can also be used to share with stakeholders, IOU progress with collaborative training relationships among the aforementioned sectors, as well as between IOU and inter-organizational departments. Finally, the current stakeholder Taskforce can be of great value in identifying ways to assess data tracking methodologies for measuring program effectiveness.

2. Role of WE&T Web Portal

The IOUs propose to use the annual stakeholder Task Force meetings to evaluate existing EE web portal options as a means for advancing Sector Strategies, collaborative implementations and measuring program effectiveness.
The initial planning is to develop and have the WE&T Web Portal reside within the EE Web Portal (www.engage360.com). The EE web portal has communities that can be tailored to different interests; the thought is to further define and develop a Workforce Education & Training community to serve as a platform of information about careers and training opportunities in the green workforce.

**Web Portal objective:**
The web portal will include links to various DSM related training programs and will allow for a single point of communication. The portal will also serve as a repository for information about DSM and EE training, educational conferences, and career opportunities. The WE&T segment may be developed and possibly funded in collaboration with other appropriate entities.

The IOUs’ plan of action for the web portal can be described in two phases:

**Phase 1 (2012 Q2) – Focus on Functionality to Promote Green Energy Careers**
- Include organized links to training programs and opportunities at adult educational facilities, labor and trade organizations, the IOUs, etc.
- Include an events and activities component that highlights upcoming green energy conferences, workshops and related gatherings.
- Feature a Career Center that will feature organized, easy-to-navigate links to open job postings listed on the site and related resources/contacts to attaining these specific jobs.
- Include a level that centers around related authorities, associations and advisory bodies, including the WE&T statewide strategic taskforce, the Workforce Investment Board Green Collar Jobs Council and others
- Include blog strings and a newsletter

**Phase 2 (2012 Q3 - Q4) – Community Building Specific to Green Energy Careers**
- Register users and facilitate membership community features including profile page, online resumes and connection trees (i.e. friend networks, career contacts, etc). Integrate/utilize the best social web technologies/applications to build engaging and credible online interactions.
- Incorporate connectivity tools/functionality that enables the user to attach/connect personal profiles with specific interests, job listings, training program announcements, webinars, and conferences. Explore the potential for automatic registration where appropriate.
- Allow users to communicate via a private “inbox” with other users, hosted on the site.

No cost information is required for this advice filing. This advice filing will not increase any rate or charge, cause the withdrawal of service, or conflict with any other schedule or rule.

**EFFECTIVE DATE**

SDG&E believes that this filing is subject to Energy Division disposition and should be classified as Tier 1 (effective pending disposition) pursuant to GO 96-B. This filing is pursuant to D.09-09-047 and therefore, SDG&E respectfully requests that this filing become effective on September 9, 2011, the date filed. The additional information the IOUs have provided here does not change the scope or intent of the program approved in D.09-09-047. This supplemental advice letter clarifies certain program information per Energy Division’s request.
PROTEST

The Energy Division has clarified that there will be no protest period for this supplemental advice letter. Parties to this advice letter have had an opportunity to comment and there were no comments or protests in response to the first advice letter filing submitted on June 3, 2011. Individual utility contact information is below:

San Diego Gas & Electric:
Attn: Megan Caulson
Regulatory Tariff Manager
8330 Century Park Court, Room 32C
San Diego, CA 92123-1548
Facsimile No. (858) 654-1788
E-mail: mcaulson@semprautilities.com

Pacific Gas and Electric Company;
Attention: Brian K. Cherry
Vice President, Regulations and Rates
77 Beale Street, Mail Code B10C
P.O. Box 770000
San Francisco, California 94177
Facsimile: (415) 973-6520
E-mail: PGETariffs@pge.com

Southern California Gas Company:
Attn: Sid Newsom
Tariff Manager - GT14D6
555 West Fifth Street
Los Angeles, CA 90013-1011
Facsimile No. (213) 244-4957
E-mail: snewsom@SempraUtilities.com

Southern California Edison:
Akbar Jazayeri
Vice President of Regulatory Operations
Southern California Edison Company
2244 Walnut Grove Avenue
Rosemead, California 91770
Facsimile: (626) 302-4829
E-mail: AdviceTariffManager@sce.com

Southern California Edison:
Bruce Foster
Senior Vice President, Regulatory Affairs
c/o Karyn Gansecki
Southern California Edison Company
601 Van Ness Avenue, Suite 2030
San Francisco, California 94102
Facsimile: (415) 929-5540
E-mail: Karyn_Gansecki@sce.com

NOTICE
A copy of this filing has been served on the utilities and interested parties shown on the attached list, including interested parties to service lists A.08-07-021, A.08-07-022, A.08-07-023, and A.08-07-031 by either providing them a copy electronically or by mailing them a copy hereof, properly stamped and addressed.

Address changes should be directed to SDG&E Tariffs by facsimile at (858) 654-1788 or by e-mail at SDG&ETariffs@semprautilities.com.

CLAY FABER
Director – Regulatory Affairs

(cc list enclosed)
Attachment C

Redline Version of Second Supplemental Advice Letter

SDG&E Advice Letter 2260-E-B/2041-G-B;
SoCalGas Advice Letter 4249-B;
SCE Advice Letter 2588-E-B;
PG&E Advice Letter 3212-G-B/3852-E-B
October 24, 2011

ADVICE 2260-E-B/2041-G-B
(San Diego Gas & Electric Company; ID U 902-M)

ADVICE 4249-B
(Southern California Gas Company; ID U 904-G)

ADVICE 2588-E-B
(Southern California Edison Company; ID U 338-E)

ADVICE 3212-G-B/3852-E-B
(Pacific Gas & Electric Company; ID U 39-M)

PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

SUBJECT: Additional Supplemental Joint Filing: 2010-2012 Statewide Workforce Education and Training (WE&T) Program Modifications based on Findings of WE&T Needs Assessment

In compliance with Decision (D.) 09-09-047, Southern California Edison Company (SCE), Pacific Gas & Electric Company (PG&E), Southern California Gas Company (SoCalGas), and San Diego Gas & Electric Company (SDG&E), (collectively referred to as the Investor Owned Utilities or IOUs) hereby submit for filing their second supplemental joint Advice Letter (AL) proposing modifications to the existing Statewide Workforce Education and Training (WE&T) program based on the recommendations of the WE&T Needs Assessment and a two requests for additional clarifying information from the Energy Division. All necessary supporting documentation is attached hereto. This joint second supplemental AL is being filed at the request of Energy Division and replaces the previously filed IOU ALs (SDG&E’s 2260-E-A/2041-G-A, SoCalGas’ 4249-A, SCE’s 2588-E-A, and PG&E’s 3212-G-A/3852-E-A) in their entirety. Included as Attachment B to this second supplemental advice letter filing is a clean version of the supplemental advice letter filed on September 9, 2011. Included as Attachment C to this second supplemental advice filing is a redline version comparing this second supplemental advice letter to the supplemental advice letter filed on September 9, 2011.

PURPOSE

The purpose of this second supplemental advice letter is to provide the information required by the California Public Utilities Commission (Commission or CPUC) in Ordering Paragraph (OP) 36 of D.09-09-047, and with the additional request from the Energy Division, per the supplemental notice received by the IOUs on October 7, 2011.
BACKGROUND

D.08-09-040 Adopting the California Long Term Energy Efficiency (EE) Strategic Plan (Strategic Plan) provided a framework to make energy efficiency a way of life in California by refocusing ratepayer-funded EE programs on achieving long-term savings. The Strategic Plan was developed through a collaborative process between the IOUs and industry stakeholders over the course of a year. Chapter 9 - Workforce Education and Training was adopted in the Strategic Plan and included, among other requirements, the completion of a Statewide Needs Assessment:

Goals:
1. Establish EE education and training at all levels of California’s educational systems.
2. Ensure that minority, low-income and disadvantaged communities fully participate in training and education programs at all levels of the Demand Side Management (DSM) and EE industry.

Strategies:
1. WE&T Needs Assessment. An in-depth formal statewide training and education resource inventory and needs assessment is necessary for long-range strategic planning and delivery. The needs assessment and resource inventory will be structured to produce short-, near- and long-term workforce strategies to support each sector defined in the Plan.
2. WE&T Web Portal. The web portal will include links to various DSM related training programs and will allow for a single point of communication. The portal will also serve as a repository for all DSM and EE training, educational conferences, and career opportunities.
3. Energy Efficiency WE&T Task Force. The Task Force, comprised of energy efficiency program administrators, the CPUC, and educational experts, will fulfill administrative functions including: developing a needs assessment RFP; selecting the third party to conduct the needs assessment; and managing the needs assessment evaluation. The Task Force members will continue to help implement the goals and strategies set forth in this Plan.
4. Identify And Implement Specific Programs. For Each Educational Sector. WE&T needs are best organized and approached by identifying the enabling or supporting educational sectors.

Key Actions:
1-1: Define, initiate and drive long-term WE&T development and strategic planning, including identification of funding streams and market sector specific needs.
1-2: Support the community college and adult education efforts to support students to develop their education based on visible career paths in EE and related fields.
1-3: Incorporate EE and DSM into traditional contractor and technician training, such as for plumbers and electricians, and expand training resources to produce target numbers of trained workers.
1-4: Create or expand college and university programs with EE focus and foster green campus efforts to apply this knowledge in clear view of students and faculty.
1-5: Develop K-12 curriculum to include EE fundamentals (e.g. math, science, behavior) and identify career options in energy-related fields.
2-1: Collaboratively identify appropriate goals and strategies to build California's EE workforce through 2020, focusing on training that increases participation from within minority, low-income and disadvantaged communities in achieving California's economic EE potential.

Following the adoption of the Strategic Plan, D.09-09-047 Approving 2010-2012 EE Portfolios and Budgets subsequently codified the statewide WE&T program as being responsible for the development, planning, and implementation of three subprograms: Centergies, Connections, and Strategic Planning and Implementation. Those programs are described in detail below:

**Centergies** is organized around market sectors and cross-cutting segments to facilitate workforce education and training. Energy Centers represent the largest component of this subprogram. Included in this program are the Energy Center and Food Service Center activities. WE&T Centergies activities allow potential green workforce candidates to explore EE, integrated DSM technologies and resource management techniques.

**Connections** is organized around downstream and upstream IOU relationships with the educational sector as well as entry- and introductory-level community-based training efforts that support workforce development in EE, energy management and new emerging green careers.

**Strategic Planning and Implementation** involves management and execution of several strategic statewide planning tasks identified in the Strategic Plan: a) form an IOU/CPUC WE&T Task Force, b) conduct a needs assessment study, c) facilitate Annual WE&T Public Meetings, and d) create a WE&T-specific web portal.

D.09-09-047 also further clarified direction on the completion of a Needs Assessment to study “critical workforce needs” and to identify “opportunities to help identify and fulfill those needs through collaboration and fund sharing.”  D.09-09-047 also called for this Needs Assessment to include a “detailed inventory of...workforce education and training programs across the state and [the identification of] collaborative opportunities to make the three-year portfolio of IOU training programs responsive to Needs Assessment findings.” Through a competitive bid process, the IOUs selected University of California – Berkeley (UC Berkeley) to complete the Needs Assessment study. Collaborative efforts were made throughout the study process from initiation in 2009 to 2011, including 1) updates at the quarterly WE&T Taskforce meetings, 2) updates at the quarterly California Green Workforce Coalition meeting of Workforce Investment Boards (WIBs) and other community leaders and entities, 3) bi-weekly meetings with study manager, UC Berkeley and Commission/Energy Division staff, and 4) other community meetings where appropriate. The Assessment was completed on March 17, 2011.

As mandated by D.09-09-047, a link was posted on www.engage360.com on March 17, and an invitation and questions related to a public workshop on the Assessment was noticed to service lists in A.08-07-021 et al, R.07-01-041, R.08-03-008, and R.08-05-022. Participants were provided the opportunity to give their input on how to incorporate the findings of the Needs Assessment into the existing IOU WE&T programs, both verbally at the workshop and through an informal email comment period. Notes from the workshop were also circulated and
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participants were given the opportunity to respond with revisions to ensure that the notes accurately captured the comments from the workshop. These public comments were generally supportive of recommendations from the Needs Assessment, and are summarized in Sections 1 to 10 below. As a general trend, it should be noted that three overarching themes surfaced throughout the recommendations and workshop comments: a focus on Sector Strategies, better collaboration, and enhanced data tracking.

The IOUs have spent a significant amount of time during the course of the Needs Assessment and Advice Letter process considering the recommendations and public comments and herein propose changes to the WE&T Programs based on this and other program information. Included in this Advice Letter are the following:

1. Proposal of IOU changes to WE&T Programs
2. Attachment A, Timeline of Needs Assessment Process
3. Attachment B, Clean version of Supplemental Advice Letter
4. Attachment C, Redline version of Second Supplemental Advice Letter
5. Attachment D, 2011-2012 IOU WE&T General Timeline supplement

Furthermore, the IOUs recognize and value the significance of the WE&T Needs Assessment. It provides valuable feedback and information for shaping the future of workforce education and training programs to best meet the demands of a changing workforce. In addition to the proposed changes to existing WE&T programs proposed herein, the IOUs will continue to convene during 2011 to discuss detailed statewide implementation of the Needs Assessment recommendations in helping to shape the programs in the immediate future. These IOU meetings are intended to produce objectives, goals and plans for addressing recommendations suggested in the Needs Assessment.

Finally, the IOUs note that ensuring stakeholder participation was an important and critical part of this process. In addition to the steps outlined above and in Attachment A herein, Energy Division was involved and informed throughout the Needs Assessment process and leading up to the filing of the Advice Letter, Supplemental Advice Letter, and this Second Supplemental Advice Letter.

The WE&T Needs Assessment contains multiple sections with recommendations for a wide variety of changes to many aspects of the Workforce, Education and Training sector – many far beyond the scope mandated for this Advice Letter. For the purposes of this document, only recommendations relevant to the IOUs’ existing statewide WE&T programs are addressed, and correspond with the ten general topics established at the April 6 Public Workshop. For each Needs Assessment recommendation, the IOUs have provided a corresponding summary of public comments followed by IOU rationale for any proposed program change. These proposed changes and corresponding Needs Assessment recommendations are summarized as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Needs Assessment Topic</th>
<th>IOU Proposal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Support Sector Strategies</td>
<td>Develop and initiate Sector Strategies, test some proven concepts and refine as needed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Collaborate with Construction Trades</td>
<td>Engage with workforce organizations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Support Credentials and Certifications</td>
<td>Seek best comprehension and retention</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3 D.09-09-047, OP 36.
4 For full history of relevant recommendations, please see service list notice for questions in preparation for the April 6 WE&T Needs Assessment Workshop, as well as the related PowerPoint distribution.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Needs Assessment Topic</th>
<th>IOU Proposal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4. Restructure Classes</td>
<td>Assess feasibility of longer courses and series</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Support Curricula Development</td>
<td>IOUs have an advisory role; can advise on how best to make curricula accessible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Inclusion of Disadvantaged Workers</td>
<td>Facilitate relationships with Disadvantaged groups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Evaluation of Workforce Outcomes</td>
<td>Seek feasible metrics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Collaborate with Education</td>
<td>This is an existing aspect of the program’s strategy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Career Education</td>
<td>Incorporate career exploration into programs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Evaluation of K-12 Programs</td>
<td>Collect non-specific student data from schools</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FIRST SUPPLEMENTAL REQUEST**

In the July 6 Supplemental Notice, the Energy Division states:

> While the AL, as proposed, does not make significant changes to the WE&T program offering, it does propose changes in the activities currently being promoted by the Statewide WE&T program that will pave the way for more significant revisions to the WE&T at a later date. As such, the current AL will need to be supplemented in order to provide an adequate level of information for each of the action plan areas the IOUs have identified in response to the Needs Assessment and the associated activities being proposed for each area.²

In the July 6 supplemental notice, additional information was requested for each of the eleven main categories of needs assessment recommendations addressed in the IOUs’ original advice letter. As discussed with Energy Division staff, because an emphasis is being placed on developing a foundation for more significant WE&T portfolio changes utilizing Sector Strategies in the next program cycle as opposed to the current program cycle, some of the requested clarifications may unintentionally preempt future Commission-adopted procedures for development of programs for the next program cycle. These requests may be addressed through the IOUs’ next EE portfolio application or General Rate Case (GRC), and other proceedings, and through existing reporting mechanisms. Areas the IOUs believe to be so are described below:

**Clarification Requested**

Timeline including steps and activities for how current program cycle efforts will be used to inform development of the next program cycle and a schedule for providing status reports to ED via EEGA. (Information requested for sections 1 – 11)

**Response**

Where possible, IOUs have provided timelines and activities to be initiated during the current program cycle for which funding has been approved. IOUs note that current program cycle efforts are reviewed through the Measurement and Evaluation (M&E) process, and those results are used to inform the development of established CPUC proceedings for EE portfolio development and/or other proceedings which may impact this program.

With regard to providing status reports via EEGA, the WE&T statewide team meets with ED on a regular basis to discuss program progress. Further, IOUs will continue to submit to ED on an annual basis the reports as ordered by
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Clarification Requested: the Commission in the Annual Reporting Requirements Manual version 4 (EE Annual Report), D.09-09-047 (WE&T Progress Report) and Resolution E-4385 (Program Performance Metrics Report). IOUs propose using the annual stakeholder WE&T Task Force meetings as a vehicle to update and receive input on IOU Sector Strategy planning and development for implementation in the next program cycle, in addition to the standing annual reports filed the first business day of May on EEGA.

Response:
Staffing plans for the next program cycle will be addressed within the established CPUC proceedings for Energy Efficiency portfolio development, and the outcome of the GRC and/or other proceedings which may impact this program.

Estimated budget, if relevant, for next program cycle consideration (can be revised as necessary during planning for the next program cycle). (Information requested for sections 1-11)

Response:
Estimated funding for the next program cycle will be addressed within the established CPUC proceedings for EE portfolio development and the outcome of the GRC and/or other proceedings which may impact this program.

The success metrics this activity should be evaluated on and how they plan to monitor achievement of identified metrics and use results for planning the next program cycle. (Information requested for sections 1-11)

Response:
The current Program Implementation Plans (PIPs) for the WE&T program and associated subprograms list Quantitative Program targets (Section 5.d). Modifications and additions to these targets must link to the program theory and logic model. Further, Program Performance Metrics (PPMs) were adopted for the WE&T program in Resolution E-4385. Unless otherwise noted, no changes have been made to these adopted program targets or PPMs. PPM development for the next program cycle will consider success measures for the planned Sector Strategy activities.

An outreach strategy to be initiated in the next program cycle (Section 9)

Response:
IOU strategies for program implementation in the next program cycle will be developed during the existing procedures for development of programs in the next cycle.

Based on the length of the supplemental request and repetition of the items noted above that may be addressed in the next program cycle, the IOUs have responded to the supplemental request for clarification with a strong focus on Sector Strategies as an overarching theme. In this response, we will be addressing multiple recommendations within this Sector Strategies approach, as discussed with Energy Division. In addition to the requests identified above, where there was not enough information to adequately respond to questions posed in ED’s supplemental request, pending future direction from the Commission, the IOUs have indicated such.

SECOND SUPPLEMENTAL REQUEST

In the October 7 Supplemental Notice, the Energy Division states:

In addition to the clarifications already made in the first supplemental filing, the IOUs should include a more specific timeline schedule and action items for each Statewide
**RESPONSE**

In addition to the information provided below, included in this Second Supplemental Advice Letter as Attachment D is the 2011-2012 Statewide WE&T Program Timeline supplement. This timeline provides additional information about the action items for each Needs Assessment recommendation category being addressed. The IOUs will meet the stated objectives by no later than is indicated, but has the flexibility to engage in activities earlier than is indicated in the timeline, as resources allow.

The Needs Assessment recommendations focus on Sector Strategies, collaboration, credentials and certifications, Energy Center courses, support for curricula development, inclusion of disadvantaged workers, and evaluation of workforce outcomes. The recommendations related to Sector Strategies are largely applicable to the Centergies subprogram, and are addressed below (Sections 1-6). For a discussion of the Connections subprogram, please see Sections 8-10 below. For a discussion of the Strategic Planning subprogram, please see Section 11 below.

**Centergies**

1. **Supporting Sector Strategies**

   Needs Assessment. Recommendations from the Needs Assessment surrounding this topic included: (1) initiating, helping fund, and partnering with other organizations to develop robust Sector Strategies in key EE sectors such as HVAC, building operators, benchmarking, and other emerging areas (as well as Low-Income Energy Efficiency or other programs undergoing review or redesign), and (2) using the CALCTP as a model, utilities should initiate, help fund, or partner with other organizations to develop robust Sector Strategies in key sectors such as HVAC, building operators, and other emerging sectors such as new energy storage, integrated DSM and commercial building.

   Public comments at the April 6th workshop noted that programs such as HVAC quality installation and advanced lighting controls provide a favorable model for utility collaboration in workforce development. In addition, comments were made that the scopes of programs such as PowerPathway™ need to evolve to include four-year learning institutions. It was suggested that there be continued efforts to identify methods of collaborating with trade associations to promote sector relevant training to their memberships (i.e. mailing related classes to selected contractor lists via CSLB).

   JOU Energy **Centers** support sector-focused training for HVAC, Lighting, and Building Operations. These program areas demonstrate collaborative relationships with industry and trade organizations where the IOUs co-fund and help facilitate industry training.
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By fostering relationships among industry representatives, trade, employers, utility and education sectors, enhanced curricula can be implemented that will serve the needs of all parties involved in workforce training. This approach may also support high-quality installations providing higher potential energy savings, and additionally, better support career growth opportunities for skilled workers. As workers advance their skills working in the field, entry-level apprenticeship programs in strategic collaboration with other sector stakeholders could be an appropriate pathway to “back-fill” those job vacancies. IOUs are conduits for local and regional workforce training models across the state. Such an effort cannot occur solely from IOU funding, so a concerted effort must be made to partner with institutions and associations.

IOUs propose initiating steps to assess its application of strategic collaboration. IOUs believe that Sector Strategies could more efficiently create important and natural industry relationships for course structure changes that better support growth in certification and credential offerings. The Statewide IOU WE&T Program is an established framework for cross-sectional expansion of training curricula and related workforce training programs. Thus, an aptly applied Sector Strategy approach could help focus IOUs’ attention toward a refined process for achieving successful workforce outcomes. IOUs will use the remainder of the current program cycle to evaluate the effectiveness of its current sector partnerships and employ lessons learned and Sector Strategy best practices to develop and initiate a sector strategy effort. Using this initial approach, opportunities for more significant sector strategy activities, refinement, and efforts will be identified for implementation in the next program cycle. If there is a program cycle extension, any pre-identified Sector Strategy efforts appropriate for the bridge period will be initiated.

Sector Strategy is a national movement now and could be identified as a necessary paradigm shift. The concept could help to “connect the dots” between employers and the education and training communities. Sector Strategies address the need for targeted workforce development for a particular industry segment, connecting the dots between labor demand as a result of investment in the clean energy sectors and a skilled labor supply to help support demand. It should target non-traditional labor pools and disadvantaged workforce and promote leveraging the expertise and resources of partnership organizations with similar goals and objectives.

The general goals and objectives of focusing attention on an effective Sector Strategy platform are so that workforce outcomes may be better achieved and sustained for the long term. The IOUs recognize that specific goals and objectives from employing a Sector Strategy approach must be clear and will utilize the rest of the program cycle to identify specific goals and objectives for targeting sectors that support general Sector Strategy goals and objectives. Below are a list of some of these general Sector Strategy goals and objectives.

General Goals from a WE&T Sector Strategy approach are:

- Refined collaboration with stakeholders in support of the California Energy Efficiency Strategic Plan (CEESP).
- Broader strategic collaborations to implement WE&T plans and Needs Assessment recommendations
- Strengthened connection between training and employment sectors
General Objectives from a WE&T Sector Strategy approach are:

- easier industry adoption of training standards implemented in WE&T
- improved quality of workforce and work performed
- increased linkage with resource program goals/objectives
- clearer model for quickly responding to industry workforce training demands

The scope of applying a refined Sector Strategy approach to the existing WE&T program implementation in the next program cycle includes determining industries with critical workforce needs that fall within the auspices of existing program policy guidelines and identifying the more specific shared goals and objectives for partners within the Sector Strategy partnerships. The remainder of the current program cycle will be used to refine the Sector Strategy approach for implementation in the next program cycle. Likewise, the scale of applying a refined Sector Strategy approach to the existing WE&T program implementation is limited by available funding critical to forming strategic partnerships around emerging industry sector demands.

The plan of action is to use 2011 and 2012 to assess lessons learned and best practices of other Sector Strategy models such as those adopted by CALTCP, Builder Operator Certification (BOC), PowerPathway™, California Workforce Investment Board (CWIB), and other mostly statewide implementers. Using the results, IOUs will A) identify ways of refining its approach to existing IOU collaboration and B) establish and evolve a proven approach for implementing successful Sector Strategy relationships in the IOU WE&T statewide program for the next filing cycle.

The IOUs have begun preliminary work of splitting trade and professional level categories of training to consider Sector Strategy application. A few industries or technologies that could benefit from a Sector Strategy review and possible refinement by the IOUs’ WE&T programs:

**Trade category**
- Lighting Day-lighting
- HVAC
- Building management
- Building maintenance
- Small/Medium Business Audit
- Manufacturing/Automation
- Home Performance
- Low-income weatherization

**Professional Category**
- Codes & Standards enforcement agency
- Architecture/Engineering/Design
- Lighting design/consultants
- Sustainability consultants
- New Construction
- Food Service

The current program cycle will also be used to review the advantages and disadvantages of IOUs functioning in a typical intermediary role in formulating strategic collaborations through direct compliance with WE&T program implementation. Of
Immediate consideration in 2011 is deciding upon rationale for refining or forming new Sector Strategy relationships and identifying the more specific shared goals and objectives. Criteria for such decision will be developed from review of Sector Strategy implementation models, results and effectiveness in achieving goals and objectives. Where opportunity emerges through partnership assessments to make program changes in this program cycle, such as to advance workforce outcomes, course structuring, credentialing pathways, outreach to trade and disadvantaged workers, and influence relevant curriculum, the IOUs will do so accordingly.

IOUs will continue to partner with IOU EE programs such Codes and Standards, Emerging Technologies and Energy Upgrade California. External entities that the IOUs believe could benefit from strategic collaboration within a more refined Sector Strategy approach are:

- Local government building, inspection and regulations agencies
- Community Colleges
- Trade organizations
- Contractor associations
- Certification bodies
- Workforce Development Agencies
- WE&T statewide Taskforce

The remainder of the current program cycle will be used to identify desirable criteria for identifying Sector Strategy partnerships. Below is a list of initial criteria for considering the need and form of a Sector Strategy collaborative which will be refined during the remainder of the current program cycle:

- better address a specific industry workforce need
- deliver measurable and tangible outcomes
- more quickly respond to market demands
- create needed certification and credentialing
- bring together needed partners and relationships
- address gaps and needs for training skills and pathways
- advance IDSM policy

In developing partnerships, IOUs will draw on the best practices of successful models. The IOUs will need to assess the relevancy and value of Sector Strategy adoption on a case by case basis on its merits to advance statewide initiatives such as CEESP and the recommendations of the Needs Assessment while relying on the availability of metrics from which benefits of adopting a Sector Strategy approach can be made specific, meaningful, achievable, relevant and time-based.

Action steps to be taken in order to reach a stage of refining, adopting and implementing an effective long-term Sector Strategy approach are outlined in the general timeline below which represents a common process for developing Sector Strategy outcomes around each of the WE&T Needs Assessment recommendation areas. Not all activities listed within the general timeline of the common process will be determined to be applicable by the various Sector Strategy teams for achieving specific results. Where it is determined variance from the common process is necessary, IOUs will document the modified action plan and the reasoning for the deviation in the WE&T taskforce meetings and the annual report. A deviation in no
way lessens the IOU commitment to achieving a level of collaboration associated with a Sector Strategies approach to address the WE&T Needs Assessment recommendation areas.

Q4 2011 (November – December)

- Initiate internal IOU Sector Strategies Launch Team for each recommendation area in the WE&T Needs Assessment and corresponding sectors.
- Develop IOU specific and general sector strategy goals & objectives using Strategic Plan, Needs Assessment, other documents such as D.09-09-047, and existing guidelines for sector strategies development,
  - Develop statewide IOU goals as well as goals and objectives for relevant specific IOU / programs that are not in their nature “statewide”

Q1-Q2 2012

- Develop partner criteria desired to help achieve goals and objectives for each targeted Sector Strategy area.
- Identify potential Sector Strategy Partners based on desired criteria & existing collaborations as well as necessary “new” ones for each targeted Sector Strategy area.
- Outreach to identified partners for each targeted Sector Strategy area.
- Initiate IOU / Partner working group for each targeted Sector Strategy area.
  - Develop meeting schedule, framework and necessary working group documents.
- Identify shared goals & objective for each targeted Sector Strategy area.
- Develop a shared vision & mission statement with corresponding goals & objectives for each targeted Sector Strategy IOU / Partner working group.
- Identify and develop timelines & roadmaps / action items / roles & responsibilities for each targeted Sector Strategy IOU / Partner working group.
  - Develop roadmaps / timelines with pathways for how Sector Strategies activities will inform the next IOU program cycle.
- Identify reporting vehicles and reporting schedule for each targeted Sector Strategy IOU / Partner working group.
  - Report via adopted Program Performance Metrics (PPMs), WE&T Taskforce meetings and/or Annual Reports for each targeted Sector Strategy area.

Q3 2012

- On-going Sector Strategies collaboration.

Q4 2012

- Within each Sector Strategy working group, initiate identification of lessons learned / best practices and executable partnership activities that help achieve goals and objectives previously identified. These lessons learned, best practices and activities will be included in program planning for the next program cycle.

Deleted: September 9

- IOUs agree to a common description and application for Sector Strategy for statewide WE&T implementation.
- IOUs coordinate with external adopters of Sector Strategies to assess lessons learned and best practices. This step may require the formation of working group sessions with key local Sector Strategy adopters or other technology media to work with parties who are not local.

Deleted: September 9

- IOUs agree on Sector Strategy success factors based from lessons learned and best practices to establish IOU Sector Strategy criteria.
- IOU team completes review of SW IOU implemented strategic collaborations and evaluate against Sector Strategy criteria. Refine relationship, as needed.
- Identify SW IOU implemented strategic collaborations and evaluate against Sector Strategy goals and objectives. Refine relationships as needed.

Q3-Q4 2012

- Continue identifying SW IOU implemented strategic collaborations and refinement toward meeting IOU Sector Strategy criteria, as needed.
- Continue identifying SW IOU implemented strategic collaborations and refinement toward meeting IOU Sector Strategy goals and objectives, as needed.
- Have a clearly established working model for IOU formation of a Sector Strategy within the statewide IOU WE&T program implementation guidelines per established criteria, goals and objectives.
- IOUs will also leverage the expertise of the WE&T Task Force by providing updates on program planning and delivery, and an opportunity to provide feedback.

Deleted: September 9

- IOUs coordinate with external adopters of Sector Strategies to assess lessons learned and best practices. This step may require the formation of working group sessions with key local Sector Strategy adopters or other technology media to work with parties who are not local.
- IOUs agree on Sector Strategy success factors based from lessons learned and best practices to establish IOU Sector Strategy criteria.
- IOU team completes review of SW IOU implemented strategic collaborations and evaluate against Sector Strategy criteria. Refine relationship, as needed.
- Identify SW IOU implemented strategic collaborations and evaluate against Sector Strategy goals and objectives. Refine relationships as needed.

Q3-Q4 2012

- Continue identifying SW IOU implemented strategic collaborations and refinement toward meeting IOU Sector Strategy criteria, as needed.
- Continue identifying SW IOU implemented strategic collaborations and refinement toward meeting IOU Sector Strategy goals and objectives, as needed.
- Have a clearly established working model for IOU formation of a Sector Strategy within the statewide IOU WE&T program implementation guidelines per established criteria, goals and objectives.
- IOUs will also leverage the expertise of the WE&T Task Force by providing updates on program planning and delivery, and an opportunity to provide feedback.
IOUs will use the WE&T Task Force meetings as a vehicle to update, and receive input on, IOU Sector Strategy planning and development for implementation in the next program cycle.

2. Collaborations: Working with Construction Trades

Needs Assessment. Utility training centers and classes will collaborate with the contractor businesses to address EE as well as awareness of utility incentive programs. Recommendations from the Needs Assessment include: (1) expanding contractor and contractor association collaborations to building and construction trades associations that have demonstrated a commitment to investments in ongoing workforce training, such as contributions to apprenticeship programs and (2) expanding collaborations between the Energy Training Centers (ETC) and contractor associations and building and construction trades associations. The Needs Assessment states that emphasis should be on collaborations with high-road associations demonstrating commitment to investments in ongoing workforce training, such as participating in apprenticeship programs.

Public comments at the April 6th workshop focused on a desire for more focused efforts with WIBs for pre-employment training to specific green jobs opportunities and the continuation of the pursuit of connections with community colleges similar to the PowerPathway™ program. Comments also supported the enforcement (within local jurisdictions) of technology implementation to attain sustainable savings. Finally, parties proposed the development of a strategy to provide a more structured approach to technology training to unify understanding of the technology as a whole (such as HVAC).

The Energy Centers are familiar with reputable trade associations and through our IDSM Program relationships, collaborate in the development of curriculum leading to improved EE practices. These trade associations are known for their focus on best practices within their respective sectors.

IOUs propose initiating steps to assess its Construction Trades strategic collaboration to look for opportunities to identify more specific shared goals and objectives that align with IOU WE&T objectives, general Sector Strategy objectives and the recommendations of the Needs Assessment while leveraging the expertise and resources of partnership organizations with similar goals and objectives.

The IOU Energy Training Centers will initially be considering Sector Strategy development around industry and technology sectors (see Trade and Professional Categories in Supporting Sector Strategies) and the partnering opportunities that emerge from those efforts. Using this initial approach, opportunities for more significant sector strategy activities, refinement, and related efforts will be identified for implementation in the next program cycle. If there is a program cycle extension, any pre-identified Sector Strategy efforts appropriate for the bridge period will be initiated. Potential Construction Trade Sector Strategy partners include community colleges, trade organizations, contractor associations, certification bodies, and workforce development organizations such as the regional Workforce Investment Boards (WIBs).
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that will lead to progressive improvements in IDSM program participation and workforce outcomes. Additionally, IOUs propose to advance partnerships and explore models similar to PowerPathway™, through 2012 for further evaluation and possible enhancement. The recommendation from the Needs Assessment also states that programs should emphasize “collaborations with high-road associations” and focus outreach to contractors who participate in state certified apprenticeship programs because it can help the Energy Centers reach workers in the main EE occupations. IOUs support this objective, while striving to achieve program models that are inclusive and retain equitable access to all ratepayers.

The general timeline below represents a common process for developing Sector Strategy results around Construction Trades. Not all activities listed within the general timeline of this common process will be determined to be applicable for achieving specific outcomes and results. Where it is determined variance from the common process is necessary, IOUs will document the modified action plan and reasoning for the deviation in the WE&T taskforce meetings and the annual report. A deviation in no way lessens the IOU commitment to achieving a level of collaboration associated with a Sector Strategies approach to develop Construction Trades partnerships.

### Q4 2011 (November – December)
- Initiate internal IOU Construction Trades Team
- Develop IOU specific and general sector strategy goals & objectives using Strategic Plan, Needs Assessment, other documents such as D.09-09-047, and existing guidelines for sector strategies development
  - Develop statewide IOU goals as well as goals and objectives for relevant specific IOU / programs that are not in their nature “statewide”

### Q1-Q2 2012
- Develop partner criteria desired to help achieve goals and objectives for a Construction Trades Sector Strategy
- Identify potential Construction Trades Sector Strategy Partners based on desired criteria & existing collaborations as well as necessary “new” ones
- Outreach to identified partners for a Construction Trades Sector Strategy
- Initiate IOU / Partner working group for a Construction Trades Sector Strategy
  - Develop meeting schedule, framework and necessary working group documents
- Identify shared goals & objective for a Construction Trades Sector Strategy
- Develop a shared vision & mission statement with corresponding goals & objectives for a Construction Trades Sector Strategy IOU / Partner working group
- Identify and develop timelines & roadmaps / action items / roles & responsibilities for a Construction Trades Sector Strategy IOU / Partner working group
  - Develop roadmaps / timelines with pathways for how Sector Strategies activities will inform the next IOU program cycle
- Identify reporting vehicles and reporting schedule
  - Reported via adopted Program Performance Metrics (PPMs), WE&T Taskforce meetings and/or Annual Reports
Q3 2012
- On-going Construction Trades Sector Strategies collaboration

Q4 2012
- Within the Construction Trades Sector Strategy working group, initiate identification of lessons learned / best practices and executable partnership activities that help achieve goals and objectives previously identified. These lessons learned, best practices and activities will be included in program planning for the next program cycle

IOUs will use the WE&T Task Force meetings as a vehicle to update, and receive input on, Construction Trades Sector Strategy planning and development for implementation in the next program cycle.

3. Energy Centers’ role in Credentials and Certifications

**Needs Assessment.** The study notes that certifications play a critical role in career development and in creating new or supporting existing partnerships with other organizations with access to a particular part of the workforce. The recommendation from the Needs Assessment is to modify the structure of classes offered by the Energy Centers, thereby increasing the number of course series that are longer in length than typical classes, focusing on a specific occupation, having a workplace-based hands-on component, and offering clear learning objectives that lead to certification. The Needs Assessment further notes that course series have a greater impact on energy savings than the typical short classes. In addition, recognized certifications for contractors and workers are expected to improve workforce outcomes as well.\(^{11}\)

**Public comments** at the April 6th workshop noted that higher levels of certification are needed for various industries. Additionally, a nationally recognized certification with the flexibility to apply regional differences such as climate and similar variances as needed would be a great asset to the workforce sector.

The Energy Centers currently partner in offering and supporting certification programs. These partnerships offer opportunities for customers and market actors to achieve industry-recognized credentials. Such course offerings vary in length dependent on the complexity of the subject matter and the time required for the average attendee to digest the pertinent subject matter. The Energy Centers also endorse adult learning principles (ALPs) for all courses funded by IOU programs, and employ ALPs for all self-funded courses. The incorporation of ALPs in seminars addresses the recommendation for a hands-on learning environment conducive to prompt workplace application.

IOUs recognize that some certifications provide members of the California green building workforce required knowledge and skills for jobs, credibility as trained and certified professionals, and can increase employability. IOUs have supported and continue to support certificate programs in various ways, including connecting utility programs to certificate programs, providing subject matter experts as instructors, serving on advisory committees to help shape certificate programs, providing curriculum to support certificate training, providing meeting and classroom space for...
certificate training, and providing direct financial support. IOUs also recognize that some course materials can be structured and organized to support existing certificate programs, and in some cases support the creation of new certifications. Certificate programs need to be very well coordinated and thought out, and can take several months to years to develop.

**General Goals and Objectives for Credentials and Certifications collaboration:**

- Address Credential and Certifications on a statewide level
- Synchronize work on credentials and certifications using Sector Strategies
- Identify gaps in industry certification programs
- Bring together industry partners and foster educational relationships toward improving relevant certificate programs
- Advance IDSM education among Energy Centers’ audience

**IOUs propose to identify more specific shared goals and objectives for Credentials and Certifications.** Where resources allow during the current funding cycle, IOUs will employ lessons learned and Sector Strategy best practices to develop, initiate, and implement efforts. Using this initial approach, opportunities for more significant Credentials and Certifications sector strategy activities, refinement, and related efforts will be identified for implementation in the next program cycle. If there is a program cycle extension, any pre-identified Sector Strategy efforts appropriate for the bridge period will be initiated. For example, a Credentials and Certifications Sector Strategy approach would likely explore the value of trainings with quizzes and tests that provide feedback to students about their comprehension and retention of the material.

**The plan of action** is for IOUs to use the current filing period to identify specific goals and objectives for targeting sectors that support general Credentials and Certifications Sector Strategy goals and objectives. Where appropriate and practical, given limited resources, IOUs have pre-identified opportunities to organize existing courses into series. IOUs will pursue development of a certification strategy on a coordinated statewide basis, leveraging the expertise and resources of other partnership organizations with similar goals and objectives.

**The general timeline below represents a common process for developing Sector Strategy results around Credentials and Certifications.** Not all activities listed within the general timeline of this common process will be determined to be applicable for achieving specific outcomes and results. Where it is determined variance from the common process is necessary, IOUs will document the modified action plan and reasoning for the deviation in the WE&T taskforce meetings and the annual report. A deviation in no way lessens the IOU commitment to achieving a level of collaboration associated with a Sector Strategies approach to develop Credentials and Certifications partnerships.

**Q4 2011 (November – December)**

- Initiate internal IOU Credentials and Certifications Team
- Develop IOU specific and general sector strategy goals & objectives using Strategic Plan, Needs Assessment, other documents such as D.09-09-047, and existing guidelines for sector strategies development.
  - Develop statewide IOU goals as well as goals and objectives for relevant specific IOU / programs that are not in their nature “statewide”
Q1-Q2 2012

- Develop partner criteria desired to help achieve goals and objectives for a Sector Strategy approach around Construction Trades
- Identify potential Credentials and Certifications Sector Strategy Partners based on desired criteria & existing collaborations as well as necessary "new" ones
- Outreach to identified partners for a Credentials and Certifications Sector Strategy
- Initiate IOU / Partner working group for a Credentials and Certifications Sector Strategy
  - Develop meeting schedule, framework and necessary working group documents

- Identify shared goals & objective for a Credentials and Certifications Sector Strategy
- Develop a shared vision & mission statement with corresponding goals & objectives for a Credentials and Certifications Sector Strategy IOU / Partner working group
- Identify and develop timelines & roadmaps / action items / roles & responsibilities for a Credentials and Certifications Sector Strategy IOU / Partner working group
  - Develop roadmaps / timelines with pathways for how Sector Strategies activities will inform the next IOU program cycle

- Identify reporting vehicles and reporting schedule
  - Reported via adopted Program Performance Metrics (PPMs), WE&T Taskforce meetings and/or Annual Reports

Q3 2012

- On-going Credentials and Certifications Sector Strategies collaboration

Q4 2012

- Within the Credentials and Certifications Sector Strategy working group, initiate identification of lessons learned / best practices and executable partnership activities that help achieve goals and objectives previously identified. These lessons learned, best practices and activities will be included in program planning for the next program cycle

The IOU WE&T Programs currently offer a number of Credentials and Certifications resulting from strategic collaboration and development.

IOUs will use the WE&T Task Force meetings as a vehicle to update, and receive input on, Credentials and Certifications Sector Strategy planning and development for implementation in the next program cycle.

4. Structure of Classes

*Needs Assessment.* The Needs Assessment notes that not all people learn in similar ways and standard one-day classes may not allow the instructor to deliver a comprehensive set of lessons with actionable items that the student can implement as part of his/her job. Recommendations from the Needs Assessment include: (1) modifying course offerings to expand targeted cohort-based series of classes that are
General Goals and Objectives for Structure of Classes collaboration:

- Address Structure of Classes on a statewide level
- Synchronize work on credentials and certifications using Sector Strategies
- Organize new and existing classes, where applicable, into coherent series for increasing knowledge and developing skills
- Bring together industry partners and foster educational relationships in developing course series
- Pilot course series that may have a potential next step of moving toward certification by partnering with another organization.

IOUs propose modifying the course series. Regarding the suggestion of an administrative fee during public comment, the implications to stakeholders and ratepayers would need to be assessed thoroughly, and regulatory policy ramifications evaluated. Engaging in a Sector Strategies approach around the Structure of Classes would provide a secondary forum for input on the subject. A high quality certification program can lend credibility to an organization and to the curriculum when well designed, delivered, and administered. IOUs may consider as part of the work with other organizations, to develop a course series with the intent of moving that series toward a certificate program with a third party organization.

The plan of action is to use the current program cycle to discuss and map out partnerships on certificate support and development. Where appropriate and practical, given limited resources, IOUs pre-identified opportunities to organize existing courses into series. An organized and cohesive series of classes can serve as a first step toward a certificate program. With some exception, these past efforts have not been coordinated and discussed at a statewide level, which is why a Sector Strategy partnership around Structure of Classes would help in developing a more effective plan to communicate better on the topic of certification, leveraging the expertise and resources of partnership organizations with similar goals and objectives.

The general timeline below represents a common process for developing Sector Strategy results around Structure of Classes. Not all activities listed within the general timeline of this common process will be determined to be applicable for achieving specific outcomes and results. Where it is determined variance from the common process is necessary, IOUs will document the modified action plan and reasoning for the deviation in the WE&T taskforce meetings and the annual report. A deviation in no way lessens the IOU commitment to achieving a level of collaboration associated with a Sector Strategies approach to develop Structure of Classes partnerships.
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**Q4 2011 (November – December)**

- Initiate internal IOU Structure of Classes Team
- Develop IOU specific and general sector strategy goals & objectives using Strategic Plan, Needs Assessment, other documents such as D.09-09-047, and existing guidelines for sector strategies development
  - Develop statewide IOU goals as well as goals and objectives for relevant specific IOU / programs that are not in their nature “statewide”

**Q1-Q2 2012**

- Develop partner criteria desired to help achieve goals and objectives for a Sector Strategy approach around Structure of Classes
- Identify potential Structure of Classes Sector Strategy Partners based on desired criteria & existing collaborations as well as necessary “new” ones
- Outreach to identified partners for a Structure of Classes Sector Strategy
- Initiate IOU / Partner working group for a Structure of Classes Sector Strategy
  - Develop meeting schedule, framework and necessary working group documents

- Identify shared goals & objective for a Structure of Classes Sector Strategy
- Develop a shared vision & mission statement with corresponding goals & objectives for a Structure of Classes Sector Strategy IOU / Partner working group
- Identify and develop timelines & roadmaps / action items / roles & responsibilities for a Structure of Classes Sector Strategy IOU / Partner working group
  - Develop roadmaps / timelines with pathways for how Sector Strategies activities will inform the next IOU program cycle

- Identify reporting vehicles and reporting schedule
  - Reported via adopted Program Performance Metrics (PPMs), WE&T Taskforce meetings and/or Annual Reports

**Q3 2012**

- On-going Structure of Classes Sector Strategies collaboration

**Q4 2012**

- Within the Structure of Classes Sector Strategy working group, initiate identification of lessons learned / best practices and executable partnership activities that help achieve goals and objectives previously identified. These lessons learned, best practices and activities will be included in program planning for the next program cycle

The IOU WE&T Programs currently offer variability in Structure of Courses resulting from strategic collaboration and development.

IOUs will use the WE&T Task Force meetings as a vehicle to update, and receive input on, Structure of Classes Sector Strategy planning and development for implementation in the next program cycle.

5. **Support for Curricula Development**
Needs Assessment. The study notes that IOU training centers can leverage their expertise to support other organizations that are less experienced with EE or other ISDM content. Recommendations from the Needs Assessment include actively participating in (1) supporting curriculum review and updating, instructor professional development, and continuing education requirements associated with license renewal for the main "home institutions" that train building and construction professionals and trades people, including four-year colleges and graduate programs, apprenticeships and community colleges and (2) the content development, review, and updating of curricula, and support instructor professional development for the main "home institutions" that train building and construction professionals and trades people, such as apprenticeship programs, community colleges, and four-year institutions. ETC staff should be encouraged to share their expertise as appropriate to ensure that curricula incorporate up-to-date information on new technologies and practices.

Public comments at the April 6th workshop did not address this particular Needs Assessment Recommendation.

IOUs propose continued efforts in supporting curricula development and updating of Energy Center training curricula. Energy Centers and IOU IDSM programs fund, and illustrate leadership in the development of curriculum that addresses the educational needs of the various technology and construction sectors including codes and standards, and energy efficient building design and construction. Many of these curriculums are often available to the public, trade and vocational organizations. IOU programs, training organizations, and educational institutions can provide a collaborative role in curriculum development through the framework of a Curricula Development Sector Strategy Team. IOUs are already engaged with institutions to serve in advisory roles and will use sector strategies to identify additional opportunities to leverage the resources and expertise of other organizations with similar goals and objectives.

The plan of action is for utilities to continue engagement with existing partners and identify new partnership opportunities where needed to provide support in curriculum development and review efforts. Making Energy Center expertise available in the form of personnel, teaching tools and other resources, as-needed or requested, represents several ways of outreach. If there is a program cycle extension, any pre-identified Sector Strategy efforts appropriate for the bridge period will be initiated.

The general criteria for determining strategic collaborations for many of the recommendations prescribed in the Needs Assessment are provided below. In the case of curriculum development, allocating resources is primarily prioritized by relevance to near-term or long-term demand of the market, employers or in strengthening compliance with prevailing work standards. The Curricula Development Sector Strategies timeline outlines a general process for developing more detail criteria for a Sector Strategy collaborative which can be refined during the remainder of the current program cycle to:

- Help better address a specific industry workforce need
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The general criteria will be coordinated with efforts identified and described for refining course structure, certification and credentialing. There are numerous categories of organizations and energy efficiency supply chain participants to whom IOUs could conceivably expand outreach. Creating and managing such a list of relationship will require IOUs to strengthen coordination with collaborators. IOUs will initially rely on IOU rebate/incentive program requirements as a preliminary determinant for gathering workforce training curriculum in the absence of any other clear and apparent market demand standard until a Curricula Development Sector Strategies Team is in place.

In line with other responses to the Needs Assessment, IOUs will use other internal department resources such as those provided by Codes and Standards, Emerging Technologies and Energy Upgrade California as initial internal strategic collaborators gathering information on potential Sector Strategy partners from:

- Local government building, inspection and regulations agencies
- Community Colleges
- Trade organizations
- Contractor associations
- Certification bodies
- Workforce Development Agencies

As described in other sections, measuring success of a Sector Strategy approach relies on availability of metrics from which benefits of adopting a Sector Strategy approach are specific, meaningful, achievable, relevant and time-based.

The general timeline below represents a common process for developing Sector Strategy results around Curricula Development. Not all activities listed within the general timeline of this common process will be determined to be applicable for achieving specific outcomes and results. Where it is determined variance from the common process is necessary, IOUs will document the modified action plan and reasoning for the deviation in the WE&T taskforce meetings and the annual report. A deviation in no way lessens the IOU commitment to achieving a level of collaboration associated with a Sector Strategies approach to develop Curricula Development partnerships.

**Q4 2011 (November – December)**

- Initiate internal IOU Curricula Development Team
- Develop IOU specific and general sector strategy goals & objectives using Strategic Plan, Needs Assessment, other documents such as D.09-09-047, and existing guidelines for sector strategies development
  - Develop statewide IOU goals as well as goals and objectives for relevant specific IOU / programs that are not in their nature "statewide"

**Q1-Q2 2012**

- Develop partner criteria desired to help achieve goals and objectives for a Sector Strategy approach around Curricula Development
• Identify potential Curricula Development Sector Strategy Partners based on desired criteria & existing collaborations as well as necessary ‘new’ ones
• Outreach to identified partners for a Curricula Development Sector Strategy
• Initiate IOU / Partner working group for a Curricula Development Sector Strategy
  o Develop meeting schedule, framework and necessary working group documents

• Identify shared goals & objective for a Curricula Development Sector Strategy
• Develop a shared vision & mission statement with corresponding goals & objectives for a Curricula Development Sector Strategy IOU / Partner working group
• Identify and develop timelines & roadmaps / action items / roles & responsibilities for a Curricula Development Sector Strategy IOU / Partner working group
  o Develop roadmaps / timelines with pathways for how Sector Strategies activities will inform the next IOU program cycle

• Identify reporting vehicles and reporting schedule
  o Reported via adopted Program Performance Metrics (PPMs), WE&T Taskforce meetings and/or Annual Reports

Q3 2012
• On-going Curricula Development Sector Strategies collaboration

Q4 2012
• Within the Curricula Development Sector Strategy working group, initiate identification of lessons learned / best practices and executable partnership activities that help achieve goals and objectives previously identified. These lessons learned, best practices and activities will be included in program planning for the next program cycle

IOUs will use the WE&T Task Force meetings as a vehicle to update, and receive input on, Curricula Development Sector Strategy planning and development for implementation in the next program cycle.

6. Goals for Inclusion of Disadvantaged Workers at Energy Center Programs

Needs Assessment. Recommendations from the Needs Assessment around this topic include: (1) allocating a percentage of their training funds to support workforce programs that meet the best practice criteria described above and (2) adopting as a goal for the ETC the inclusion of low-income, minority, and disadvantaged workers and job seekers. The Needs Assessment also recommends the development and implementation of specific programs in collaboration with organizations that have a record of accomplishment in this arena, emphasizing Sector Strategies that can lead to placement in good jobs with career ladders.
Public comments at the April 6th workshop focused on collaboration with centers in the non-IOU sector to address disadvantaged workforce training issues. The suggestion was made to enhance collaboration within the existing framework of programs.

IOUs propose using the general timeline and common process outlined below for pursuing effective ways for inclusion of disadvantaged workers at Energy Center Programs. A preliminary approach must include consideration of existing and new potential partnerships to enhance efforts toward the inclusion of disadvantaged workers. This requires IOU coordination and evaluation work to identify appropriate organizations with proven records of accomplishment that have focused on these groups. A Sector Strategy team created around Inclusion of Disadvantaged Workers that includes existing and new partners could be helpful to IOUs in adopting a goal for the next program cycle by evaluating the effectiveness of current program cycle efforts such as those that come from the formation of a Sector Strategy team around Inclusion of Disadvantaged Workers leveraging the expertise and resources of other organizations with similar goals and objectives. If there is a program cycle extension, any pre-identified Sector Strategy efforts appropriate for the bridge period will be initiated.

The Energy Centers currently support education of the incumbent workforce in accordance with the CEESP. The workforce population includes a substantial element of blue-collar workers that may represent the demographic referenced in this recommendation. Currently, the Energy Center programs do not distinguish between the various demographics represented. The Energy Centers do however work to make Energy Center workshops and trainings equally accessible to all customer demographics by implementing an off-site strategy that brings workshops and trainings to communities throughout the IOU’s service territory. The Energy Centers actively collaborate with the Workforce Investment Board, community colleges, and community organizations that provide training services and outreach to low-income, disadvantaged, or underserved communities/workers.

Current partnership goals in this area correspond to the overarching objectives of WE&T to educate incumbent workers, contribute to a greener workforce, and create career pathways for disadvantaged workers entering or already in the California economy. A Sector Strategy approach around Inclusion of Disadvantaged Workers could contribute to such a partnership in more effectively provisioning subject matter expertise, course curricula, visual aids, hardware, and other materials that support Adult Learning Principles for a practical learning environment. Other contributions may include the need for periodic consultation with the partner, and provision of class attendance at the IOU Energy Centers, and off-site.

Based on general objectives of the Sector Strategy development work, it is anticipated that using a Sector Strategy approach to develop better outcomes for inclusion of disadvantaged workers is achievable. Furthermore, completion of these action items will serve to identify an appropriate funding allocation to meet the demand for industrial sector related training of the disadvantaged worker class, as defined.

To this end, as applicable, the IOUs will evaluate and expand partnership collaboration within the workforce development and community based organization area, as well as internal IOU departments (LIEE/CARE) that successfully serve these demographics. WE&T groups can provide education opportunities and while partnering agencies...
outreach to existing member bases to offer complementary programs to remove barriers facing disadvantaged workers.

The plan of action is to use a Sector Strategy approach around Inclusion of Disadvantaged Workers to attain strategies that improve awareness of Energy Center training resources among disadvantaged worker populations and results that show reasonable participation.

There is no fully vetted definition of a “disadvantaged worker” at this point. For the purposes of the IOUs initial work, it is suggested that disadvantaged worker may include low to no-income, blue-collar workers currently employed or unemployed, ethnic minorities, disabled persons, or those lacking a GED. IOUs acknowledge a Sector Strategy approach around Inclusion of Disadvantaged Workers is an opportunity to define “disadvantaged worker” more precisely to help focus program outreach efforts in the next program cycle and beyond.

The general timeline below represents a common process for developing Sector Strategy results around Inclusion of Disadvantaged Workers. Not all activities listed within the general timeline of this common process will be determined to be applicable for achieving specific outcomes and results. Where it is determined variance from the common process is necessary, IOUs will document the modified action plan and reasoning for the deviation in the WE&T taskforce meetings and the annual report. A deviation in no way lessens the IOU commitment to achieving a level of collaboration associated with a Sector Strategies approach to develop Inclusion of Disadvantaged Workers partnerships.

Q4 2011 (November – December)
- Initiate internal IOU Inclusion of Disadvantaged Workers Team
- Develop IOU specific and general sector strategy goals & objectives using Strategic Plan, Needs Assessment, other documents such as D.09-09-047, and existing guidelines for sector strategies development
  - Develop statewide IOU goals as well as goals and objectives for relevant specific IOU / programs that are not in their nature “statewide”

Q1-Q2 2012
- Develop partner criteria desired to help achieve goals and objectives for a Sector Strategy approach around Inclusion of Disadvantaged Workers
- Identify potential Inclusion of Disadvantaged Workers Sector Strategy Partners based on desired criteria & existing collaborations as well as necessary “new” ones
- Outreach to identified partners for an Inclusion of Disadvantaged Workers Sector Strategy
- Initiate IOU / Partner working group for an Inclusion of Disadvantaged Workers Sector Strategy
  - Develop meeting schedule, framework and necessary working group documents
- Identify shared goals & objective for an Inclusion of Disadvantaged Workers Sector Strategy
- Develop a shared vision & mission statement with corresponding goals & objectives for an Inclusion of Disadvantaged Workers Sector Strategy IOU / Partner working group

Deleted: Some examples of current and potential partner organizations include:
- LA Trade Tech – Provide students and community with high-quality technical and professional educational options that flexibly meet their life-long career development and academic goals; foster a climate of lifelong learning; prepare students to participate effectively in our democratic society; and generate economic development with educational, governmental, community and business partners.
- Community Based Organizations – These organizations employ local workforce in the low-income communities they serve. Identify ways to partner with these organizations to make energy center training resources available as part of their training/workforce development programs.
- Workforce Investment Boards/Employment Development Department – WIBs and EDD as part of their mission deliver workforce development programs that serve clients that could be associated as low-income, displaced workers, disadvantaged, among other distinctions.
- Community Colleges – Provide education and vocational training to students across many socioeconomic groups.
7. Evaluation of Workforce Outcomes.

*Needs Assessment.* Being able to track information about participants and effects of training sessions is necessary to evaluate the success of a particular session or series.

Participant data may also provide important information on worker backgrounds, job types, and industry segments that the Centers are reaching, which can guide ETC offerings and curriculum development.

Tracking of more robust participant information will allow the IOUs to better assess how the ETCs are serving the broader California workforce and where they fit into the broader training resources in California. It may also help implementers design ETC programming and outreach efforts to align with goals and recommendations set by the Program Performance Metrics (PPMs), California Energy Efficiency Strategy Plan (CEESP) and the Needs Assessment.

Recommendations from the Needs Assessment include: (1) strengthening tracking of participants and outcomes and (2) assessing and determining what additional information is required to evaluate workforce outcomes for the ETCs. In addition, the Opinion Dynamics evaluation makes a number of suggestions for tracking participants in the Energy Centers programs. These recommendations include the creation of a common registration form among all ETCs that will collect participant type, profession or field, years in profession, and existing knowledge of course topic; use of complete and consistent data entry for course and participant tracking, such that repeated courses and participants can be easily identified; and the creation of a shared
registration system across all ETCs that would allow IOUs to track participants across multiple ETCs.  

The Needs Assessment recommends that the ETCs should, at a minimum, begin to collect information from participants on occupation, prior education, and work experience.

Public comments at the April 6th workshop did not address this particular Needs Assessment Recommendation.

IOUs propose assessing and evaluating requirements for redesigning the ETC registration system and participant information collection methods statewide among IOUs, such that the data fields and recommendations described above may be incorporated. IOUs in cooperation with their Measurement and Evaluation department also propose to explore a Sector Strategies approach to explore possible methodologies for estimating demand side program economic and job impact as well as savings associated with WE&T efforts. Sector Strategies would leverage the expertise and resources of other organizations with similar goals and objectives. If there is a program cycle extension, any pre-identified Sector Strategy efforts appropriate for the bridge period will be initiated. All such activities will need to be rationalized and consistent with the program theory and logic model.

The plan of action is for IOUs to thoroughly review and assess the statewide IOU information systems in order to develop and implement a means of tracking and measuring program and customer participation and outcomes in a way that is feasible, effective and respectful to customer concerns for intrusion on rights and privacy.

Once such a system is in place, tracking data will initially be used to develop a baseline representing the current levels of course participation and participant career and educational background. In the future, IOUs will be able to use the baseline data to track the effectiveness of changes made to ETC courses in response to the Needs Assessment recommendations and other program modifications.

The general timeline below represents a common process for developing Sector Strategy results around Workforce Outcomes. Not all activities listed within the general timeline of this common process will be determined to be applicable for achieving specific outcomes and results. Where it is determined variance from the common process is necessary, IOUs will document the modified action plan and reasoning for the deviation in the WE&T taskforce meetings and the annual report. A deviation in no way lessens the IOU commitment to achieving a level of collaboration associated with a Sector Strategies approach to develop Workforce Outcomes partnerships.

Q4 2011 (November – December)
- Initiate internal IOU Workforce Outcomes Team
- Data Tracking Team to finalize data tracking requirements for IOU Energy Center courses
- Develop statewide list of participant data categories (e.g., job type and level, educational background, etc.) to be tracked by Energy Centers
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• Develop IOU specific and general sector strategy goals & objectives using Strategic Plan, Needs Assessment, other documents such as D.09-09-047, and existing guidelines for sector strategies development
  ○ Develop statewide IOU goals as well as goals and objectives for relevant specific IOU / programs that are not in their nature “statewide”

Q1-Q2 2012
• Develop partner criteria desired to help achieve goals and objectives for a Sector Strategy approach around Workforce Outcomes
• Identify potential Workforce Outcomes Sector Strategy Partners based on desired criteria & existing collaborations as well as necessary “new” ones
• Outreach to identified partners for a Workforce Outcomes Sector Strategy
• Initiate IOU / Partner working group for a Workforce Outcomes Sector Strategy
  ○ Develop meeting schedule, framework and necessary working group documents
• Identify shared goals & objective for a Workforce Outcomes Sector Strategy
• Develop a shared vision & mission statement with corresponding goals & objectives for a Workforce Outcomes Sector Strategy IOU / Partner working group
• Identify and develop timelines & roadmaps / action items / roles & responsibilities for a Workforce Outcomes Sector Strategy IOU / Partner working group
  ○ Develop roadmaps / timelines with pathways for how Sector Strategies activities will inform the next IOU program cycle
• Begin tracking course participant data as agreed upon by statewide team
• Update and revise WET (Connection & Century) program theory and logic model to fully reflect the implementation of the needs assessment findings
• Align the establish success criteria and goals with program theory and logic model (activities, output and outcome)
• Identify reporting vehicles and reporting schedule
  ○ Reported via adopted Program Performance Metrics (PPMs), WE&T Taskforce meetings and/or Annual Reports

Q3 2012
• On-going Workforce Outcomes Sector Strategies collaboration
  ○ Monitor performance of the success criteria and stated goals against actual program activities and outputs. Include expected program outcome in the program process evaluation for the next program cycle.

Q4 2012
• Develop baseline of Energy Center course participant characteristics based on new statewide list of participant tracking information
• Within the Workforce Outcomes Sector Strategy working group, initiate identification of lessons learned / best practices and executable partnership activities that help achieve goals and objectives previously identified. These lessons learned, best practices and activities will be included in program planning for the next program cycle
  ○ Monitor performance of the success criteria and stated goals against actual program activities and outputs
IOUs will use the WE&T Task Force meetings as a vehicle to update, and receive input on Workforce Outcomes Sector Strategy planning and development for implementation in the next program cycle.

Connections

The Needs Assessment recommendations related to the Connections sub-program focus on collaboration with the education sector, on career education, and evaluation of K-12 programs. We have addressed each one herein:

K-12 – while the Needs Assessment does not provide any clear recommendations for creating a sector strategy around Education Collaboration with K-12, the Needs Assessment does make recommendations for collaborating with career academies, regional occupational programs focusing on high school to develop a systematic, organized effort to institutionalize energy awareness and career awareness education programs, and align them with California Content Standards.

**A Sector Strategy approach focused around Education Collaborations and partnerships could help IOUs determine the importance of some general goals and objectives. IOUs have pre-identified some organizations and programs that have an explicit focus on serving disadvantaged communities and lowering school dropout rates, like the Career Academies who could serve an important role on an Education Collaboration Sector Strategy Team.** The following is a list of possible entities that have been pre-identified: California Department of Education, California Partnership Academies, investor-owned utilities, publicly-owned utilities, California Energy Commission, California Public Utilities Commission, California Environmental Protection Agency, organizations providing after-school educational programming, and high-performing K-12 energy education programs (representative of all funding sources).

The IOU’s currently collaborate with 1) California Department of Education on Energy and Utility Sector curriculum standards, 2) California Energy Commission to develop guidelines for clean energy partnership academies, 3) Los Angeles Unified School District to develop career partnership academies, 4) collaborating with several academies in the PG&E service territory. Partnership academies combine career technical education with academic courses to prepare students for graduation and future employment or schooling. The academies serve primarily at-risk students. The criteria used for student eligibility include irregular attendance, record of underachievement, low motivation or disinterest in the regular academic program, and economic disadvantages.

**Career awareness and career exploration helps guide young students to interesting careers in the green/clean sector and highlights the importance of academic achievement at younger ages.** The hope is that by engaging students on career awareness and career exploration of green and clean energy careers, students will move into HS and college with a clearer focus on careers. **A Sector strategic approach on K-8 student curriculum could help determine how to best inject career awareness and career exploration focused on preparing students for careers in the green sector (Energy and Utilities, Engineering, Transportation, Agricultural and Natural Resources, etc) in K-8 curricula.**
Similarly, a Sector Strategy approach could help resolve how IOUs can best support 9-12 grade career academies. Career academies combine career technical education with academic courses and prepare students for graduation and future employment in a focused career theme/sector (Energy and Utilities, Engineering, Transportation, Agricultural and Natural Resources, etc) or additional schooling. Career academies serve at-risk students with a record of irregular attendance, underachievement and disinterest in a regular academic program and students that would otherwise not have a career plan at graduation.

Colleges – The Needs Assessment does not provide any clear recommendation for creating a sector strategy around Education Collaboration with Colleges, the Needs Assessment does recommend strengthening and expanding collaborations with community college career technical education and four-year colleges to target career development results.

The IOU’s are currently collaborating with the California Community College (the largest in the nation with 112 campuses) Chancellor’s office on the design and implementation of community college programs that prepare students for sector specific careers as well as preparing students for transfer to four-year colleges. California Community Colleges working closely with Workforce Investment Boards (WIBs) are in the best position to understand community and industry needs and deliver sector strategy results to meet those needs. The IOU’s are working directly with the WIB’s and indirectly through the community colleges on our sector strategy objectives.

Community colleges have several different roles within the state’s system of workforce training and education, including preparing students for entry-level jobs, providing experienced workers with opportunities to improve their skills in their existing profession or in a new profession, and preparing students to enter four-year degree programs in engineering and other technical disciplines like architecture and construction management. IOUs in collaboration with community colleges are developing sector specific courses and programs to help meet industry/employer needs.

8. Collaborations

Needs Assessment. The Needs Assessment states that collaboration with various levels of the education sector is an intricate part of the program strategy. Recommendations from the Needs Assessment around this topic include the need for strengthening and expanding collaborations with career Academies, Regional Occupational Programs (ROPs) and community colleges.

Public comments at the April 6th workshop focused on what should be the objectives of the collaborative relationships being developed by the IOU education programs with K-12, community colleges, and four-year colleges and universities.

IOUs propose continuing current work with secondary and post-secondary institutions, while taking steps to determine how and if an IOU facilitated Education Collaboration Sector Strategy approach is warranted in the wake of the many existing collaborations.
pursuing similar goals and objectives. If there is a program cycle extension, any pre-
identified Sector Strategy efforts appropriate for the bridge period will be initiated.

The plan of action is to **use a Sector Strategy approach around Education Collaboration at all educational levels to broaden that network to build new relationships and expand the program outreach to address similar goals and objectives, the recommendations of the Needs Assessment, and the Strategic Plan.** An Education Collaboration Sector Strategy approach could help IOUs in developing an effective collaborative role with K-12, Career Academies, ROPs, as well as Community Colleges. Expanding educational collaborations are an intricate part of the WE&T Connections program design and strategy while leveraging the expertise and resources of partnership organizations with similar goals and objectives.

**General Criteria for partnering in a WE&T Sector Strategy approach:**
- Be involved directly or indirectly with the K-12 and/or college level education/training sector in California
- Share the goal of energy efficiency education for K-12 and beyond.
- Share a vision (CPUC strategic plan) of serving students in underserved communities and/or low income and minority communities.
- Possible funding source for reaching WE&T goals

The general timeline below represents a common process for developing Sector Strategy results around Education Collaborations. Not all activities listed within the general timeline of this common process will be determined to be applicable for achieving specific outcomes and results. Where it is determined variance from the common process is necessary, IOUs will document the modified action plan and reasoning for the deviation in the WE&T taskforce meetings and the annual report. A deviation in no way lessens the IOU commitment to achieving a level of collaboration associated with a Sector Strategies approach to develop Education Collaborations and partnerships.

**Q4 2011 (November – December)**
- Initiate internal IOU Education Collaboration Team
- Develop IOU specific and general sector strategy goals & objectives using Strategic Plan, Needs Assessment, other documents such as D.09-09-047, and existing guidelines for sector strategies development
  - Develop statewide IOU goals as well as goals and objectives for relevant IOU/programs that are not in their nature “statewide”

**Q1-Q2 2012**
- Develop partner criteria desired to help achieve goals and objectives for a Sector Strategy approach around Education Collaboration
- Identify potential Education Collaboration Sector Strategy Partners based on desired criteria & existing collaborations as well as necessary “new” ones
- Outreach to identified partners for a Education Collaboration Sector Strategy
- Initiate IOU / Partner working group for a Education Collaboration Sector Strategy
  - Develop meeting schedule, framework and necessary working group documents
- Identify shared goals & objective for a Education Collaboration Sector Strategy
• Develop a shared vision & mission statement with corresponding goals & objectives for a Education Collaboration Sector Strategy IOU / Partner working group
• Identify and develop timelines & roadmaps / action items / roles & responsibilities for a Education Collaboration Sector Strategy IOU / Partner working group
  o Develop roadmaps / timelines with pathways for how Sector Strategies activities will inform the next IOU program cycle
• Identify reporting vehicles and reporting schedule
  o Reported via adopted Program Performance Metrics (PPMs), WE&T Taskforce meetings and/or Annual Reports

Q3 2012
• On-going Education Collaboration Sector Strategies collaboration

Q4 2012
• Within the Education Collaboration Sector Strategy working group, initiate identification of lessons learned / best practices and executable partnership activities that help achieve goals and objectives previously identified. These lessons learned, best practices and activities will be included in program planning for the next program cycle

IOUs will use the WE&T Task Force meetings as a vehicle to update, and receive input on, Education Collaboration Sector Strategy planning and development for implementation in the next program cycle.

9. Career Education

Needs Assessment. Incorporating career exploration into programs would be helpful to complement career awareness activities. Recommendations from the Needs Assessment include: (1) increasing the emphasis on career awareness and career exploration in ratepayer-funded education programs servicing K-8 students and supporting career preparation programs in career academies and ROPs. The Needs Assessment also recommends evaluating and working toward the integration of environmental and ratepayer-funded energy curricula. It states that there is substantial evidence that the integration of environmental and energy curricula will increase the support of teachers for these programs. Finally, the study reports that these efforts should be supported by strong collaborations with K-12 schools, particularly those programs, like the California Partnership Academies, that target disadvantaged students.

Public comments at the April 6th workshop focused on leveraging the role of the IOU WE&T programs to support education on career awareness, career exploration, and career development. A suggestion was made to collaborate with ROPs, Green Academies, and other similarly-funded programs to facilitate support for career awareness.
IOUs propose to have a role in future curriculum development and the need for input and funding from other relevant stakeholders to identify other secondary energy and environmental curricula that meet the goals of the Strategic Plan. Programs that target disadvantaged students or students from low-income households benefit from emphasis on career awareness programs. Beginning in 2010, the statewide WE&T program is tracking program participation from low-income, minority and disadvantaged communities. If there is a program cycle extension, any pre-identified Sector Strategy efforts appropriate for the bridge period will be initiated.

As described in the IOU’s 2010-2012 WE&T Statewide Program Implementation Plan (PIP), one of the primary goals of the Connections programs is to promote career education and green careers to K-12 and college students to meet California’s need for green jobs.

Career education is currently being incorporated into the existing programs through updates to existing curriculum, inclusion in new programs being developed, in stand-alone green career guide/supplements, and assemblies.

http://www.greenschoolsnational.com/california.html
http://www.greenschoolsnational.com/california.html

Links provided in this document are the links currently available.

The Needs Assessment acknowledges that Connections initiatives aim to foster collaborations between utilities and educational institutions with the objectives of 1) promoting “Green Careers,” 2) encouraging energy efficiency and conservation behavior, 3) educating schools about the benefits of adopting energy efficiency policies.

The plan of action is to use a Sector Strategy approach around Career Education during the current filing period to incorporate career education into all IOU programs grades K-College while leveraging the expertise and resources of partnership organizations with similar goals and objectives.

The general timeline below represents a common process for developing Sector Strategy results around Career Education. Not all activities listed within the general timeline of this common process will be determined to be applicable for achieving specific outcomes and results. Where it is determined variance from the common process is necessary, IOUs will document the modified action plan and reasoning for the deviation in the WE&T taskforce meetings and the annual report. A deviation in no way lessens the IOU commitment to achieving a level of collaboration associated with a Sector Strategies approach to develop Career Education partnerships.

Q4 2011 (November – December)
- Initiate internal IOU Career Education Team
• Develop IOU specific and general sector strategy goals & objectives using Strategic Plan, Needs Assessment, other documents such as D.09-09-047, and existing guidelines for sector strategies development
  o Develop statewide IOU goals as well as goals and objectives for relevant specific IOU / programs that are not in their nature “statewide”

Q1-Q2 2012
• Develop partner criteria desired to help achieve goals and objectives for a Sector Strategy approach around Career Education
• Identify potential Career Education Sector Strategy Partners based on desired criteria & existing collaborations as well as necessary “new” ones
• Outreach to identified partners for a Career Education Sector Strategy
• Initiate IOU / Partner working group for a Career Education Sector Strategy
  o Develop meeting schedule, framework and necessary working group documents

• Identify shared goals & objective for a Career Education Sector Strategy
• Develop a shared vision & mission statement with corresponding goals & objectives for a Career Education Sector Strategy IOU / Partner working group
• Identify and develop timelines & roadmaps / action items / roles & responsibilities for a Career Education Sector Strategy IOU / Partner working group
  o Develop roadmaps / timelines with pathways for how Sector Strategies activities will inform the next IOU program cycle

• Identify reporting vehicles and reporting schedule
  o Reported via adopted Program Performance Metrics (PPMs), WE&T Taskforce meetings and/or Annual Reports

Q3 2012
• On-going Career Education Sector Strategies collaboration

Q4 2012
• Within the Career Education Sector Strategy working group, initiate identification of lessons learned / best practices and executable partnership activities that help achieve goals and objectives previously identified. These lessons learned, best practices and activities will be included in program planning for the next program cycle

IOUs will use the WE&T Task Force meetings as a vehicle to update, and receive input on, Career Education Sector Strategy planning and development for implementation in the next program cycle.

10. Evaluation of K-12 Programs

Needs Assessment. The Needs Assessment states that collecting non-specific student data from schools is the most accessible data to IOUs for evaluating program impacts. Recommendations from the Needs Assessment include: (1) continuing to support and expand career awareness and exploration in K-12 programs. Furthermore, “as indicated in our K-12 key findings report, the IOUs have recently added career awareness and career exploration modules to the K-8 programs: Living
Wise, PEAK, Green Schools, and Energenius. In this way, the K-8 programs, which, until recently, have mostly focused on how students and their families can save energy, will also contribute to the career development policy goal. These career development modules should be evaluated using appropriate performance metrics, and (2) working with education agencies, schools, and funding partners to allow for the collection and reporting of demographic information on students participating in ratepayer-funded Connections education programs. The Needs Assessment states that the present lack of information hampers the evaluation of existing programs.

Public comments at the April 6th workshop focused on the various issues and challenges surrounding data tracking of students and teachers participating in IOU education programs. The discussion acknowledged value in monitoring and evaluating program impacts on student groups involved in IOU education programs.

IOUs propose to pursue a solution to address this recommendation. Currently, the type of demographic information collected is on the school registrants in general, not on the individual student. Furthermore, there is privacy associated with schools releasing demographic information of students to outside agencies. The tracking of students into green careers could likely only be accomplished with the involvement and permission of guardians. If there is a program cycle extension, any pre-identified Sector Strategy efforts appropriate for the bridge period will be initiated.

The plan of action is to use a Sector Strategy approach around K-12 programs to incorporate career education into all IOU education programs K-12, implemented in schools and identify ways of tracking matriculation of students who participate in the programs including near-term impact on student career awareness. The expertise and resources of partnership organizations with similar goals and objectives will be leveraged.

The general timeline below represents a common process for developing Sector Strategy results around K-12 Programs. Not all activities listed within the general timeline of this common process will be determined to be applicable for achieving specific outcomes and results. Where it is determined variance from the common process is necessary, IOUs will document the modified action plan and reasoning for the deviation in the WE&T taskforce meetings and the annual report. A deviation in no way lessens the IOU commitment to achieving a level of collaboration associated with a Sector Strategies approach to develop K-12 Program partnerships.

Q4 2011 (November – December)

- Initiate internal IOU K-12 Programs Team
- Develop IOU specific and general sector strategy goals & objectives using Strategic Plan, Needs Assessment, other documents such as D.09-09-047, and existing guidelines for sector strategies development
  - Develop statewide IOU goals as well as goals and objectives for relevant specific IOU / programs that are not in their nature "statewide"

Q1-Q2 2012
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• Develop partner criteria desired to help achieve goals and objectives for a Sector Strategy approach around K-12 Programs
• Identify potential K-12 Programs Strategy Partners based on desired criteria & existing collaborations as well as necessary "new" ones
• Outreach to identified partners for a K-12 Programs Sector Strategy
• Initiate IOU / Partner working group for a K-12 Programs Sector Strategy
  o Develop meeting schedule, framework and necessary working group documents

• Identify shared goals & objective for a K-12 Programs Sector Strategy
• Develop a shared vision & mission statement with corresponding goals & objectives for a K-12 Programs Sector Strategy IOU / Partner working group
• Identify and develop timelines & roadmaps / action items / roles & responsibilities for a K-12 Programs Sector Strategy IOU / Partner working group
  o Develop roadmaps / timelines with pathways for how Sector Strategies activities will inform the next IOU program cycle

• Identify reporting vehicles and reporting schedule
  o Reported via adopted Program Performance Metrics (PPMs), WE&T Taskforce meetings and/or Annual Reports

**Q3 2012**
• On-going K-12 Programs Sector Strategies collaboration

**Q4 2012**
• Within the K-12 Programs Sector Strategy working group, initiate identification of lessons learned / best practices and executable partnership activities that help achieve goals and objectives previously identified. These lessons learned, best practices and activities will be included in program planning for the next program cycle.

IOUs will use the WE&T Task Force meetings as a vehicle to update, and receive input on, K-12 Programs Sector Strategy planning and development for implementation in the next program cycle.

11. Strategic Planning and Implementation

This program involves management and execution of several strategic statewide planning tasks identified in the Strategic Plan: a) form an IOU/CPUC WE&T Task Force, b) conduct a needs assessment study, c) facilitate Annual WE&T Public Meetings, and d) create a WE&T-specific web portal.

This sub-program, though not specifically called out in Needs Assessment recommendations, can serve as the means by which action plans can be discussed and assessed in the spirit of the recommendations.

1. **Role of WE&T Taskforce**

The inaugural WE&T Taskforce meeting was held January 28, 2009 with primary purposes of sharing information on green training initiatives and to focus resources on
completing a Workforce, Education & Training statewide Needs Assessment study, as well as create a WE&T web portal site. The final study was posted on March 17, 2011 to the Energy Efficiency Web-portal, www.engage360.com. A first annual WE&T public workshop occurred on April 6th 2011 when results and recommendations from the WE&T Needs Assessment study were presented for public discussion and comment.

The three key overarching themes emerging from the Needs Assessment study and workshop comments are either, goals presented in the California Long-term Energy Efficiency Strategic Plan, ways to measure program performance in Resolution E-4385 or directly or indirectly expressed in D.09-09-047. A general timeline and common process for developing specific outcomes for each WE&T Needs Assessment recommendation is provided in the respective WE&T Centergies and WE&T Connections sections of this Advice Filing.

The IOUs propose to use the WE&T Task Force meetings as a vehicle to update, and receive input on, IOU Sector Strategy planning and development for implementation in the next program cycle while leveraging the expertise and resources of participating taskforce participants. The IOUs further propose to use the annual stakeholder Taskforce meetings to evaluate existing cross-cutting training implementations across industry trade, educational, public agency and community-based sectors. The taskforce can also be used to share with stakeholders, IOU progress with collaborative training relationships among the aforementioned sectors, as well as between IOU and inter-organizational departments. Finally, the current stakeholder Taskforce can be of great value in identifying ways to assess data tracking methodologies for measuring program effectiveness. If there is a program cycle extension any pre-identified Sector Strategy efforts pertinent to the WE&T taskforce and appropriate for the bridge period will be initiated.

2. Role of WE&T Web Portal

The IOUs propose to use the WE&T Task Force meetings to evaluate existing EE web portal options as a means for advancing Sector Strategies, collaborative implementations and measuring program effectiveness.

The initial planning was to develop the WE&T Web Portal within the existing EE Web Portal (www.engage360.com). However, the October 13, 2011 Assigned Commissioner’s Ruling from Commissioner Ferron required that IOUs suspend all spending on the EE web portal.25 Thus, pending the outcome of the Commissioner’s final direction in early 2012, IOUs will continue to evaluate options for the WE&T web portal. At the time that a decision has been made, IOUs will propose final plans to the WE&T taskforce and Energy Division.

Web Portal objective:

IOUs plan for the eventual web portal to include links to various DSM related training programs and will allow for a single point of communication. The portal should also serve as a repository for information about DSM and EE training, educational conferences, and career opportunities. The WE&T segment may be developed and possibly funded in collaboration with other appropriate entities. If there is a program

25 The ACR stated that “all work on the Engage 360 website/web portal shall cease. The site may be “frozen” as is, but no additional upgrades or maintenance shall take place pending further notice.”
cycle extension, any pre-identified web-portal efforts appropriate for implementation in the bridge period will be initiated.

The IOUs’ plan of action for the web portal can be described in two phases:

**Phase 1 (2012 Q2) – Focus on Functionality to Promote Green Energy Careers**
- Include organized links to training programs and opportunities at adult educational facilities, labor and trade organizations, the IOUs, etc.
- Include an events and activities component that highlights upcoming green energy conferences, workshops and related gatherings.
- Feature a Career Center that will feature organized, easy-to-navigate links to open job postings listed on the site and related resources/contacts to attaining these specific jobs.
- Include a level that centers around related authorities, associations and advisory bodies, including the WE&T statewide strategic taskforce, the Workforce Investment Board Green Collar Jobs Council and others
- Include blog strings and a newsletter

**Phase 2 (2012 Q3 - Q4) – Community Building Specific to Green Energy Careers**
- Register users and facilitate membership community features including profile page, online resumes and connection trees (i.e. friend networks, career contacts, etc). Integrate/utilize the best social web technologies/applications to build engaging and credible online interactions.
- Incorporate connectivity tools/functionality that enables the user to attach/connect personal profiles with specific interests, job listings, training program announcements, webinars, and conferences. Explore the potential for automatic registration where appropriate.
- Explore the ability for users to communicate via a private “inbox” with other users, hosted on the site.

No cost information is required for this advice filing. This advice filing will not increase any rate or charge, cause the withdrawal of service, or conflict with any other schedule or rule.

**EFFECTIVE DATE**

SDG&E believes that this filing is subject to Energy Division disposition and should be classified as Tier 1 (effective pending disposition) pursuant to GO 96-B. This filing is pursuant to D.09-09-047 and therefore, SDG&E respectfully requests that this filing become effective on October 24, 2011, the date filed. The additional information the IOUs have provided here does not change the scope or intent of the program approved in D.09-09-047. This second supplemental advice letter clarifies certain program information per Energy Division’s request.

**PROTEST**

The Energy Division has clarified that there will be no protest period for this second supplemental advice letter. Parties to this advice letter have had an opportunity to comment and there were no comments or protests in response to the first advice letter filing submitted on June 3, 2011. Individual utility contact information is below:

San Diego Gas & Electric:
  Attn: Megan Caulson
  Regulatory Tariff Manager
8330 Century Park Court, Room 32C
San Diego, CA 92123-1548
Facsimile No. (858) 654-1788
E-mail: mcaulson@semprautilities.com

Pacific Gas and Electric Company;
Attention: Brian K. Cherry
Vice President, Regulations and Rates
77 Beale Street, Mail Code B10C
P.O. Box 770000
San Francisco, California 94177
Facsimile: (415) 973-6520
E-mail: PGETariffs@pge.com

Southern California Gas Company:
Attn: Sid Newsom
Tariff Manager - GT14D6
555 West Fifth Street
Los Angeles, CA 90013-1011
Facsimile No. (213) 244-4957
E-mail: snewsom@SempraUtilities.com

Southern California Edison:
Akbar Jazayeri
Vice President of Regulatory Operations
Southern California Edison Company
2244 Walnut Grove Avenue
Rosemead, California 91770
Facsimile: (626) 302-4829
E-mail: AdviceTariffManager@sce.com

Southern California Edison:
Bruce Foster
Senior Vice President, Regulatory Affairs
c/o Karyn Gansecki
Southern California Edison Company
601 Van Ness Avenue, Suite 2030
San Francisco, California 94102
Facsimile: (415) 929-5540
E-mail: Karyn.Gansecki@sce.com

NOTICE

A copy of this filing has been served on the utilities and interested parties shown on the attached list, including interested parties to service lists A.08-07-021, A.08-07-022, A.08-07-023, and A.08-07-031 by either providing them a copy electronically or by mailing them a copy hereof, properly stamped and addressed.

Address changes should be directed to SDG&E Tariffs by facsimile at (858) 654-1788 or by e-mail at SDG&ETariffs@semprautilities.com.
CLAY FABER
Director – Regulatory Affairs

(cc list enclosed)
During the current filing period, IOUs have provided support to certificate and credential programs through various efforts, including hosting certificate classes at the Energy Centers, serving on advisory committees, and providing IOU subject matter experts as instructors. Some of those efforts (BOC, CALCTP, etc.) are summarized below. IOUs have also begun to map out existing course offerings and identify potential structuring of classes into series that can be offered as series in current filing period. This will serve as a way of beginning to “test” potential of creating course series that other certifying organizations might adopt as a stand-alone certificate program or that can support an existing or emerging certification program.

**Q3 – Q4 2011**

IOUs will expand the existing working group to focus on course series development and industry certifications. The working group will be responsible for identifying organizations and certifications that are currently offered through the Energy Centers or that can be supported by existing and future Energy Center efforts. The working group will begin work to identify and communicate with certifying organizations to identify the nature of collaboration as well as mapping existing IOU content with industry skills needed and identify gaps in certification and training that might be filled by IOUs collaborating with industry organizations. IOUs will also explore possibilities of taking an existing IOU series (i.e. Lighting Academy) and disseminate and implement in other IOU territories. Structuring course series, developing quizzes and exams, and issuing certificates of completion represents “added value” to typical Energy Center offerings. IOUs will discuss implementing a charging structure for these series-based trainings.

**Q1 – Q2 2012**

Through a collective effort informed by conversations with certification organizations, working group will identify a statewide, standardized set of certifications that have value in the respective industries and can be offered through industry partners such as is done to date with USGBC, IHACI, BOC, NATE, etc. As resources allow, IOUs will also begin to expand existing series to new technologies and/or sectors. IOUs will also continue to develop their existing series to include next steps toward certification such as examination development and exploration of online learning to support fundamentals.

**Q3 - Q4 2012**

As needed, IOUs will draft plans to formally partner with certification organizations and begin to implement plans for partnering with certifying organizations. With information gathered from these collaborative efforts, working group will draft language that can be used in program implementation planning for the next filing period according to direction in upcoming CPUC Rulings or Scoping Memos. Where possible, IOUs will also begin to offer limited courses in a series with the intent of providing a clear path toward gaining a specific skill set. In some cases, the series may be adopted by a third party implementer to create a certificate program.

IOUs will take lessons learned, progress thus far, potential steps forward, and include in Program Implementation Plan for next filing period,
The WE&T Program currently supports this approach through various IOU efforts:

**BOC**
The Building Operator Certification program is a nationally recognized, competency-based training and certification program that offers facilities personnel the improved job skills and knowledge to transform workplaces to be more comfortable, energy-efficient and environmentally friendly.

**CALCTP**
The California Advanced Lighting Controls Training Program (CALCTP) is a statewide initiative aimed at increasing the use of lighting controls in commercial buildings.

**Steam License series**
The series offers clear pathways from entry-level to certification-level, concluding with the professional certification, DOE Steam Specialist class and qualifying exam.

Course Series Example:
- Boiler Basics
- Boiler Water Treatment
- Principles of Combustion
- Steam System Best Practices
- LA Steam License Training Series & Exam
- DOE Steam End- User
- DOE Steam Specialist Certification & Exam.

**CSU East Bay IDSM Certificate**
IOUs have partnered with internal groups such as the PG&E PowerPathway™ program and colleges and universities (California State University – East Bay in this case) to serve as advisors to certificate programs that would result in better trained utility employees and energy efficiency consultants.

**HERS, BPI, NATE**
The IOUs work with Building Performance Institute, California Home Energy Efficiency Raters and North American Technicians Excellence and other similar providers to offer training that is preparatory instruction for certification in the areas of home performance, home audits and HVAC installation, respectively.

Course Series Example:
- NATE Test Prep and Review
- Home Performance, Putting It All Together
- Green Homes That Work
- Designing High Performance Homes with HEED
- Zero Net Energy Homes
- Air Sealing and Insulation
- ACCA HVAC Performance Series
IOUs will also leverage the expertise of the WE&T Task Force by providing updates on program planning and delivery, and an opportunity to provide feedback.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page 17: [2] Deleted</th>
<th>Author</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

To benefit from the complementary nature and objectives sought through course structure changes and certification/credentialing, the action steps and **timeline** generally follow those outlined for Credential and Certifications in Section 3 above.

**The WE&T Program currently supports this approach through several efforts:**

**IHACI**
The Institute of Heating and Air Conditioning Industries (IHACI) offers HVAC training with curriculum focused on design, service, installation, sales and maintenance practices to promote optimum energy efficiency.

**Small-Medium Commercial Building Audits**
This series is currently under development. Courses exist individually and PG&E is in the process of formalizing it as a series. This 5-day series is intended for students with no or some knowledge of energy audits for small to medium sized commercial buildings.

**Existing Building Commissioning Workshop Series**
During this 12-month class which meets once per month, participants are directly involved with the commissioning process in their buildings. Attendees get exposure to the planning, decision-making, and diagnostic aspects of commissioning by retro-commissioning a facility. Students experience the whole process and immediately apply what they have learned through structured, hands-on activities under the supervision of qualified commissioning experts.

**ServSafe**
A food safety training and certificate program administered by the National Restaurant Association

The program covers five key areas:

- Basic Food Safety
- Personal Hygiene
- Cross-contamination & Allergens
- Time & Temperature
- Cleaning & Sanitation

**Sustainability Series**
Consist of workshops that encompass various levels of student interest. Classes offered include “Core Concepts” which covers an introductory in sustainable design, construction and operations of buildings and communities. In an effort to assist customers with their “LEED Green Associate Training” certification that prepares attendees for the LEED-GA exam is now offered and
LEED Existing Building Operations and Maintenance Technical Review which provides a framework for developing efficiency and sustainability plans for existing buildings. As customers continue to put more emphasis on sustainability additional classes will be offered and the calendar expanded.

**Lighting, HVAC, Day-lighting Academy**

Academy classes are designed to be taken in sequential order, starting with the very basics of the particular technology (lighting, HVAC, day-lighting, etc.) and building on concepts learned in prior classes.

The classes will provide graduates the following skills:
- Determine lighting requirements
- Make knowledgeable lamp selections
- Apply economical retrofit strategies
- Calculate lighting quantities
- Select appropriate controls
- Make the best use of SCE incentives

IOUs will also leverage

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page 20: [3] Deleted</th>
<th>Author</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The IOUs will form a working group to identify institutions, associations and agencies expressing greater IOU role in curriculum development. Working group will begin communication with parties to explore ways of sustainable strategic collaboration as well as to evaluate existing relationships to identify gaps and opportunities for improving the relationship</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>statewide or regional workshops with stakeholders in coordination with other recommendations addressed in this Advice Letter</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>determine curriculum needs and sources for collaborative meetings on refining or initiating new curriculum</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IOUs will continue to leverage internal resources and explore new external resources that might help expedite and more effectively integrate IOU expertise into outside curricula development. IOUs will certainly look to existing models (i.e. Lighting Academy) as starting points for building a sustainable process and methodology for coordinated curriculum exchange and development.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inventory internal curriculum sources</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>assess lessons learned and best practices from existing working models</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Q1 - Q2 2012**
Through collective, informed and collaborative conversations with institutions, associations and agencies, working group will identify a methodology that stakeholders find beneficial and IOU programs can reasonably support.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>statewide or regional workshops with stakeholders in coordination with other recommendations addressed in this Advice Letter</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Q3 - Q4 2012**
IOUs will formalize a working model with institutions, associations and agencies from which all will work together in advancing curriculum per industry or technology sector demands. The progress will be monitored and help to refine program implementation planning for the next filing period.

statewide or regional workshops with stakeholders in coordination with other recommendations addressed in this Advice Letter

IOUs will also leverage the expertise of the WE&T Task Force by providing updates on program planning and delivery, and an opportunity to provide feedback.

The plan of action is to improve awareness of Energy Center training resources among disadvantaged worker populations through targeted marketing and partnering efforts.

There is no fully vetted definition of a “disadvantaged worker” at this point. For the purposes of the IOUs work, it is suggested that disadvantaged worker may include low to no-income, blue-collar workers currently employed or unemployed, ethnic minorities, disabled persons, or those lacking a GED. IOUs acknowledge there is an opportunity to define a “disadvantaged worker” more precisely to help focus program outreach efforts in the next program cycle and beyond.

2011-2012
The IOUs propose to continue the pursuit of educational collaborations with organizations that serve the various categories of disadvantaged workers. The IOUs propose that the definition of “Educational Collaboration” be consistent with the WE&T Centergies PPM – providing funding or some in-kind benefit to partner organizations engaged in providing education programs to low income or disadvantaged workers that through IOU developed curricula, or resources, expanded education opportunities might occur.

Q4 2011 - Q1 2012
IOUs propose to take inventory of current network of partnerships with organizations serving low-income and disadvantaged workers engaging with Energy Center training centers or other utility initiatives. The IOUs will assess these partnerships to identify their respective influence within each of the various sectors, potential expansion opportunities, and resource requirements.

Q1-Q4 2012
The IOUs will develop criteria and parameters to prioritize partnerships that provide the greatest impact to workforce outcomes. The intent is to foster the most effective partnerships. The established benchmark for relationship conditions shall guide partnership parameters for the next program cycle.
LA Trade Tech – Provide students and community with high-quality technical and professional educational options that flexibly meet their life-long career development and academic goals; foster a climate of life-long learning; prepare students to participate effectively in our democratic society; and generate economic development with educational, governmental, community and business partners.

Community Based Organizations that deliver LIEE and CARE programs – These organizations employ local workforce in the low-income communities they serve. Identify ways to partner with these organizations to make energy center training resources available as part of their training/workforce development programs.

Workforce Investment Boards/Employment Development Department – WIBs and EDD as part of their mission deliver workforce development programs that serve clients that could be associated as low-income, displaced workers, disadvantaged, among other distinctions.

Community Colleges – Provide education and vocational training to students across many socio-economic groups.

San Francisco Office of Economic and Workforce Development – Provide skills based training for weatherization workers in the Energy Savings Assistance Program

San Diego Workforce Partnership – Provides job training and operates a network of career centers throughout San Diego County. Career development programs are offered to disadvantaged workers and include job fairs, online learning, and other education and training opportunities.

Troops 2 Energy – Trains and prepares transitioning military service members for jobs in the renewable energy industry.

Urban Corps – Provides young adults with a high school education combined with job training and community service in the fields of conservation and recycling.

IOUs propose to track data indicating growth of partnerships in concurrence with ED PPMs, and to use 2011 partnerships as a baseline metric for tracking growth. The IOUs will coordinate statewide to add tracking data fields in our registration information to identify partnerships activities hosted at Energy Center facilities or off-site. The IOUs will seek support of partners in providing data to support tracking mechanisms. In 2012, IOUs propose to determine success criteria to include growth of attendance in specific targeted offerings both at Energy Centers and within partner programs that carry influence of IOU involvement; growth in the number of targeted offerings (% of educational collaborations).

IOUs will also leverage the expertise of the WE&T Task Force by providing updates on program planning and delivery, and an opportunity to provide feedback.

Outreach strategies:

The WE&T Statewide program outreach strategies are described in the WE&T Statewide Program Implementation Plan, Marketing and Outreach Plans.
IOU program support for school/teacher activities:

The WE&T Connection subprogram fully supports the activities of teachers and schools, as is evidenced by their participation in the Connections programs. Even with current successes, the IOUs plan to look into identifying and working with schools that have chosen not to participate in order to adjust curriculum and activities as deemed appropriate for future outreach efforts and offerings.

**Current ongoing IOU programs support efforts to: 2010 - 2012:**
- Align programs with the California Content Standards that teachers are expected to teach.
- Keep informed of new California Core Content Standards and/or National Standards (pending approval) and align programs with new standards. (Please refer to work with CDE below)
- Conduct professional development workshops for teachers

**Q4 2011:**
- Provide a rationale for including career awareness, exploration and preparation in the K-12 schools

**Q1 - Q2 2012:**
- Provide materials that support events (i.e. Earth Day, Arbor Day)
- Identify higher education schools that have career fairs and provide staff and/or information

**2012:**
- Complete review of state testing for K-8 to determine how IOUs might support teachers by incorporating concepts into IOU program materials.
- Provide high school students access to career assessment instruments and access to green workers/professionals through a variety of online resources.

**Other strategies (Q3 2011 through 2012):**
- Post resources on the Web Portal
- Partner with the California Department of Education (CDE) to ensure the inclusion of EE, Green Career and Green Awareness information in schools required California Content Standards
- Partner with the California Energy Commission to develop new guidelines for clean energy partnership academies

Expanding collaborations with additional educational institutions and academies

**California Department of Education: Ongoing**

IOUs are working with the California Department of Education (CDE) in an advisory capacity to affect change in near future curriculum standards. We are currently working with CDE on Energy and Utility Sector standards.
Affecting the standards will ensure that our utility green awareness and green career awareness initiatives are included with California Curriculum Standards and that our programs are in line with school and teacher activities.

**California Energy Commission: Ongoing**

IOUs are working closely with California Energy Commission (CEC) to develop guidelines for clean energy partnership academies (Note: Partnership academies were first established by the California Department of Education in the 1980s. An academy is a multi-year program for high school students structured as a school within a school. Partnership academies combine career technical education with academic courses to prepare students for graduation and future employment or schooling. The academies serve primarily at-risk students. The criteria used for student eligibility include irregular attendance, record of underachievement, low motivation or disinterest in the regular academic program, and economic disadvantages. Each curriculum focuses on a career theme, such as health, energy, or information technology, and is coordinated with related academic courses. The career technical focus for an academy is determined by an analysis of the local labor market and fields that have companies willing to support the program. Expanding our collaboration with academies is one goal within the Needs Assessment findings 12.7.2.)

**WE&T Task Force and other stakeholders Involvement**

The IOU WE&T Task Force members are actively involved in the program planning and implementation process to ensure that we are responsive to the overall Strategic Plan goals.

- The IOU WE&T Task Force members are working with California Department of Education – Energy and Utilities Industry Sector group on curriculum content standards.
- The IOU WE&T Task Force members are working with California Energy Commission on Clean Energy Partnership Academies (SB X11) in line with CLTEESP goal to include minority and low income students in programs.
- The IOU WE&T Task Force members are working with the California Community Colleges Chancellor’s office on the design and implementation of community college programs.

IOUs will also leverage the expertise of the WE&T Task Force by providing updates on program planning and delivery, and an opportunity to provide feedback.

**Outreach:**

The WE&T Statewide program outreach strategies are described in the WE&T Statewide Program Implementation Plan at Section 10b, Marketing and Outreach Plans.
Strategies in 2011 Q3 - Q4 and 2012 Q1 - Q4 to facilitate best practices in next program cycle:

Identify business partners who could provide classroom speakers to discuss their clean energy (Green Energy) work
Identify community based organizations (CBOs) that could help promote materials and programs
Identify agencies who already work within the schools on environmental/energy efficiency and cross market (Air Resource Board, Recycling, etc.)
Outreach to County Office of Educations (COEs) to collaborate in promoting programs and materials to their schools (visit first those who serve schools in the Counties with the lowest median income)
Identify partners in the high schools that have New Energy/Green Academies, and AP Environmental Science classes (e.g. Programs that are already focused on Green Careers preparation and energy efficiency)
Partner with educational organizations that serve career tech teachers
Partner with teachers for high school Green Pathway program, to help develop relevant program curriculum
Continue active participation in the CDE Work Force Development group
Develop a plan for linking of Community College and four-year University programs to energy efficiency occupations
Post on the www.engage360.com Web Portal a listing of certificate and degree programs at the Community Colleges and UC/CSUs that are in the clean energy field
Facilitate communication between Green Campus interns and professors with CC college students and teachers to share projects they have done and currently working on with the intent to get them interested in generating interest in green careers.

IOU program support for current school/teacher activities:

Please see section 8 above.

Further, IOUs plan to identify a core group of teachers in targeted areas to come together for a two-day workshop to solicit suggestions on how IOUs can support career awareness and exploration and how to integrate it into what they already teach. Identify if there are additional materials to be developed to support that.
Attachment D

Workforce Education and Training (WE&T) General Timeline

SDG&E Advice Letter 2260-E-B/2041-G-B;
SoCalGas Advice Letter 4249-B;
SCE Advice Letter 2588-E-B;
PG&E Advice Letter 3212-G-B/3852-E-B
1. Support Sector Strategies

- Initiate internal IOU Sector Strategies Launching Team for each recommendation area in the WE&T NA
  - Assign lead IOU representative for each recommendation area as Launch Team
- Develop IOU specific and general sector strategy Goals & Objectives using Strategic Plan, Needs Assessment, other documents such as D.09-09-047, and existing guidelines for sector strategies development.
  - Determine appropriate scope for Sector Strategy implementation
  - Determine appropriate scale for Sector Strategy implementation
  - Ensure to include statewide IOU goals as well as goals and objectives for relevant specific IOU / programs that are not in their nature “statewide”
- Initiate activities outlined by the General Timeline in preparation for development 2012 Q1-Q2 detailed and specific work product.

- Develop Partner Criteria Desired to help achieve goals and objectives
  - General Criteria developed by Sector Strategy Team
  - More specific desired criteria, goals and objectives developed by recommendation area
- Identify Potential SS Partners based on desired criteria & existing collaborations as well as necessary “new” ones
  - Establish list of Sector Strategy participants and adopters
- Outreach to identified partners
  - Solicit participation by Needs Assessment recommendation area
  - Initiate IOU / Partner working group (develop meeting schedule, framework, vehicles, etc.)
  - Identify shared goals & objective
  - Develop a shared vision & mission statement with corresponding goals & objectives
  - Identify and develop timelines & roadmaps / action items / roles & responsibilities
  - Ensure roadmaps / timelines include pathways for how Sector Strategies activities will inform the next IOU program cycle
  - Public / ED Reporting vehicles (ex: Engage 360) web portal and reporting schedule
  - IOUs will leverage the formation of the WE&T Task Force to provide updates on Sector Strategy activity, planning and delivery
  - IOUs will use annual reporting to provide progress updates on Sector Strategy activity, planning and delivery
  - Conduct activities outlined by the General Timeline to develop specific and detailed IOU work progress identified for 2012 Q1-Q2.

- On-going sector strategies collaboration
  - Scan for new Sector Strategy formation opportunities
  - Identify new Sector Strategy Partners
  - Continue collaborative work conducted in 2012 Q1-Q2 in preparation for 2012 Q4 detailed and specific work product.

- Within the SS working group, initiate identification of lessons learned / best practices and executable partnership activities that help achieve goals and objectives previously identified. These lessons learned, best practices and activities will be included in program planning for the next program cycle.
  - Conduct working sessions
    - Assess lessons learned and best practices
    - Evaluate achievement of Sector Strategy criteria, goals and objectives
    - Derive lessons learned, best practices and activities for inclusion in next program cycle planning
  - Conduct activities outlined by the General Timeline to develop specific and detailed IOU work progress identified for 2012 Q4.

2. Collaborate with Construction Trades

- Initiate internal IOU Partnerships Launching Team for each recommendation area in the WE&T NA
- Develop IOU specific and general sector strategy Goals & Objectives using Strategic Plan, Needs Assessment, other documents such as D.09-09-047, and existing guidelines for partnership development.
  - Ensure to include statewide IOU goals as well as goals and objectives for relevant specific IOU / programs that are not in their nature “statewide”
  - Continue to support existing partnerships
  - Develop a list of construction trade organizations within the service territory
- Develop Partner Criteria Desired to help achieve goals and objectives
  - Identify Potential SS Partners based on desired criteria & existing collaborations as well as necessary “new” ones
  - Outreach to identified partners
  - Initiate IOU / Partner working group (develop meeting schedule, framework, vehicles, etc.)
  - Identify shared goals & objective
  - Develop a shared vision & mission statement with corresponding goals & objectives
  - Identify and develop timelines & roadmaps / action items / roles & responsibilities
  - Ensure roadmaps / timelines include pathways for how Sector Strategies activities will inform the next IOU program cycle
  - Public / ED Reporting

- On-going Partnerships and sector strategies collaboration
  - Identify and draft IOUs with partners.
  - Continued support and offering of existing programs/partnerships

- Within the SS working group, initiate identification of lessons learned / best practices and executable partnership activities that help achieve goals and objectives previously identified. These lessons learned, best practices and activities will be included in program planning for the next program cycle.
  - Continued support and offering of existing programs/partnerships
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>2011 (Nov - Dec)</th>
<th>2012 Q1-Q2</th>
<th>2012 Q3</th>
<th>2012 Q4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3. Support Credentials and Certifications</td>
<td>• Initiate internal IOU Credentials and Certifications Team for each recommendation area in the WE&amp;T NA</td>
<td>• Develop IOU specific and general sector strategy Goals &amp; Objectives using Strategic Plan, Needs Assessment, other documents such as D.09-09-047, and existing guidelines for credentials and certifications development.</td>
<td>• Develop Partner Criteria Desired to help achieve goals and objectives</td>
<td>• On-going credentials and certifications collaboration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Ensure to include statewide IOU goals as well as goals and objectives for relevant specific IOU / programs that are not in their nature “statewide”</td>
<td>• Identify Potential credentials and certifications Partners based on desired criteria &amp; existing collaborations as well as necessary “new” ones</td>
<td>• Outreach to identified partners</td>
<td>• Within the credentials and certifications working group, initiate identification of lessons learned / best practices and executable partnership activities that help achieve goals and objectives previously identified. These lessons learned, best practices and activities will be included in program planning for the next program cycle.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Continue to support existing credential and certification partnerships</td>
<td>• Ensure to include statewide IOU goals as well as goals and objectives for relevant specific IOU / programs that are not in their nature “statewide”</td>
<td>• Outreach to identified partners</td>
<td>• Identify and draft MOUs with partners toward supporting credential and certification programs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Existing Partnerships Include:</td>
<td>• Develop a shared vision &amp; mission statement with corresponding goals &amp; objectives</td>
<td>• Develop a shared vision &amp; mission statement with corresponding goals &amp; objectives</td>
<td>• Continued support and offering of existing programs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Building Operator Certification (BOC)</td>
<td>• Identify and develop timelines &amp; roadmaps / action items / roles &amp; responsibilities</td>
<td>• Identify and develop timelines &amp; roadmaps / action items / roles &amp; responsibilities</td>
<td>• Continued support and offering of existing programs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• California Advanced Lighting Controls Training Program (CALCTP)</td>
<td>• Ensure roadmaps / timelines include pathways for how credentials and certifications activities will inform the next IOU program cycle</td>
<td>• Ensure roadmaps / timelines include pathways for how credentials and certifications activities will inform the next IOU program cycle</td>
<td>• Within the Structure of Classes working group, initiate identification of lessons learned / best practices and executable partnership activities that help achieve goals and objectives previously identified. These lessons learned, best practices and activities will be included in program planning for the next program cycle.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• CSU East Bay IDSM Certificate Program</td>
<td>• Public / ED Reporting vehicles (ex: Engage 360) web portal and reporting schedule</td>
<td>• Public / ED Reporting vehicles (ex: Engage 360) web portal and reporting schedule</td>
<td>• Identify and draft MOUs with partners toward supporting credential and certification programs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• HERS</td>
<td>• Continued support and offering of existing programs</td>
<td>• Continued support and offering of existing programs</td>
<td>• Continued support and offering of existing programs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• BPI</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• NATE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Association of Energy Engineers (AEE)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Department of Energy (DOE)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Infrared Imaging (FLIR)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• US Green Building Council</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Introduction to Sustainability (UCSD)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Restructure Classes (Structure of Classes)</td>
<td>• Initiate internal IOU Structure of Classes Team for each recommendation area in the WE&amp;T NA</td>
<td>• Develop Partner Criteria Desired to help achieve goals and objectives</td>
<td>• On-going Structure of Classes collaboration</td>
<td>• Within the Structure of Classes working group, initiate identification of lessons learned / best practices and executable partnership activities that help achieve goals and objectives previously identified. These lessons learned, best practices and activities will be included in program planning for the next program cycle.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Develop IOU specific and general Structure of Classes Goals &amp; Objectives using Strategic Plan, Needs Assessment, other documents such as D.09-09-047, and existing guidelines for sector strategies development.</td>
<td>• Identify Potential Structure of Classes Partners based on desired criteria &amp; existing collaborations as well as necessary “new” ones</td>
<td>• On-going Structure of Classes collaboration</td>
<td>• Identify and draft MOUs with partners toward supporting course series as a way of moving toward certification through a 3rd party.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Ensure to include statewide IOU goals as well as goals and objectives for relevant specific IOU / programs that are not in their nature “statewide”</td>
<td>• Outreach to identified partners</td>
<td>• Continued support and offering of existing programs</td>
<td>• Continued support and offering of existing programs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• IOUs will each map out existing course offerings to inform future restructuring of classes to support course series</td>
<td>• Initiate IOU / Partner working group (develop meeting schedule, framework, vehicles, etc.)</td>
<td>• Develop a shared vision &amp; mission statement with corresponding goals &amp; objectives</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Assess existing course series at each IOU and determine which can be replicated</td>
<td>• Identify shared goals &amp; objective</td>
<td>• Identify and develop timelines &amp; roadmaps / action items / roles &amp; responsibilities</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Existing class series include:</td>
<td>• Develop a shared vision &amp; mission statement with corresponding goals &amp; objectives</td>
<td>• Ensure roadmaps / timelines include pathways for how Structure of Classes activities will inform the next IOU program cycle</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Small-Medium Commercial Building Audits</td>
<td>• Identify and develop timelines &amp; roadmaps / action items / roles &amp; responsibilities</td>
<td>• Public / ED Reporting vehicles (ex: Engage 360) web portal and reporting schedule</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Existing Building Commissioning Workshop Series</td>
<td>• Public / ED Reporting vehicles (ex: Engage 360) web portal and reporting schedule</td>
<td>• Outreach to potential partners that can serve as an audience for course series and/or who can adopt course series toward</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• The Lighting Academy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Los Angeles Steam Engineer Licensing Series</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

New IOUs will each map out existing course offerings to inform future restructuring of classes to support course series. Assess existing course series at each IOU and determine which can be replicated.
### 5. Support Curricula Development

- **Initiate internal IOU Team for Support of Curricula Development**
- **Develop IOU specific and general Support of Curricula Development Goals & Objectives using Strategic Plan, Needs Assessment, other documents such as D.09-09-047, and existing guidelines for sector strategies development.**
  - Ensure to include statewide IOU goals as well as goals and objectives for relevant specific IOU / programs that are not in their nature “statewide”
- **Initiate activities outlined by the General Timeline in preparation for development 2012 Q1-Q2 detailed and specific work product.**
- **Develop Partner Criteria Desired to help achieve goals and objectives**
  - Identify Potential Support of Curricula Development Partners based on desired criteria & existing collaborations as well as necessary “new” ones
  - Outreach to identified partners
  - Initiate IOU / Partner working group (develop meeting schedule, framework, vehicles, etc.)
  - Identify shared goals & objective
  - Develop a shared vision & mission statement with corresponding goals & objectives
  - Identify and develop timelines & roadmaps / action items / roles & responsibilities
  - Ensure roadmaps / timelines include pathways for how Support of Curricula Development activities will inform the next IOU program cycle
  - Public / ED Reporting vehicles (ex: Engage 360) web portal and reporting schedule
  - Conduct activities outlined by the General Timeline to develop specific and detailed IOU work progress identified for 2012 Q1-Q2.
- **On-going Support of Curricula Development collaboration**
  - Continue collaborative work conducted in 2012 Q1-Q2 in preparation for 2012 Q4 detailed and specific work product.
- **Within the Support of Curricula Development working group, initiate identification of lessons learned / best practices and executable partnership activities that help achieve goals and objectives previously identified. These lessons learned, best practices and activities will be included in program planning for the next program cycle.**
- **Conduct activities outlined by the General Timeline to develop specific and detailed IOU work progress identified for 2012 Q4.**

### 6. Inclusion of Disadvantaged Workers

- **Initiate internal IOU working team to develop and implement strategy and goals towards increasing disadvantaged worker participation in WE&T programs**
- **Develop IOU specific and general Goals & Objectives using Strategic Plan, Needs Assessment, other documents such as D.09-09-047, and existing guidelines for sector strategies development.**
  - Ensure to include statewide IOU goals as well as goals and objectives for relevant specific IOU / programs that are not in their nature “statewide”
- **The team will take inventory of current network of partnerships with organizations serving low-income and disadvantaged workers engaging with Energy Center training centers or other utility initiatives.**
- **The team will assess these partnerships to identify their respective influence within each of the various sectors, potential expansion opportunities, and resource requirements.**
- **Develop Partner Criteria Desired to help achieve goals and objectives**
  - Identify Potential SS Partners based on desired criteria & existing collaborations as well as necessary “new” ones
  - Outreach to identified partners
  - Initiate IOU / Partner working group (develop meeting schedule, framework, vehicles, etc.)
  - Identify shared goals & objective
  - Develop a shared vision & mission statement with corresponding goals & objectives
  - Identify and develop timelines & roadmaps / action items / roles & responsibilities
  - Ensure roadmaps / timelines include pathways for how Sector Strategies activities will inform the next IOU program cycle
  - Public / ED Reporting vehicles (ex: Engage 360) web portal and reporting schedule
  - Develop an updated list by IOU service territory of qualified partners that contribute to the achievement of the goals and metrics established for this initiative
  - Develop and launch a tracking mechanism to provide data on participation of disadvantaged workers
  - Begin review of existing marketing and outreach efforts to identify target refinement opportunities
- **On-going sector strategies collaboration**
  - Continue to expand efforts identified in 2011 and Qtrs 1 & 2 of 2012
- **Within the SS working group, initiate identification of lessons learned / best practices and executable partnership activities that help achieve goals and objectives previously identified. These lessons learned, best practices and activities will be included in program planning for the next program cycle.**
- **Continue to expand efforts identified in 2011 and Qtrs 1,2 & 3 of 2012**
- **Benchmark results of developments to guide partnership parameters for the next program cycle**
7. Evaluation of Workforce Outcomes

- Initiate internal IOU Data Tracking Team to finalize data tracking requirements for IOU Energy Center courses
- Develop statewide list of participant data (e.g., job type and level, educational background, etc.) to be tracked by Energy Centers
- Begin tracking course participant data as agreed upon by statewide team
- Update and revise WET (Connection & Centers) program theory and logic model to fully reflect the implementation of the needs assessment findings
- Align the establish success criteria and goals with program theory and logic model (activities, output and outcome)
- Monitor performance of the success criteria and stated goals against actual program activities and outputs. The expected program outcome will be included in the program process evaluation for the next program cycle.
- Continue – Monitor performance of the success criteria and stated goals against actual program activities and outputs. The expected program outcome will be included in the program process evaluation for the next program cycle.
- Develop baseline of Energy Center course participant characteristics based on new statewide list of participant tracking information.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2011 (Nov – Dec)</th>
<th>2012 Q1-Q2</th>
<th>2012 Q3</th>
<th>2012 Q4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Monitor performance of the success criteria and stated goals against actual program activities and outputs.</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Develop baseline of Energy Center course participant characteristics based on new statewide list of participant tracking information.</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

8. Collaborate with Education

- Initiate internal IOU Career Education team to focus on Sector Strategies for persons not yet in the work force.
  - Sector strategies for K-8 students can be made up of career awareness and career exploration and focus on preparing students for careers in the green sector (Energy and Utilities, Engineering, Transportation, Agricultural and Natural Resources, etc.).
  - Sector strategies for 9-12 grade students can be addressed by our support for and partnership/collaboration with career academies.
  - Develop Education specific and general K-12 sector strategy Goals & Objectives using Strategic Plan, Needs Assessment, other documents such as D.09-09-047, and existing guidelines for sector strategies development.
  - Ensure to include statewide IOU goals as well as goals and objectives for relevant specific IOU / programs that are not in their nature “statewide”
  - Identify educational conferences to attend in 2012.
  - Identify potential schools with targeted populations (Title 1) and Free and Reduced Price Meals through 2012
  - Review list of current partners and potential collaboration opportunities that would be the most effective partners through 2012.
- Develop Education Partner Criteria Desired to help achieve education goals and objectives
- Identify Career Education Partners based on desired criteria & existing collaborations as well as necessary “new” ones
- Outreach to identified partners
- Initiate and/or participate in existing education focused working groups. (develop meeting schedule, framework, vehicles, etc.)
- Identify shared goals & objective
- Develop a shared vision & mission statement with corresponding goals & objectives
- Identify and develop timelines & roadmaps / action items / roles & responsibilities
  - Ensure roadmaps / timelines include pathways for how Career (theme/sector strategy) Education activities prepare students for clean energy career sectors and will inform the next IOU program cycle
- Public / ED Reporting vehicles (ex: Engage 360) web portal and reporting schedule
- Inform educators about the BS K-12 curriculum units produced by the Education and the Environment Initiative (EEI) and approved by the CDE. Ongoing.
- Continue collaborations with statewide teacher educational organizations. Ongoing.
- Identify potential collaborations with organizations that support career tech training for after high school young adults preparing to enter the green workforce. Ongoing
- Continue collaboration with Workforce Investment Boards (WIBs) on the development of bridges from High School to the workforce.
- Continue collaboration with California Department of Education on infusing Science Technology Engineering and Math (STEM) into our educational programs.
- Support on-going efforts by California Department of Education to modify curriculum standards in the Energy and Utilities sector for appropriate grade levels.
- Develop a joint collaborative marketing plan to incorporate all IOU K-12 educational programs.
- Continue partnership with California Department of Education (CDE) to ensure the inclusion of EE, Green Career and Green Awareness Information in schools required California Content Standards
- Continue partnership with the California Energy Commission to develop new guidelines for clean energy partnership academies
- Within the Career Education team, identify lessons learned / best practices and executable partnership activities that help achieve goals and objectives previously identified. These lessons learned, best practices and activities will be included in program planning for the next program cycle.
- Evaluate collaborations to date and make recommendations for the next program cycle for collaborations.
- Research internally at IOU programs that service schools to determine joint activities to further market the IOU school programs.

9. Career Education

- Initiate internal IOU Career Education Team for recommendations in the WEFT NA
- Develop IOU specific and general sector strategy Goals & Objectives using Strategic Plan, Needs Assessment, other documents such as D.09-09-047, and existing guidelines for Career Education development.
  - Include statewide IOU goals as well as goals
- Develop Partner Criteria Desired to help achieve goals and objectives
- Identify Potential Career Education Partners based on desired criteria & existing collaborations as well as necessary “new” ones
- Outreach to identified partners
- Support on-going collaboration of Career Education curriculum at appropriate grade levels
  - In addition to statewide efforts above, continued outreach efforts to identified partners by individual programs is ongoing.
- Continue outreach to ROP programs and Green Academies
- Initiate Within the Career Education working group, identification of lessons learned / best practices and executable partnership activities that achieve goals and objectives previously identified. These lessons learned, best practices and activities will be included in program planning for the next program cycle.
- Identify and draft MOUs with partners toward supporting
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2011 (Nov - Dec)</th>
<th>2012 Q1-Q2</th>
<th>2012 Q3</th>
<th>2012 Q4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>and objectives for relevant specific IOU / programs that are not in their nature “statewide”</td>
<td>Initiate IOU / Partner working group (develop meeting schedule, framework, vehicles, etc.)</td>
<td>Develop Partner Criteria Desired to help achieve goals and objectives</td>
<td>Continue on-going Career Education collaboration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support existing ongoing efforts to incorporate career education into K-8 curriculum programs.</td>
<td>Identify shared goals &amp; objectives</td>
<td>Identify Potential Career Education Partners based on desired criteria &amp; existing collaborations as well as necessary “new” ones</td>
<td>• Within the Career Education working group, initiate identification of lessons learned / best practices and executable partnership activities that help achieve goals and objectives previously identified. These lessons learned, best practices and activities will be included in program planning for the next program cycle.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Tracking collaborations/partnerships that currently support (K-12) and beyond educational programs (e.g. PEAK, Energenius, Green Pathway pilot program, after high school and Green Campus programs)</td>
<td>Develop a shared vision &amp; mission statement with corresponding goals &amp; objectives</td>
<td>Outreach to identified partners</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Begin outreach to ROP programs and Green Academies with Green Career Resource guide</td>
<td>Identify and develop timelines &amp; roadmaps / action items / roles &amp; responsibilities</td>
<td>Initiate IOU / Partner working group (develop meeting schedule, framework, vehicles, etc.)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Introduce PEAK program Career Explorer book and activities for schools</td>
<td>o Ensure roadmaps / timelines include pathways for how Career Education activities will inform the next IOU program cycle</td>
<td>Identify shared goals &amp; objective</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Identify organizations/agencies that support K-8 career education (e.g. Science, Technology, Engineering and Math etc.)</td>
<td>• Public / ED Reporting vehicles (ex: Engage 360) web portal and reporting schedule</td>
<td>Develop a shared vision &amp; mission statement with corresponding goals &amp; objectives</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Incorporating into existing IOU K-8 curriculum materials career awareness and exploration as age appropriate</td>
<td>In addition to statewide efforts above, continued outreach efforts to identified partners by individual programs is ongoing.</td>
<td>Identify and develop timelines &amp; roadmaps / action items / roles &amp; responsibilities</td>
<td>• Within the Career Education working group, initiate identification of lessons learned / best practices and executable partnership activities that help achieve goals and objectives previously identified. These lessons learned, best practices and activities will be included in program planning for the next program cycle.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Building pathways on college campuses that are facilitated by the Green Campus (UC/CSU system) program (e.g. infuse energy efficiency concepts.) pathways to green careers through the variety of activities</td>
<td>• Promote additional PEAK Career Resources</td>
<td>o Ensure roadmaps / timelines include pathways for how Career Education activities will inform the next IOU program cycle</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Develop collaborations with educational institutions to leverage career education resources that can be shared with K-12 schools and Community Colleges</td>
<td>• Incorporating into existing IOU K-8 curriculum materials career awareness and exploration as age appropriate</td>
<td>• Building pathways on college campuses that are facilitated by the Green Campus (UC/CSU system) program (e.g. infuse energy efficiency concepts.) pathways to green careers through the variety of activities</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Evaluation of K-12 Programs</td>
<td>• Develop Partner Criteria Desired to help achieve goals and objectives</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Initiate internal IOU Career Education Team for recommendations in the WEB T NA</td>
<td>Identify Potential Career Education Partners based on desired criteria &amp; existing collaborations as well as necessary “new” ones</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Develop IOU specific and general Career Education Goals &amp; Objectives using Strategic Plan, Needs Assessment, other documents such as D:09-09-047, and existing guidelines for sector strategies development.</td>
<td>Outreach to identified partners</td>
<td>Initiate IOU / Partner working group (develop meeting schedule, framework, vehicles, etc.)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Will include statewide IOU goals as well as goals and objectives for relevant specific IOU / programs that are not in their nature “statewide”</td>
<td>Identify shared goals &amp; objective</td>
<td>Identify shared goals &amp; objective</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Develop a shared vision &amp; mission statement with corresponding goals &amp; objectives</td>
<td>Develop a shared vision &amp; mission statement with corresponding goals &amp; objectives</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Identify and develop timelines &amp; roadmaps / action items / roles &amp; responsibilities</td>
<td>Identify and develop timelines &amp; roadmaps / action items / roles &amp; responsibilities</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>o Ensure roadmaps / timelines include pathways for how Career Education activities will inform the next IOU program cycle</td>
<td>o Ensure roadmaps / timelines include pathways for how Career Education activities will inform the next IOU program cycle</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Public / ED Reporting vehicles (ex: Engage 360) web portal and reporting schedule</td>
<td>Public / ED Reporting vehicles (ex: Engage 360) web portal and reporting schedule</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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